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INTRODUCTION

Although education and the social sciences attract women and members

of minority groups more than any other_discipline (National Center for

Educational Statistics,'1977), there is a paucity of minorities and

women in leadership arid management in education research and development

(R&D). Since the early 1970's there has been a concerted effort within

the profession to conduct research efforts that will document this im-

balance and seek out the variables affecting this lack of participation.

Education researchers are now developing and testing promising projects

and programs for increasing ihe participation of these groups. Their

experiences and findings contribute significantly to the literature and

impact on new programmatic efforts and on the awareness of all those in

education R&D of the professional status of minorities and women.

There are several models currently in practice to increase the

participation of minorities and women in education research and

development. The major federal effort to this end is the National

Institute of Education's (NIE's) Minorities 'and Women's Program. Its

funded projects have provided training and advanced study for more

than 3,000 minority group members and women since its inception in

1976 (National Institute of Education, 1980). These programs have

been directed to persons at every academic level: research assistant,

undergraddate, graduate, and post-doctoral. Their time lines run from

short weekend seminars to more intensive programs lasting from a few

months to three years. The emphases of. these programs include career

awareness, pre-professional training, course work, and/or supervised

participation in research (e.g., internships).



The model being presented here is unique in its approach. The

target audience is the practitioner-in-the-field who is found in the State

Education Agency (SEA), the Local Education Agency (LEA), or an institution

of higher education. The educational level of the practitioner is not a

qualification for'participation. The timeline for participation is deter-

mined by the participants and their self-expressed nee4s.

This model is based on the concept that opportunitie6 must be made

available by one's employer and understood and experienced by practitioners

in order to reduce the barriers that have prevented full, professional par-
,

ticipation by minorities and women- ilkeducation research and develoiftent.

.\
The activities designed to surmount tne\parriers are numerous and are de-

\ '

scribed in detai'l. Many of the vehicles o further profeasional development

that have been incorporated in this model have been identified and designed

as a function of the unfolding of the Research for Better Schools project.

Others have been incorporated from existing programs or suggested by the

literature in the field. The entire prOgram represents the best that is

currently available.

a
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HISTORY

In December 1979, Research for Better Schools, Inc.,. (RBS), a

private, non-profit educational laboratory located in Philadelphia,

began work on a three-year grant from the National Institute of Educa-

tion's Minorities and Women's Program to develop's model that woyld

delineate the process by which an externaliagency (such as an educa-

tional laboratory or university) could work with one or more State

Education Agencies (SEA) to help increase the participation of' minbrities

and women in education-research and development (R&D) leadership'and

management.

RBS was -to specify this model by identifying those practices and

procedures which were the most successful in the tri-state area of

PennsylVnia, New Jersey, and Delaware.

As pladned,,the first year would involve "start-up" activities
-

culminating in the establiShment of positive working relationships

between RBS and those in the states working wlth the project. The

second year was planned for full JAplementation of the project activities.

The third year was planned for institutionalizing the project within

each state and allowing RBS time to document the successful practices

experienced during each of the three years. At the end of the three-

year period, a manual describing the RBS model was to be available for

those agencies that may wish to act as an initiating agency in their

state/region arid replicate the procedures specified.

vii t'Sj



The first year went as planned. During the filecond year, because of

federal budget limitations, the grant was shortened from three to two

years. Therefore, many of the activities planned for year two were con-

ducted during the first half of that year. During the second half of

,year two, the project-began focusing on the activities planned for year,

th ee. This manual documents the two-year RBS effort and describes the

model as best as possible after only two years. The field festing and

review procesa originally planned have not been accomplished; however,

the reader can be assured that great care has been taken to include as
-

much information as is believed would be necessary for an agency to

replicate this model.

viii
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PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

This Program delineates the process by which an external agency '

(such as an educational laboratory or university) can work with one

or more State Education Agencies (SEAs) to help increase the partici-

pation of minorities and women in education R&D leadership and manage-

ment. For purposes of this program, education R&D includes but is not

confined to research, development, dissemination, utilization and

evaluation.

This manual is written directly for the promiective user - an

agency other than an SEA that Often assuMes the role of "initiator" of

programmatic change activities within a stage or region. This is a

"how to" manual which specifies the steps Research for Better Schools

(RBS) recommends'and the successful,practices that RBS identified

following implementation of the model program. Also included are

explicit examples of products from the RBS project, e.g., news releases,

published articles, outlines of training sessions, and letters.

, This program is organized in three stages and this manual is

organized into three chapters, one for each- stage. Each stage represents

a segment of time within the chronicle of the program and will be com-

pleted in varying lengths of time by those using the program, It is

important, however, that each stage be completed before he next begins.

Stage One: Establishment

This stage provides the initiating agency with a mechanisM to

establish positive working relationships within the state0 and eutablish

the specific needs the project should address within the sta e(s). The

ix



initiating agency will identify the structbre of the State Edulltion.

Agency, the needs of the target audience, and the most efficient iiieans

of communication between the two and the initiating agenty. The com-

position of this information will help set, the stage for effective change

and productive relationships.

Stage Two: Implementatior

This stage describes the procedures and activities which can be used

to ensure successful implementation of the three major program areas:

\creating awareness, training, and providing technical ass stance. There

aie-specific examples of communiques and suggestions on tHeir best employ-

ment. Effective tactics for follow-up ar& discussed and illustrations

are included.

Stage Three: Institutionalization

This section provides methods to be used by the initiating agency .

to ensure an on-going program in the state(s) when that agency is no longer the'

driving force behind the project. Methods for shifting rolep in order to

sustain an on-going program are presented. Information regarding the

continuing of networking and the re-evaluating of needs are discussed.

Attention is given to strengthening technical assistance resources and

product development. -The key to institutionalizing the prograM lies in

an effective dissemination system that is in place in the SEA.

Before_beginning this program, it is recommended that you read the three

articles that can be found in Appendix A. These articles more clearly

define the problems surrounding,the participation/of mOorities and wo-

men in education R&D management and leadership and will be an invaluable

source for future reference.



STAGE ONE: ESTABLISHMENT

The first stage of this program involves the establishment of
41 4L

relationships with-SEA personnel and the establishment of the needs -this

program can address within tlie,statt(al): In the ieciions -that follow,

the steps of this process axe sYstematioally described, the-rationale

presented, and important factors discussed.

Establishing Relationships
.11

A clearly written description of the program, including statements

deScrl.bing the goal ana objectives of the program, its significance, a

definition of the target audience, and the activities to pursue the

,program is the most important ingredient to the establishment of the
A

.
program. ,In particular, proposed activities must be enumerated and

explained so that the prospective,participant (the SEA) is clear.about
,

the iesOurCes that are available from the Vitiating agency and the
t

resources that the SEA will-be asked to commit to the program. This

project descriptionwill then serve as the basd*for all communications:

clarifying and interpreiing the goal and objectives of the program to

4

SEA personnel and to newsletter editors, responding to telephOne inquiries,

A ,

or answering requests for technical assistance. (See Ap dix B,goA the

RBS p"oject',,,detwapt,Lon.)

Chief State School,Officer(s). 'The initiating -agency sets.up a

meeting with'the chief state school ofricer and, using the program

ription, completely describes the proposed program. Personnel from

t-
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the initiating agency,listening well to the chief st e sc ool 4f1ter;'4

'

can determine how the program may be adapted.to'fill the unique needs of

the SEA. Inforthation retrieved, during this process should answer the

question,-"HOw do SEA and state characteristics influence the proposed

program characteristics?"

There are two major factors in considering-this question. 'One is

state size. The larger the number of people in the SEA, the more fprmal

the SEA organization and the more coMplex the chains of supervision will

be. The second factor is the existence of a linkage system. Some sttes

will have an existing tructure to provide liaison and dissemihaiion

services. Other state(s), regardless of their size, mi5r have to develop

that structure.

SEA Liaison(s). Aftet instilling confidence in the initiating

agency, ,the proposed program, and the proposed program personnel, an

individual from the SEA should be appointed by the chief state school

officer to the program. It is important that this happens as early as

possible in the program.

0Aiginat2y, the SEA tiaizons to the RBS ptoject wete ca4i4tant6 to

athe chief state 4choot off,Le.m. AA these penzonz attempted to function

az the Linkbetxeen the Spk and the pAaject howeveA, the demand4 on theLA

time and that diatance linom tho4 . within the SEA who woutd actuattytwoAk

with the pAogAam,nLeazitated the identification O'Is otheA individuath to

liu.4412 thiz 'Late.' In each state,'the ownizationat unit, paisition,

and netative authoAity of the individuat i.na.t2y zetected vaAied gneatiy;

howeveA, the pnocedukes fon identification of the SEA tia4on wete the'

same. (See Appendix C4o4 coAmoondence.fum thiz pAocess in oneztate.)

2
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There are several factors which should guide the chief state school

officer_in choosing a liaison because this person will affect the development

of the program within the SEA and the strength of the dissemination

system created. The "leyel" of,.the liaison within the SEA hierarchy, the

-job function of the liaison, the amount of time the liaison can spedd

. with the program, the liaison's previous experience' with the issue's, and

the liaison's iength,of tenure with the SEA are all significant,factors.
SI

To begin with, the closer the placement of the liaison to the top

management of the SEA, the greater the saPport for the-development and

institutionalization of the program and its dissemination system. Such

placement provides the project with high levels of visibility and implies

executive Support of the program's ioals and commitment to the program's .

s

1
.

ccess. High placem'ent within the organization also enhances successful

coordination with,the dissemination activities of other prr-a:ms.

Theie should be as.close a match as possible between the liaison's

formal job'function and the objectives of the program. The functional

position may reside in any one of several areas, for example, research,

equity, or personnel; however, the job position which allows the greatest

degree Of internal and external coordination activity will be the most

effective.

The third factor,,the amount of time the liaison has been directed

or can give to the program, is also important. Obviously, the more flex-

ible the liaison's time commitments, the greater the possibility for

successful completion of program goalEL

j



The fourth f#ctor is the amount of training or prior experience the

liaison has had in the topics and techniques of the program. The liaison's

perg-onal interest in the program may add to personal coMmitment;,however,

.2.pther qualifications should.be given greater weight in determining the

appoihtment. The more familiar the liaison is with education R&D, the

concerns of mihorities and women in lead'ership and management, and net- ,

working and dissemination strategies, the more quickly tlie liaison will be

,able to contribute productively to the program.

The final factogs the length of tenure the liaison has had within

the SEA. The longer the tenure, the better known the liaison and the more

familiar the liaison will be with the,formal and informal communications

procbis and the'SEA political structure.,

The RBS pAoject had th?Lee thazon 6, one in each ttate. Each di66ened
..

in onganizationat tevecofjob Sunction, amount oti avaA1a.be tLm, amitiaAity

with the Aubiect, and tingth o Cenuxed.
A

In Penn4ytvania, a..state meth a taAge cinttzt education agency, the

tiaizon was itom the 0156.i.ce ol5 Peuonket Admint4tAation and Fietd Liaizon.

The po4ition, Executive A44i4tant to the Dinectoll, cooAdinated'intemat

depaAtment-wide aativA2ie4 and tiaizoned with exteAnat agencie4 impacting

on education. Thi4 ptacement wa4 po4itive in that the t4a24on had Aeady

acce44 to tht chiei 4tate Achoot otyrice/t, iietd agencLea, and had enough

authoitity to imptement pAogAam activitia. A thOtough knowtedge oti the

agency and it4 emptoyees wa4 at4o an auet.

4



InsNew Jeuey, the liaison RUA a memberc o6 the 4ta66 oti the &Luau

oti Rearming. The tiai4on'4 Aupon4iWitie4 included cooAdinating the

admini4tAation o6 Odetat pnogAant4 and At4eanch and devetopment. 8ecau4e

o6 tho4e 6unction6, 4he had acce44 to a wide netwoAk within the SEA and

the 4tate. In addition, thi4 liaison had a 4.ticong pellsonat intekat in

minonity and women'4 iA4U.a. The pitovum in New Jeuey KUA impeemented

thAough an exten4ive in6oAma2 ne,tuxodz;. howevelt,'OA additional e6tiective:

ne4.4, it 42 4u9ge4te4 that 4ta66 dinectey ancOvamaKiey Atsponsible oiL

,equity i44ue4 be pima-4 involved at earcZy 4.tage4 in the atabei4hment

. \\

In Delawarte, a 4tate with a small centnat education deparament, the

SEA tiai4on MA in the In4tAuctiona2 Senvice4 Diviaion o6 the Human Reea-

tion4 066ice. Exteraive knoweedge o6 equity i44ue.4 and acme pAp/imity

to peAsons with 4imA1ak-At4ponsibititie4 RUA a 4.0Long a44et o6 thi4

o6 .the p4ogitam.

ti0.izon'4 po4ition.

The program expectations held by the SEA liaison(s) and the initiat-

ing agency are areas which must be discussed and defined early in the

relationship(s). Also, the SEA liaison needs clarification regarding -

,

the responsibilities of that role as it relates to coordination and

communication between the initiating agency and the SEA, and the cbnduct

of program activities.

It is recommended that four meetings be held annually between the

initiating agency and the SEA liaison(s)., Based on the proximity of the

state(s) involAd, it may or may not be possible to have each SEA liaison

meet with the initiating agency at the same time. Obviously, there are

5



many positive aspects to the sharing of ideas and practices that can

occur when several liaisons meet at the same time with the initiating

agency. (See Appendix D oi zampte agenda4 tioA metting4 with SEA tiaL6on6.)

It is suggested that the first SEA liaison meeting be devoted to

a discussion of the anticipated outcomes of the program and the role of

the SEA liaison. (See Appendix E OA the document4 toed in the OS'

pAognam: Anticipated Outcome4 o RBS MinoAitia and.Women Ptoject and

The Rote o the SEA Liai4on with the RBS Minatitia and Women PAoject.

The4e document4 can in ea44 adapted by Aemoving Aellekence4 to the

devetopment o a modet pAogicam.)

Newsletter Editors. Developing a working relationship with various

state newaletter editors is a relatively easy task. The SEA liaisons

are asked to furnish the names of the various state education newsletter

editors. The initiating agency contacts each of the editors by telephone

and discusses the goal, and objectives of the program, being clear to,in-

icate the,support'of the chief state school officer and the name of the ,

SEA liaison'tó the project. The editor is asked questions regarding

circulation size, target audience, publication frequencies, and publica-

,

eion format. Sample issues are requeated to be mailed to the initiating

agency. Once it is determined by the initiating agency that a particular

newdletter is appropriate for dissemination of program information, a date

for a meeting of several newsletter editors is determined. This meeting.

provides an opportunity for the initiating agency to clarify the program

goals and describe the importance of the newsletter editors' role in the
to
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program. The newsletter editor can clarify their editorial*policy,

submission dates, and the desired format of the news releases.

In the identification of newsletters to disseminate probgram infor-

mation, it is important to explore the national organizations that might

have state-level offices and newsletters. Examples are the state educa-

tion association of the National Edudation Association (NEA) or the state

School Board Association. Professpnal organizations such as Phi Delta

Kappa have regional chapters and there are often regional educational

research associations. Institutions of higher education usually have

publications that disseminate research findings or professional opportuni-

ties.

Establishing Need-

In order to establish this program, relationships must be established

and then the needs the program can address in a state must be established.

The following sections discuss how to establish needs, present ari example

of a needsrassessment survey to determine the activities,that might

enhance the participation of-minorities and women in education R&D leader-
,

ship and,management, and describe a survey recently tompleted by die

American Educational Research Association (AERA).

Needs Assessment. Needs assessment is a process for identifiring the

purposes of a program, identifying what activities are needed for serving

the purpOses, assessing if the identified purposes are being met, rating

the imPortance of those needed activities, and applying the findings by

formulating goals, choosing procedures, and assessing progress. (See

Appendix F for basic information describing needs assessment strategies.)

7



:When preparing to conduct a needs assessment for this program,

clarify the reasons,for the study and determine that the reasons are

ethical and viable. Ask some of the key members of the group involved

whaf questions they have and the information which they think they need

(e.g., education researchers, minority group members, women). Communica-

tion With the key individuals helps to.establish.support for the program

and authenticate8 the study's nec&Aty leading to better use of the

results.

Formulate a design for the study by defining the key terms,and

starting the primary and secondary objectives of this-program. Prepare

a detailed schedule of data gathering, analysis, and reporting activitiesf
inc lud ing the staffing pattern, the facilities, and the budget needed.

Develop the instrumentation, collect the data, analyze the data, and

prepare a report. (Further informStion to help in this procesti can be

6und in the next section and Appendices I and J.)

It As important to summarize a formal agreement between the parties,

(i.e., the initiating agency and'the SEA) in n letter before beginning.

Clear communication is necessary to delineate the responsibilities and

, assure the parties involved of agreements made. Arrangements must also

be made for .rpeasing reports. Finally, the initiating agency must assist

the SEAs to a ply the needs,assessment findings in order to answer the

original question(s).

Identiktation oi State(4) Need4. The RBS puject &signed a needes

a44e64ment to deteAmine the di4cAepancie6 oA nee& that contAAjmkte to the

tack 06 paAtizipation 06 mino4itte4 and women in education AueaAch and

8



deveapment management and Zeadeuhip. Th4 activity began with the

4oticitation oi intioAmation and 4uppoAt 6Aom the chie6 4-tate 4choot.

oigiceA4. (See Appendix G copie4 o the tettert4 o 4uppoAt OA the

RBS need4 a44e44ment activity.)

The taAget poputation OA the need4 a44e44ment deliined by 4etect-

ing tti-4tate data shom a cen4u4 conilucted by the &L.'LaL.L o Sociat Science

Re4eatch unden a,gAant4tom the Nationat In4titute o6 Education. Thi4,

cen4u4 identipled 2,434 nationat onganiza2ion4 that conducted Ai4eakCh

and devetopment activitie4 duning 1976-77 (The Ametican Regi4tAy o Re4eaAch

and Re4eatch-Aetated.,Onganization4 in Education - ARROE). (See Appendix H

OA an attic& tepoAti.ng the cen4u4 ne4utt4:, 0Aganization6 that Pemm

Educationat R&D: A Fiut Look at the Univehie.)

Two in4tAument4 wene then devetoped: A DemogAaphic SuAvey and an

Attitudinat Sauey. (See Appendix I OA the4e need4 a44e44ment in4t)ument4.)

(See Appendix J liot a guide to adapt the OS need4 a44e44ment dezign and

in4tImment4 to othen 4tette4.)

AERA Survey on the Status of Educational Researchers. Under a grant

from the National Institute of Education, the American Educational Research

Association (AERA), the national professional organization for educational

research, collected comprehensive data on the status of majority and minor-

ity women and men professionals in educational research and development.

Three separate activities were conducted. The first was a global sur-

vey of organizations of the American Registry of Research and Research-

related Organizations in Education (ARROE) -t-o determine the jobjevels of



(3

majority and minority, handicappe& and non-handicapped women and men working

full-time and pa;t-time in education research and development. Second, a

survey was administered to a sub-group of the initial respondentstbat collect-

ed information on their relative status and participation. The third

activity was a telephone survey of 100 R&D professionals that focused on

the individual's personal eicperience with discrimination, their response(s)

to the discrimination, and their evaluation of the effectiveness of their

responses.

Before conducting a needs assessment for\this program, an initiating

agency should become familiar with the results of this AERA work. The _

survey results, a final report, and data tapes will be available after

February 1982, from the following sources:

William Russell, Executive Officer
American Educational Research Association
1230 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
202-223-9485

Mary V. Brown, Project CO-director
Broad IMPACTS
509 Arbutus Avenue
Horsham, PA 19044
215-675-3372

Patricia B. Campbell, Project Co-director
Campbell-Kibler Associates
Gribton Ridge Heights

Groton, MA 01450
617-448-5402

ft<.)
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STAGE TWO: IMPLEMENTATION

Once the program is established, the.activities to further the '

program goal, increasing the 'participation of minorities and women in

education research and development (R&D) leadership and management, may

begin. The approach is three-pronged: 1) creating awarenessthrough.

the dissemination of information reldted to minorities and women in

education R&D leadership and management, 2) conducting workshops/

seminars on R&D technical and management skills, and 3) providing

technical assistance to individuals engaged in education R&D who are

themselves minorities or women or who are conducting projects related to

the concerns of minorities and/or women in education. Each of these

program activities will be discussed in the following sections.

Creating Awareness

Awareness of the issues related to minorities and women in education

NW leadership ahd management is created through the publication 9f

articles in education-related state newsletters, development of informa-

tional products that can be used to disseminate information, and net-

working with other projects to identify information that would help create

awareness.

Publication of Articles. News a cles designed to provide informa-

tion about.the current and potential contribution of minorities and wo-

men in education R&D leadership and management, announcements of training

opportunities/possibilities, annotations of relevant publications, and

11
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identification of ratormation and technical ass48tance resources, are
.1

prepared for publication in state newsletters.

(See"Appendix K pubtiAhed aAticteA Wm the RBS pAoject that

demonAtAate the AetationAhip betueen the natuAe o6 the intionmation pe-

4eJtted and the type o pubUcati.on.) The aAticte PeAa-Acope, the

newatettex o the PennAytvania RezeaAch AAAociation, pAovi4e4 in0Amatian

on a Auseatch AeminaA o6 inteAeAt to the education AeAeaAchek. The 4ame

atticte, wkaten OA a 4tate-wi4e neumtetteA detiverced to eveky teachek,

Ocuses on the natio o6 women administAatoo to women,teacheA4 and i4

apoopvtiate to the audience. The erome attizte appearced in a nationat

education pubacation. 'The deAckiption o the RBS ptogAam Wa05 appAo-

ptZatety pubtiAhed nationatty becau4e it oavided in6onmation about a

new pugum. The intekeAtedaudience inctuded AeAeaAcheAA otheA

anea4 who might be inteteAted in Aepticating the pnagnam Oh individuat4

tium within the Aegian who weke inteAeAted in the pnagnam'4 AeAviceA.

Development of Informational Products. Product development is a

second method to help increase awareness of the issues surrounding the

lack of participation of minorities and women in education research and

development management and leadership. Products may also be used to

increase knowledge and skill levels. (See Appendix 1. OA an examPte o6

one Auch pAoduct: the Ab4tAact4 o the Ammican Educationat Rueakch

AAAociation 1981 Annuat Meeting Papeu Retated to the PaAtieipation

Minoilitiea and Women in Education Re4eatch and Devetopment. ThiA pito-

duct inctuda papem Auch aA "Main4tneaming Stack Facutty n..om Tuditi8n-

atty /Mack In4titation4 into RSV," "MinoAity Women in Education ReAeaAch,"

and "Powek Stnateg.i.e4 OA the Advancement o Academic Women.")

12



Networking with Related Projects. The third means of reating aware-

ness is accomplished by contacting other agencies which a e conducting

similar programs. (See Appehdix M 6oA a tetten RBS.sent to other!. NIE

MinoAities and Women's PAogAam Plcojeet4.)

This tetteA seAved two pEaposea. FiAst, Aesponsez to thiA tettert

eAtabLiAhed an awaAeness at RBS o6 othen pxojectA 6oIL 6uturce 1Le6mence.

Second, many timeA the skitt-bUitaing oppoAtunities o6 the othek pAojects

wete Aetevant to the RBS taAget'audience. These skitt-buitdiitroppoAtuni

ties az continuatty sent to RBS, wexe then announced in pnoject-ketated

newstetteu. Respondehts weke abte to avait themsetves o6 oppo

which woutd not haVe been Aeadity avaitabte had it not been 6oA the

Aettievat and diAAemination system devetoped by OS.

OP

See Appendix Ni6oA an exampte o6 how RBS disseminated inpAmatiph

AegaAding the Thad SummeA Imaitute 6ok fducationat ReseaAch on Asian

and Pacc AMRA.C.C4A4, sponsoAed by the Asian AmeAican &linguae CenteA

o6 the Belthetey Unqied Schoot DistAict. A nem atticti atA wtaten and

'tUtetz tome sent to individuals in the RBS 64,te4 who had indicated an

.intmezt in Asian Pacqic topics.

Conducting Wfkshops/Seminars

The workshops afid seminars of this program are designed to increase

the R&D technical and management skills of those minorities and women

attending. The workshops/seminars are designed to develop or enhance a

specific basic R&D ski4 and then to provide practice in that skill

13



through its direct application to on-going efforts to increase the

participation of mindrities and women in education R&D leadership and

management.

Two workshops are described here, but any number of training sessions

can be held based on the needs of the state(s) and the resources available.

The first workshop included here provides participants with skills in

needs assessment and then helps them conduct a needs assessment regarding

the participation of minorities and women in education R&D leadership

and management. The second workshop provides participants with project

management skills and then helps them consider theft own career goals.

The initiating agency's first workshop effort should be discussed

and finalized during one of the first meetings with the SEA liaison(s).

The baslc parameters should be developed by the initiating agency and the

SEA liaison(s). There are two proposed outcomes Of this kind of work-

shop effort. First, the participants are expected to develop skills.

Second, the participants can become part of a support system for the SEA

liaison(s) with regard to the work of this program.

Following determination of the parameters of the workshop, the topicé,

the list of participants, and the invitational method arc determined;

again, in conjunction with the SEA liaison(s). The document "8a4ic Pau-

metuo RegaAding 1980 WoAk4hop" labs been inctuded in Appendix 0 to -demon-

stAate how to .stnuctuAe the planning diaogue and lioAmalize the detaAla

o6 a wotlahop.

Needa A64e44ment Wolth6hoe. The topic06 the 6i't4t RBS WoAkzhop

44p, evotved pcom a concenn that the activitie4 o6 the MS puject Ahuutd

negect the need4 o Penpaytvania, Nox JeAssey, and Detalwarti and

14
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4

a beeieli that, in okdek to ascektain tho4e needs, a needs assessmeirt

Ahoutd be conducted.. Since needs assessment is an education RgD Akitt

moque to ate tho4e in education RED, 4t was liukthek decided to combine

specilSic Akiet-buitding tAaining Lok. the paktickpants with activi,ties

that woutd,heep OS adapt a needs assessment instAument to be used in

each state. "we

9 In pkepakativn tiox. the wakk4hop, needs assessment ttaiAirtg matekiats

wete pkepahed.; dugs 9two needs assessment instAuments weke dtvetoped

(a demogkaPh& Aukviy,-to be ke4ponded to by the pemonnet depaAtment _96

education RgD agencies; and an atatudinat sauey, to be adm.4nisteked to

the emptoOees o thoAe agencies); a ta:4t-oli okaanization4 that pekioAm

education RgD was,compite4 akticee4.Attated to the status o minokities

and women in educatOn R04;Jeke.gatheited; ty,:annatated_bibtiogAaphie41

weke pkepaned (Neid4 AA4e4Ament:Setective Annotated'pibtiogkaphy and
, .

Women in Education Re2 LeadeAship dnd Management: A SetectivelBibtiogkaphy);

and a '4ekie4 -oli keteVan't we pubLi.caZi.ona we/Le caned: Contiekence'on the ,

Educationat and Occupati.onat Weed4 o6 Hispanic Wqmen, Coniekence on the

Educati.onat and Octupationat Need4 t06 White Ethnic Women, Cohiekence on

the Educationat anc; Occupationae Nee.d o Amekican dian Women:, and

Conlietence on the EducaAionht and Occupaaonae Needs oi Mack Women,

Vaeumes 1 and 2. PkwoAk4hop matekia24 weke. devetoped and Aent to

pakacipants. (See Appendix pliok.tetteks and pte-seminak questionnaine.)

The AtAuttant wokk4hop,,entitted "Needs Assessment: Techniques and

Appeication Loi AAAwang the PaAtitiotion oL MinuAities and Women in

EcjtwjztLon RgD Leadetship and Management,iviva4 heed an.Octobek 29, 3980.



Gue4t 4peakek4 weke Betty Mae Moviison o6 the Untvensity o6 Michigan

(Ann Akbokl and Pat Campibett.o6 Campbell-Kate& A44pciate4 (Middtetown,

Nclk Jemeyl. Twenty-Souk patticipants, Aeptesenting the depaAtments o6

education within the tni-istate,anea and Manytand, the NO4 Jekaey Depakt-:

ment a &uU Se/mixes, a Penn4ytvania.Intekmediate Unit, and the New

Jeltsey State 066ice 0 6 Adm4ni4tAat4Lve Law, .had been 4etected by tile SEA

liaisons (in"conjUnction with othek SEA pekaonnee). The4e paiiti.c,ipantz

wene seteCted with the undeutanding that dne-hat6 o6 the wo.k.sho'p woutd

be devoted,to adapting the RBS need4 a44e4 meAt design and, theone,

patticipant4 skoutd be abte to hetp dikect the priloject'6 elid0At6 tin the

accomptishment o6 the design o6 the 4ukve (See Appendix Q 6ok 4eminak

matekAat4.)

The.. MOAning 4e64-LOn, 06 the. woltishop waa devoted-to but/mai-on in

the pultposes, 444ue4, and method6 o6 need4 a44e44ment and conctuded with
. .

two smatt gnoup 4e4A.LOYIA, one_6ok c4eA4 and line 6on puvideAs o6 needs

a44e44ment des.* and dAa6t instAuments (04. assessing the needs 06

minokitie4 and women-in education ROD). State meetin94 .6ot2Owed, darting

iwhich the. pakticipaAt4 weke aaked to cAitique the design and the in6tAu-

men't6 and'Aeview the RBS-pnepaned tist o6 agencies that conduCt education

ROD within that 6tate6. ,The pukpo4ed RBS need4 a44e44ment woutd be

conducted with these agencia. (Parttirnunts' input WO gathmed don

iateA u6e in net;i6in9 the de4ign and inatkument4 and mahiAg them 4tate-

..

4pec4V4 and in amending the List o6 agencies conducting ROD ac,t6vitie6.1

At the end 06 the wonkshop, paAticipant6 wene asized.to comptete a post--

wolthshop quationnaike.

.
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Fottowi.ng the woAhAhop, tette/a weke Sr.ent to pimticipantA exprassing

appAeciatibn tioA their/. pakticipation and enetc,s4ng the AR4UR6 06 the

,post=seminan queAtionnaine. (See Appendix R4

PAoject NA.ectort WoAhAhop. The second wbithshop KVA designed

exptessty oii. minoAities and women AD am. pkesentty 6uncti.oning aA

"ftoject DitectDAs." Th woAkshop was designed to puyide oppoAtunities,

shills, and inpAmation to hetp enAuxe. ihese indiyiduatA di a succesqut

puject ditectoiLship and an ensuing carmen. in education teadeuhip/

management.

Untike "pAoject management" Wankshops that.puvide ticaining on how

to manage peopte, %me., money, etc. to neat/fan end gaat (concentAating

on the devetopment o PeRT chaAtA and otheA schedutes), thiA woAkshOp

waA des.igned to puyide inAight to the conduct o6 succesqut picactices

and pkoject 6oAmatitilA uAuatty teaAned tiAom a mentoA. Fort exampte, the

Ottowing ItopicA am. coveted: pupa/ling OA a Site ViA.U, woAking with

a Ptoject MonitoA, pAepaxing Pug/Less RepoAts/Finat RepoAtA, pAepaAing

a pxoduet oii. nationai diAtAibution, and di4 aem4nating prtojeet in6otma-

tion.

This woAkAhop woutd atAo puvide an oppo y oii. thoAe paAtici-

pat:ing to conAidet that ek'etex goatA and the 44.9ni6icanee o6 thein pAo-

ject diAectoAAhip to that carmen. devetopment. How to make the beat

use ofthe pAoject diAectoAAhip and ptepateAort a next poaition arce

topie,s,coveted.

a
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PaA,ticipants o& thih wontahop wene cho4en thhough a 4e2Otomin

pkoceduke, by Aecommendation Sum the SEA tiaiaonh, on. by the pujeci

diuctolea hupekv.acIAA. A netui aitticte Wang t*at ptoject dinectou

contact RBS KVA !Lambed thAough the neulstetteAs. (See Appendix S 0 a

newetettek anti-de de4c4ibing RBS' aeaAch sot Puject Dinectonh.) Tele-

phone cat& wete made to the appAopAiate SEA pmaonnet wito aupeAvised

ptopanta emptoying puject di/mato/a.

An annotatedibibtiogAaphy devetoped 6ox this 4eminaA.

mation on carmen development 4tAategie4 useliut to minotity and women

puject dinectoA4 wah devetoped to atimutate thein development o ca./Leek

,goaf.4. (See Appendix T sok this annotated bi6tiogAaphy.)

Providing Technical 'Assistance

Technidal assistance is provided to those minorities and women

who seek to develop or enhance their education R&D 'skills and those

researchers who desire assistance with projects that relate to the,con-

cerns of minorities and women in education. Technical apistance,is,

primarily provided over the telephone and through corredpondence. Tele- .

phone inquiries become numerous and it is important to,have a stanaardized

form. (See Appendix U sot the Telephone Request Form u4ed by RBS.)

who_tewuled about the MS ptoject thnough the attLcees

in tAi-4tate and nationat pubticationa)made nequests sot 044i4tance.on

topic4 diveAse in Aubject mattet and comptexity. The liottowing examptea

hatt been choaex to ittuatAate the Aange o6 ne.queas to which the RBS

pkoject ataii6 maponded.
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identiSicaton o6 e6liective pAopozat wkLan9 6k4U4 1Aeque4t liAom a'
gAadunte 4.tudent at Wezt CheateA State Cottege) 1

, intioAmation AegaAding the 4tat1aa- o6 women az 4chbot adminiAtAatoA4
(4eque4t 6Aom a vocationat education 4upeAviawr. in New Je)c4ey)

ideniqication oli gAant oppoAtunitiez Aetated to 4tudie4 oti the ed-
- 4 ucation oti women (Aequat tiAom a teachet, Attentown, Pennaytvania)

identiSication o 4ouAce4 o unding 4upptebentat day.caAe 4eAvice4
(4eque4t pom a chitd-cake centeA dikectoA, PhiIadetphia, PennyAtvania)

identiiication oti moteota conceAning women in education Aeseakch and"
devetopment teadeAzhip (Aeque4t tiAom a McKeezpoAt High Schoot teachet,
inctuded in Appendix V with the RBS Ae4pon4e)

ident4ication o ouice o 6ilma conceAned with human Aetation4 ab
Aetated to 4edAegAation/de4gAegation in 4choot6 (Aequeat 6Aom.a paxent
education and hwnai tetationa centet, UppeA DaAby, Pennaytvania)

i4enti6icotion o6 -tiundindzouncez to a.44iat in imptementing and evatua-
,tc.ng a cattege wAiting couA4e (Aequeat liAor a zupetvi4oA in the Attegheny
Intermediate Unit, Pitt4buAgh, Pennaytvania)

identiSication oti pa44ibte 6und2ng 4ounce4 ptc,!ochoot education
ptogAam4 (Aequeat liAom a nuAaeAy Achoot dikectOA, Phitadetphia,
Pennaytvania) -

4ugge4 na o6 waya to intAoduce educational pAoduct4 to maAheting
agenci Nequest lium a 4ocia2 4tudie4 teacheA, WattingtioAd-SwaAth-
mom. Scho t PiAtAict, inctuded in Appendix V math the RBS Aeoponze)

LdnLLco2An oti validated mateAiatz on 4ex tiaiAne44 in Achootz
(nequeat 6Aom a high 4choot teacheA, Phitadetphia, PennAytvania)

idemtiSication ai evatuation technique4 uze in a teachert tAa.ining
pugAam on 4ex-equity (Aeque4t tiAom the dittecton oti the Mid-Attantic
Centek Sex-Eqwity, PhAtadetphia, Pennzytvania) 3. ButtAam o6 RBS
4to66 movided evatuation 4eAvice4 to thiz puject.

Aecommendation oti competent women and/on minoAitie4 to contAibute to
the tiatt i44ue oi PaAtneAzhip, on the theme oi "Gi6ted and %tented"
(Aequeat pom tie. Editor,. and'the RBS Ae4pon4e inctuded in Appendix V )

identiSication o6 poAzibte liunding .4ounce4 6oA a pAopp4at exptoAing
zociat paticy and ptanning AegaAding minoAJ2ie4 and women at tiedeAat,
4tate, dnd tocat tdveta (Aequeat Wm a PAotiezzon o6 Education at the
.Univeuity.o6 PennAytvania)
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identi6ication 06 a tArxini.ng opporctunity on woAkahop devetopment (Aequest

6ADm the Editon 06 Penmsytvania Education, the fennAytvania Deputment

'o6 Education State News.tateA, inctudedin Appendix ti atong with the

R8S Aesponse and a tettek o6 appAeciation)

identiSication o6 ethnogAaphic AeseaAch expeAts and pkoviAion o6 as-

sistance in keAume writing 4ki.114 ( 6A0m a dóctonat candidate at the

Univeiusity o WA4owL, inctuded in AppendixV with a Sottow-up tette&

te4ti6ying to the inguince 06 the R8S pAoject on hen ARAM/Leh carmen)
ow,

Technicat assistance o6ten invotved a numben o6 contacts, uAualty be-

cauAe o6 the.Aecipient's 4ati46action with OS technicat assis:tance sugges-

tions. Typicatty, aA an individuat's pAojeet merd, the activitia

became mone'comptex and the aid which WCIA sought became moire sophisticated.

In othen cases, Aepeated contact MA initiated by RBS a6ten becoming awake

o6 I:the individuat'4qaxea o6 bite/teat. Supptementat inSoAmation augmenting

the oAiginat needs expnosed by the individual. KVA then ()Slimed.

The Ottowing paAagAaphA descAibe some individual) to whom OS pAo-

vided Aepeated technical assistance. (See Appendix w 6oA copies o6

coAteopondence AegaAding thiA technicat assistance.)

Eaxty in the puject, itn instAuctok 6Aom Rosemont eottege, /requested

in6oAmati.on on pupasat wtiting,skitts. She KVA applying OA a gAant.

Sicom the Pubtic Committee Son the Humanities in Pennsytvania. Assistance

in pupoAat wWng uzs pkovided. In June 19410 thiA individual eame to R8S to

thank the pAoject sta66 604 theiA assistance. HeA gAant apptication had

been awanded, and ahe RUA to ditect a conSetence, "Women in the PAO6essions:

the Asian-Amenican Case," OctobeA 24-25, in Philadeephia. In August, she

asked the OS sta66 to assist het 6uA2heA 'by helping to pubticize heA con-

ietence thAough the tAi-state education newaetta netwoAh. A memoAandum
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and a new t. keteae duckibing the conlienence wene Aent to the 23 a66itiated

newAtetteno. The'con6enence, "Women in the Pno6ez4ion: The Azian-

Ametican Cue" knA veny,Auccaqut. In Oct:then, thiA individudt atAo

kequested asAiAtance in identing a penzon at the Women'A Educationat-

Equity ACt (WEEA) PnagnaM o66ice'whom 4he coutd contact ta Leann 06 the

6inat decizion on a pnopoAat that Ahe had necentty Aubmitted. Again RBS

aAA.ated hen thiA mattek.

In June, pnojec2 4ta66 met at RBS with the Executive Dinecton o6 the

Native Amenican Cutturtat Centen in Phitadetphia. Thnough diAcuAAianA, the

Centek's needA weke ctarti6ied and a 0.0g/cam, now titted the Me/limn Indian

FamitysMentat Heatth Sekvica, klaA conceptualized. -The Executive 14necton

wanted to Aeek 6unding '6on. the Centik'A ptogitam4 and nequated that the RBS

pkojectUa66 aAAiAt in identi6ing poAAibte 6unding sounceA 6on mentat

heatth pnajectA,,apeciatty thoze ketated to AMekican Indian 6amity mentat

heatth,AenviceA. Pnoject Onovided netevant 4n6onmation. When the

nepont on ihe Conliekence on the Educationat and Occupationat NeedA o6

Amenican Indian kVA pubtiAhed, a copy aVA Aent to the Executive Dinecton.

Atzo in June, a Bethtehem, Pennaytvania teachek kequated 6ome4ug-

gated dinectionz 60n hen gnaduate nezeanch pnoject. She wanted to Atudy

the "ebiecta o6 meyiza on ctaAAnaom pen6onmance'and/on standandized teat

taking." Oven the Aummet, the pnoject Ata66 pnovided hen with aAA.iAtance

thnough AuggeAtiDnA o6 akticta-and appticabte peniodicatA to examine, az

wett aA necommendationA o6 two inAtnumentA that might be uAi6ut in het

data cottection.
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May 1980, the phoject necaved a tette/L pcom an in4ttucto/L at

Rcitgefa vet4it'/Leque4t4n9 in6onmation about the RBS MinotitLe4 and

Women pnol and the 4etvice4 that coutd be o66eted. In Septemba, the'

in4t/Lucto/L /Le ue4ted a44i6tance in het 4eatch 6olf 4ounces 06 6unding 6olf

a ztudy that 4h wanted to conduct concertning the nea4on4 middee eta44

patentz give 6olf oanding that dhLedxen to ptivate 4choot4. The puject

o66eked 4u99atZon4 o6 po44ibte 6unding 4OUACe4. In addition, the 4taii6

Augge4ted the uze o6 the phoject'4 tici-4t02e nem6tetiet,60/L pubeicizing

the In4titute 6olf Teace1L4 and Supe/Lvizou, which i4 ditected by the

Rutget4' 4:r6t/maw,- \

I.
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STAGE THREE: INSTUTIONALIZATION

The last stage of this program encompasses the sethods by which

an SEA can assume the serVices which were originally developed and

managed by an initiating agenCY. The inittating agency and the SEA

need to negotiate what activities will be continued and where the

responsibility for their continuation will be located within the SEA.

Also, new personnel will need to develop the skills to administer

these services.

First,, review the services which have been provided-with the

SEA(s). These services should be ranked according to their level of

importance to'the SEA and then ranked according to the ease with

which the SEA can assume the service within iis existing structure.

The services to be considered include:

identification of internships, fellowships, post-doctoral studies,
policy seminars, and other opportunities designed for minorities
and women in education R&D; dissemination of information and appli-
cation forms regarding these opportunitiesCand assistance in

*
completing applications.

identification of new publications, AERA sessions, etc., of
interest to minorities and women in education R&DI,

counsel and network with individual minorities and women in
education R&D who are interested in changing positions, getting
training needed to advance, or similar topics that they feel they
cannot discuss with their supervisor.

When it is determined which activities the SEA wishes to assume,

'it is necessary to determine the locatton of these services within

the organizational structure. Several factors need to be considered,
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including:

'where should these services, be located?

what training, background, experience should the person performing
these services have?

T.4hat percentage-of a person's time would be needed to perform

these serSces?

what information would a person need in order to perform these
services?

what back-up, support might be needed by this person during the
first year performing these services?

do any state department staff presently provide any services
similar to those described? who? what services?

what steps do you think would need to be taken in order to
establish these services within your state department by

The amount of "training" that ehe initiating agency should

provide these SEA personnel will differ for each individual according

to prior experience. The SEA liaison will assume the task of

coordinating this "training" and sensitizing the individual(s) to

the issues that are pertinent to the participation of minorities

and women in education R&D leadership and management.

II
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APPENDIX A

Articles Regarding the Participation of
Minorities and Women in Education R&D -

Leadership and Management
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Prom Educational Researcher, October 1975. Reprinted with permission and
courtesy of the American Educational Research Association for use within
the RBS Needs Assessment seminar held'October 29, 1980 in Philadelphia.

Women in Educational Research:
Their Status from

Student to Employee

CAROL KEHR TJTTLE, Queens College of the City University of New York
TERRY N. SAARIO; The Ford Foundation

ELENOR R. DENKER, Graduate School of the City University of New York'

D ata presented in this article are
based on responses tit mail

questionnaires which focused on the
multiple roles of women in the edu-
cational research community, i.e.,
women at students in doctoral pro-
grams in education, women a.,
facially menthers in institutions
which train educational researchers,
and women at employees in re-
search organizations locittl school
districts, state education depart-
ments, and R&D organizaiions. The
questionnaires were mailed in No-
vember, 1,974, with a follow-up
mailing in December.

.

A number of professional associa-
tions have undertaken similar sur-
veys (e.g., American Psychological
Asociation, 19724t American So-
ciological Association, 1973; Ameri-
can 'Economic Association, 1974)
and analyzed the means of com-
bating sex discrimination within a
profession (American Economic
Association, 1973). Similarly, the
status of women within the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Wel-
fare has been examined by the
Women's Action Program (U.S.
DHEW, 1972) and the American
Association of Universiti- Women
has prepared a Joint Statement
on Women in Iiigher Education
(AAUW, 1974) putting forth prin-
ciples to guide the education and
employment of women in institu-
tions of higher education.,-

Women as graduate students have
been the subject of several recent
studiet Solomon (1973, 1974) re-
ported that .since 1950 women have

I

received a slightly increasing pro-
portion of the doctorates awarded
in the U.S. (9.5% in 1950 to 14.4%
in 1971). The 1973 Profile of Doc-
toral Scientists and Engineers in the
United States (National Academy
oL ,Sciences, 1974) showed that
4imen received nine percent of the
doctorates in science and engineer-
ing. Percentages of women i doc-
torates are higher within the fields
of psychology (20.5%), the social
sciences (10.9%), and the non-
sciences (11.6%). Cent ra (1974)
cited data showing that 20% of the
doctorate degrees in education
'awarded in 1968-69 went to women
(13.1% of the total degrees across
all fields were, conferred on women).
He also presented more recent data
which showed that women received
16% of all earned doctorates in
1972 and 18% in 1973.

Studies have also considered the
question of bias in admission to
graduate school and in practices
during graduate study. Solomon
(1973) cited data from Stanford and
UCLA whith did not indicate bias
in admission in education when the
admission rate (admissions/appli-
cants) is used ',as the standard. In a
later study, Solomon (1974) reported
data analyzed 'hy schools classified
on quality. In the top ranked schools
a larger percent* of applications
from men were aCcepted.

Data on felloWships, scholarships,
and teaching istantships have
also been exami by sex. Solomon
(1973 and 1974) indicated that
women did at least as, well as men

A28\

when the proportion of fellowships
and scholarships awarded are com-
pared to ,the number of applicants.
Holmstrom and Holmstrom (1974)
used data from the ACE/Carnegie
Commission survey of 1969 to report
sex differences on variables related
to attitudes in graduate school. They
'concluded that, "generally, faculty
attitudes toward students and fac-
ulty availability to students seem to
be important determinants of stu-
dent satisfaction and perform-
ance...." (p. 16-17).

The most extensive relevant study
of doctorates was conducted by
Centra (1974) who surveyed 1658
women and men who received the
Ph.D. or Ed.D. in 1950. 1960, and
1968. His study encompassed re-
ports by women and men doctorates:-
on graduate studies, first employ-
ment, current employment, publica-
tions, marriage and family life, and
attitudes toward women's rights.

The National Academy of Sci-
ence 1973 Profile of Doctoral Sci-
entists and Engineers showed sex
differences ,favoring men in salary.
The median salary for men in 1973
was $21,170 and for women S17,620.
The median salaries for selected
fields were: psychology men
$20,580, women $18,120; social
sciencesmen $20,610, women
S17,460; and non-science men
$23,220, women $18,700. Median
salaries were compared for "age

groups. The median salaries of men
and women under forty years of age
increased at an approximately
similar rate over time. Between 40



TABLE 1: DIMINUTION OF PERCENT OP MEN AND WOMEN ENROLLED IN

FULL TIME DOCTORAL STUDY-40 INSTITUTIONS

Percent
Enrolled

Number of Institutions
Men Women

9O-99%
90-59
70-79
80-89

4
a
a

2

3

50-59 15

40-49' 4 13

30-39 2 4

20-29 9

10-19 1

0-9 2

Total Number of Institutions

'Wants

39 39

Total Numksor of St 3388 (57%) 2552 (43%) 5940 (100%)

Moan Number Enrolled 88-9 85.4 152.3_(total MAP)

Median Number Enrolled 61 40 $9

Range 2-314 1-243 4-537

and 50 years of age the rate of in-
crease for males continued to rise
While the rate of interest for wom-
en in this bracket "waned dra-
matically" (p. 24).

Ceptra's data showed simiiar dif-
feren&s in the annual income of
women and men. The median in-
come (salary, honoraria, and royal-
ties) for women employed full time
was $17,200, for men the median
was $21,600. In education, the
median for men was $21,700- and
for women $18,100. When income
was compared for men and women
with the same number of years'
work experience, the differences re-
mained, and the size of the differ-
ence in income increased with the
number of years of experience. With
5-6 years of work experience, the
difference in median 'annual income
was $2,500; with 13-14 years, ihe
difference was $3,600, and with 22.
23 years of work experience, the dif-
ference was $4,600. This pattern
over all 'types of employment set-
tings was repeated in theacademic
setting and within academic rank.
The smallest difference between
men's and women's incomes ap-
pealed for those employed by the
federal government.

Malkiel and Malkiel (1973) ex-
, amined salary differentials among

272 professional employees of a
single corporation. This "micro-

'

economic" case study.was useful in
studying discrimination because
large numbers of men and women
were hired to do the same range of
jobs, and hence sex discrimination
could be examined with occupation
held constant. Secondly, the study
was confined to highly educated'
professional employees, and there-
fore the sample was relatively ho-
mogeneous with respect to career
interests and attachment to the
labor force. The employer opened
personnel records to examination
so that previous experiences and
personal characteristics infidencing
salary differentials ccluld be exam-
ined. Of the 272 employees in the

,

study, 159 were male and 113 fe-
male. The rate of return to school-
ing was estimated at 8.1% for men
and 6.6% for women. The research-
ers expanded the wage model to
include estimates of individual pro-
ductivity: the Ph.D., marital stains,
area of study (psychology, eco-
nomics, etc.), and absence rate.

' These added variables improved the
prhdiction of salary and accounted
for about 75% of 'the vhriance in
men's salary levels and over 80% of
the variance in women's.

Discrimination was examined in
two ways: (I) Do men and women_
in equal job levels, with the same
characteristics, get equal pay? This
question was answered positively.
(2) Do men and women with equal
characteristics get equal pay? This
was answered negatively. Malkiel
and Malkiel found that, "... wom-
en with the same training, experi-
ence, etc., as Awn tend to be as-
signed to lower job levels. ... We
suggest that it is difficult for a dis-
criminating organization to give
male and female employees the
same titles and pay them different
amounts. It is far easier to assign
women to lower job levels and then
set up a pay slructure by level that is
the .same for both sexes. Thus, our
analysislof _salary differentials in-
cluding job levels should not toe in-
terpreted as indicating an abience
of discrimination. The assignments

' to job levels can most plausibly be.
interpreted as the mechanisms by
which the discrimination takes
place." (Mallkiel and Malkiel, 1973,
p. 704.)

TABLE 2: DISINIDUTION OP INSTITUTIONS SY SI= OF INNOWMINT:
NEN, WOMEN, AND CriNto (MEN AND WOMEN)

_

Number
Enrolled

1

1

2
4

5

11I

Number of *Institutions
Men 0

3
3 __

5 3

10 2

13 5

20 5
48 24

Women

11

5
13

13
81

100%

1-

Combined
(Men and

6

3
3
3
3

11

10

39

Enrollment
Women)

15

8

21
25

351 and above'
301-350
261-300
201-250
151-200
101-150
51-100

. 1- 60

Tette Number of
lnetitutlons 39 100% 39 100%

aa



Obviously a number of factors ac-
count for the discrimination found
in the above surveys (differing ex-
periences, productivity, and level of
job assignments). Nevertheless, the
resounding conclusion which can bc
drawn from these studies is that
discrimination against women is
evideht in a variety of -academic
settings.

Grad:some Statists
sad Focally

in Schools of Elsicatioa

The survey list of colleges and
universities with doctoral programs
in .education was obtained from,the
publication, Earned Degrees Con-
ferred 1970-71 Higher Education
(Washington, D.C.: National Cen-
ter for Educational Slatistics). All
institutions listed as granting doc-
torates in education were mailed a
questionnaire (144 institutions).
Eight of -the 144 responded with an,
indication that the questionnaire
was not applicable to their institu-
tion. Sixty-nine of the remaining
136 institutions responded with
completed or partially completed
questionnaires (51% response rate).

TASLE 3: TYPE Of STUDENT RATED A$ MOST AND LEAST LIKELY TO SUCCEED
IN COMPLETING A DOCTQRAL PROGRAM IN FOUR YEARS

Most Likely Least Likely
Type of Student N S N"

Married MaIos 39 67 *6 13

Single Females 34 76 11 24

Single Males 33 73 12 27

Married Males with children 15 33 30 67

Married Females 14 31 31 69
Married Females with children 7 16 38 84

N Number of times ranked 1-3
N*" Number of times ranked 4-6
Rankings by 45 respondents; 6 respondents Indicated no difference in expectations
among the six categories, two that no data were available. itiki the remainder did not
rate or indicated they had no basis for ranking.

rollment and 43% female enroll-
ment. This ratio is certainly favor-
able when compared with data on
women recipients of doctorates
over all fields: 85.6% doctorates in
1971 were awarded to men, 14.4%
were awarded to women (Solomon..
1973). Education as a field awarded
a slightly higher percentageL of
doctorates to women 20.4% in
1969-71 (Solomon, 1973). In view
of these doctoral data, and our own
presented later, the over-all ratio of

TAKE 4: NUMMI AND PERCENT OF MEN AND WOMEN AWARDED
DOCTORAL DEGREES FOR SO INSTITUTIONS

Men
%

Women Total

1972-13 2285 72% 884 28% 3169 100%

1973-74 2208 69% 1011 31% 3219 100%

Number of Students
in Graduate Stuay

The questionnaire asked for. thc
number of men and women students
in full-time and part-time graduate
study. Some institutions responded
with total enrollments in both MA
and doctoral programs.

The distributions of number and
percent enrolled by sex in Tables 1

and 2 indicate that women tend to
be underrepresented in more insti-
tutions than do men. The total nu
ber of students enrolled showI a
smaller absolute difference bet4en
males and females 57% male' en-

t f

enrollments is likely to be inflated
(perhaps as a function of selective
response of institutions), although
it is not possible to say by how
much. Some increase in the per-
centage of women doctoral students
has probably occurred over the last
several years. For exrple, one
institution specifically commented
on sex bias 'n recruiting by noting
that sex is b longer a criterion in
inernitman , and that "N.B. This is
a change from ten years ago when
recruitment efforts focused on
males."

A summary ofithe data in Table 1
on enrollment of men and women

4 0

students indicates that 31 of the 39
institutions report a higher ratio of
men enrolled in doctoral programs;
16 of these institutions report a male
enrollment of 60% to 89%.

Admission, Recruitment.
and Support

Three questions dealt with age,
marital status and sex as part of the
admission and recruitment proc-
esses. Almost all institutions said
that there was no agc limit for ad-
mission to graduate study. Two in-
stitutions indicated age limits of 45
and 55, which apply to both men
and women. All institutions stated
that sex and marital status were
not criteria in admission. However,
the responses indicated someWhat
differing attitudes or expectations
regarding completion of "a doc-
toral program within thc average
four year period." As shown in
Table 3, the rankings of most likely
to complete the program were given
in the order: married males, single
females, single males, married males
with children, married femalik, and
married females with children
(ranking from a high of 87% rating
married males most likely to com-
plete, to a low of 16% for mat/ d
females with children). for this
group of ratings, married fel
with or without children arc con-
sidered least likely to complete the
doctoral program in four years. )

Two questions dealt with finan-
cial aid for students whether aid
Was testricted to full time students
and whether marital status and/or
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TABLE lb Num.'s mop PERCENTAGE OF MEN AND, WOMEN HOLDING FULL
, TIME FACULTY POSITIONS ACCORDING TO RANK AT SS INSTITUTIONS -1

.

Men Women Total

Rank N % N % N

, .. ,

Full Professor. 1508 88 208 12 1714,

Associate Professor 1149 , 62 254 18 . 1403

Assistant Professor 976 67 485 33 1461

Instructor . 213 45 256 55 . 469

Total 3644 76% 1203 24% 5047,
1

parenthood disqualified students for
financial aid. Over half, of the re-
spondents (40 institutions; 58%)
said financial aid was restricted to
fun-time students. At Most institu-

- tiOns (59, or 86%), marital status
and/or parenthood did not disqual-
ify students for financial aid. Fifty-
three '477%) of the institutions said
th6e Were no differences in amount
of stipend in either category
(teachet/research assistant or fel-
lowshiP/Scholarship) for 'men and
wdnien. 'four institutions reported
Median stipends higher fort men than
women, and one institution indi-
cated that men received less than
,women.

, Regarding child care facilities
available to students and faculty, a
Minority of the institutions rated as
fully adequate child care facilities
alienable to faculty (7 institutions,
or 10%) and to students (8 institu-
tions, 12%). Most of the institu-
tions. indicated that no' facilities
were avanable for faculty (37 insti-
tutions, 54%) or for students (31;
45%). The remainder; indicated .tfiat
"partial" facilities were available
for children of faculty and students.

Doctoral Applications,
and Doctorates Awarded

,Institutiont were asked to give
the number of applications, accept-
ances, and: enrollments in their
doctoral programs during the last
academic year. Three institutions
(9%) show no differences between
men/women percents Of accepted
and applied, 9 institutions (26%) ,

have higher percents of men ac-
Cepted than applied, and 22 institu:
Lions (5%) indicate women were

20.4% of the doctorates in education
as a field, for the years 1969-71.

Pkicement

Th yfy-Iwo of the 69 institutions
were able to provide data on place-
ment of male and female graduates
into various job categories. The
categories included university/
college faculty position, post-
doctoral fellowships, industry, non-

- profit organization, self-employed,
school systems, state agencies and
federal agencies. Similar distribu-
tions were obtained by sex for job
placement categories.

accepted\ in-. higher percents than Professorial Level,
n

they applied. A continuation of Salary, & Teure Status

these petcentage increments would
gradually increase the , ratio of
women to men receiving doctOrates
in education.

- The number of doctorates award-
ed to education students, in the
1972-73 and 1973-74 academic years
were reported by 60 institutions.
The mean number of doctorates pet
institution awarded to men in 1972-
73 was3,38.1 and to women 14.7. The
averages in 1973-74 were36.8 for -
men and 16.9 for women. Table 4
presents summary data Ion the
doctoral degrees awarded to men
and women. Thirty-five of the insti-
tutions , show increases in the per-
cent of women doctorates from
.1972-73 to 1973-74, 20 institutions
a decrease, and five institutions no
difference betweeq the two years.

The data in this survey show a
higher percent of women receiving
doctorates than reported in earlier
data cited by Solomon (1973). His
data showed that women received

Tabld shows -that men and
women are approximately ,equally
distributed at the instructor level,
but noticeable shifts in the propor-
tions occur at the upper pinks=
sorial ranks.

The mean and standard deviation
of the median salary for male and
female faculty\ members according .

to rank are given in Table 6. The
mean salary differences favor men
at each rank. ,

Table 7 presents the tenured and
nontenured status of male and
female faculty members according
to rank. Since most of the tenured
faculty are found in the upper pro-
fessorial ranks and since few women
are found in those ranks, few wOm-.
en hold tenured positions.

Hiring Policies,
Maternity/Paternity
Policy,'& Recruitment Sourc'ej.

Seventy-seven percent (53) of the
institutions indicate that husband

TAMA II: MEAN OF MEDIAN SALARY AND
_- STANDARD DEVIATION0i7LIONNSTITUTIONS:

FEMALE AND MALE FULL TIME Pft 11 ACCORDING TO RANK

Moles ' Ferns lbs

Rank Mean Salary S.Ds N Mean Salary s.d.. N

Full Professor , $21,200 2.9" 49 $20,300 2.86" 39

Associate Professor $16.900 1.9 48 $16,300 . 1.6 43

Assistant Professor $14,300 1.45 ,,48 $13.700 1.2 42

Instructor $11,900 ,.2.26 28 $10,800 1.8 28

\
, Total t $16.600 4 $15,700 3.8

1 .
Number of institutions

"$2,900, $2,850, etc.

tr
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4-'TABLE 7: NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF TENURED AND NONTENURED
MALE AND FEMALE FACULTY ACCORDING TO RANK AT SS INSTITUTIONS

,

. Males Females

Tenured Nontenured Tenured Nontenured Total
Rank N % N % N . .:. % N % N

,

Full Professor 1467 84 58 3 204 12 17 1 1746
Associate Professor 942 67 202 14 224 16 37 3 1405
Assistant Professor 210 15 781 53 130 + 9 337 23 1438
Instructor 30 4 327 45 22 3 343 48 .722

-I--
. I

Total 2649 50% 1348 25% 580 11% 734 14% 5311

and wife may be appointed in the
same department or school. Sixty-
five percent (45) of tbc -respondents
reported that women- publish with
the same f equency as men. Ninety-
one percent of the respondents (63)
indicate th t. their university ,,has
adopted an affirmative action plan.
Seventy-semen percent (53; with 7
indicating the question was not ap-
plicable) have adopted maternity
leave without loss of benefits or
position, while only 9% (6; 9 not
applicable) have adopted paternity
leave. _

Recruitment of men and women
to a university faculty is doAe in
exactly the same way, according to
the respondents. Faculties rely most
heavily for recruitment upon their
friends and colleagues in other insti-
tutions. Second in iinportance for
recrultment purpo s are the job
advertisements post1 in graduate
schools. This is fJlowed by the
placement service at profesiional
meetings, and lastly, placement
offices at universities, The Chronicle
of Higher Education, and applicant
letters of inquiry.

Elacational Researchers is
Non-Acadensic lastitations

Researchers in education find em-
ployment in local school districts,
state departments of education, and
,private non-profit or for-profit or-
ganizations. Each type of institp-
tional employer was surveyed. Re-
spondents were asked to give the
number of full- and part-time pro-
fessional male and -female educa-
tional research staff by job title with
median salaries for each. They were

t.

.also asked if females are assigned
management . responsibilities with
the same frequency as males; if the
organization has an affirmative ac-
tion plan and maternity/piternity
leave policy; and the most useful
recruiting sources for males and.
females.

A series of six job categories de-
fined according to rank of job title
aAd magnitude of an accompanying
salary were constructed from the
responses-to the questionnaire. (The
Final Report contains a list of job
titles for each of the six job cate-
gories by type of employer.) Even
though the list of job titles and
salary ranges vary by the type of
organization analYzed, a hierarchi-
cal commonality appeared across .
these organizations, and hence it
was possible to apply the same
categories for all analyses.

'The coding of the six categories
used the title and salary of the
chief executive/manager/adminis-
trator As a baieline, and ranked "1."
The other categories were estab-
lished by comparing the salary dif-
ferences and implicit rank differ-
ences by job title between the "1"
position and the next:

Category2 =Category 1 minus up
to $3,999, and middle level admin-
istrative authority or senior research
authority within the organizational
unit;

Category 3 Category 1 minus
$4,000 $7,999, and research staff
position without administYative
Authority;

Categgry 4 Category 1 minus
$8,000 - $11,999, and a 'secondary
research position;
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Category 5Category 1 minus
$12,000 - $15,000, and a staff as-
sistant position; and

Category 6Category I minus
$16,000 or more, and again a staff
assistant (no clerical or secretarial
positions were coded).

School Districts

Questionnaires were sent to all
189 schoOl districtS in the country
with student populations of 25,000
or above. Of the 84 questionnaiyes
returned, 15 were received from dis-
tricts wittre- student population of
100,000 or above (he4eafter labeled
large districts in the sample), 33
from districts with a student popu-
lation of 50,000 to 99,000 (labeled
medium), and 36 from districts with
a student population of 25,000 to
49,999 (labeled small).1

Salary and Job Category

A summary containing the medi-
an salaries' by sex and category can
be found in Table 8. ,

Women are found more frequent-
ly than men in the lower ranking
positions. In addition, in most cate-
gories, women's salaries fall within
a lower range than do men's. Hr
ever, these figures have not bein,
controlled for longevity within
lion and therefore caution must be
used in iiterpreting their signifi-
cance.

Another perspective on occupa-
tional dispersion is offered in- Table
9, which displays those districts

_which report solely mates, solely
females and females and males
jointly in each job category, As the
data above suggest, most districts
within category I and 2 report only
men in these positions. This trend
is reversed in the lower job clas-
sificatio

Respoksibility; Affirmative
Action and Maternity/Paternity
Policies d Recruitment Sources

Most school districts (85%) report
ihe assignment Of women to man-
agement responsibilities with the
same frequency as men. Many
school districts have adopted an
affirmative action plan (60%). While
all districts have adopted a mater-
niq leave plan without loss of
benefits, less than half of the dis-
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TARLE It MEDIAN AND RANGE OF SALARIES SY REX AND JOE STATUS CATEGORY
FOR SMALL, MEDIUM, AHD LARGE SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Job Status Cate wry 1

Size of Mon Woman

District ii Median Salary Range N Median Salary 'Rang*

Large 12 $24.385 $20.105- 3 c 019,000 $12,200-

34,000 26.000

Medium 31 $23,901 $16,000- . 7 - s21,842 $12,000-

37,700 25,598

Small 28 $23,259 $17,000- 5 $21,139 017,800-

32,470 - 25,000

71 15 i

, Job Status Category 2
Men

'
Woman

'

N Median Salary Rang* N Median saiary Range

Large 14 $21,850 $16,500- 9 $19,500, $14,175-
29,796 24,000

Medium 19 $20,300 $10,000- 4 $19,749 . $10,600-

. 28,858 26.300

Small -
.

, 13

_
$16,810 $16,000-

25,000
0 s19,855 $18.000-

25,000

40 22

Job Status Category 3 d

' Men Women

Median Salary Range N. Median Salary
.,

VD

Large 11 $20,057 $15,000- 9 $18,330

.

$14,281-
24,492 24.492

Medium ' 22 $17,118 $13,000- 1-1 $14,625 $ 9,160-

Small 13

23,818

*$17,015 , $14,000- 7

,

$17,550 .

23,225

$13,000-

20,269 22.000

27

,

'Size of
Job Statue Catagory 4

Mon Women

District N Median Salary Rang* N Modian Salary Range

/
Largo 3 $13,402 $10.000- 5 014,744 $13,000-

- 27,176 . 19,000

Modium 9 $15,500 $11,000- a $14,422 $10,500-

18,892 19,676

5 $12.000 $ 9.900- 7 $12,295 $ 9,000-

_ 15,044 _ 15,044

17 is

. Job Status Catsgory 5
Mon Woman

14, Median Salary Range N Median Salary Range

Large 2 $14,044 $12.000- 1 $12,0111900°-- $12,000-

16;188

Medium 2 $11.500 $ 9,000- 2 $ 9.500 $ 7,000-
14,000 12,000

Small 4 $ 8.680 $ 8,070- a $ 9,430 $ 7,000
12,000 - 12,000

$ 9 --..



tricts report a paternity leave pro-
gram. Most districts report that
men and women are recruited into
new positions through the same
channels. Listed most frequently as
sources for new personnel were
friends or colleigoes, university
placement offices, and advertise-
ments posted in graduate schools.

$tate &location Departments

Questionnaires were sent to each
of the 50 state education depart-
ments (SED) and the education
departments of six territories.
Twelve states returned blank ques-
tionnaires or haters marked not
applicable, or no educational re-
searchers, or indicated no job titles
as educational researchers. No re-
sponses were received from 14
departments.' Response rate for the
questionnaire, then, was 73% (41/
56), but the effective sample for
analysis is based on the education
departinents of 28 states and two
territories (54%) that provided job
titles and salaries which the educa-
tion departments themselves de-
fined as "educational researchers."

, Job Titles and Median Salaries

The data which follow are based
on full-time positions (only 3 states
noted part-time educational research
positions, primarily consultants).
The same categories described pre-
viously for school districts were
used in this analysis; one (highest in
status and salary) to five (lowest in
status and salary). (No Category 6
positions were reported.)

TAKE I: OCCUPATIONAL SEGREGATION BY SIZE OF DISTRICT
WITHIN JOG !STATUS CATEGORIES

CATEGORY 1 N

Only

%

Females Only

N

Both M F Total

Large a 75 2 17, 12
Medium '0 23 77 3 10 13 30
Small 28 85 & 12 3 33

CATEGbRY 2.

WO 5 36 2 14 50
Medium 13 76 0 - 24 11
Small 11 6(T 3 19 2 12 16

CATEGORY 3

Large 1 13' irr 8
Medium 7 1 50 16
Small 9 25 19 - 16

CATEGORY 4

Large 1 17 3 50 2 33 6
Medium 3 33 2 22 4 45 9
Smelt 1 17 1 17 66 6

CATEGORY 5

Large 1 50 0 1 50 2
Medium 1 33.3 1 33.3 1 33.3 3
Small 3 38 4 50 12 8

100
100
100

100
100
100

-100N
100
100

100
100
100

100
100
100

Tables 10, 11 and 12 show
consistent trend: in most states,
women are in low rather than high
status jobs in terms of salary and
job titles. There is only one state in
which a female educational re-,
searcher holds the highest job.sta s -
category, compared to 22 stat
(81%) where men are exclusive old
ers of the highest status lary
reported for educatiodal researchers.

TABLE 10: NUMSER OF STATES REPORTING MALES ONLY,
FEMALES ONLY, OR

SOTH MALES AND FEMALES IN JOB STATUS CATEGORIES

Both Males Total N
Job Status Males Only Females Only and Females (of states)
Category N % N % N % N %

1 (highesi) 22 81 1 4 4 16 27 100

2 7 44 1 6 8 50 16 100

3 8 38 3 14 10 48 21 100

4'
,

2 17 3 25 7 58 12 100

5 (lowest) 1 20 3 60 1 20 6 100

Total 40 49% 11 13% 30 37% 1
, 81 100%

In terms of absolute numbers (Table
1 1 ), men are consistently found in
higher stitus job categories with
85%. of the top job status category
male and 15% female. This ratio is
inverted for the lowest categori.
Over all job categories reported in
this survey, there are two men em-
ployed in SED's for every woman
(326 men and 158 women).

Responsibilities. Affirmative
Action and Maternity/ paternity
Policies. d Recruitment Sources

SEM were asked whether fe-
Males are assigned management
responsibilities with the same fre-

quency as males (21 yes, I no, 8 no
response). These responses are not
consistent with the data presented
on job status and salary distribu-
tions for women.

Ninety percent (27) indicated
their department has adopted ah
affirmative action plan. Three states
answered no, and two states indi-
cated the affirmative action plan is
informal or in the process of being
adopted.



TABLE 11: NUMBER OF MEN AND WOMEN IN CATEGORIES 1-11: OED's

Total of

Job Status Men Wonwm Individuals

Category N % N % N . %

1 (highest) 52 415 ti 15 61 100

2 69 61 16 19 85 100

3 , 179 .. 83 165 37 264 100

4 24 59 17 41 41 100

5 (lowest) 2
..t

15 11 65 13 100

Total 326 67% 1 aa 33% 464 100%

Maternity leave policies (without
loss of status and benefits) arc gen-
erally available for ,women (80% of
SED's report maternity leave poli-
cies). However, these policies do not
apply equally to men.

The recruitment sources which
SED's have found most useful were
reported by 24 (of the 30) states.
Friends or colleagues in universities-
are still the course considered most
useful by 'SED's. The states show
some reliance on state personnel
and civil service offices. Sex dil'-
ferences were not evident.

R&D Orianizatioas
The sample of research and de-

velopment organizations employing
educational 'researchers was devel-
oped from the National Institute of
Education's list of R&D labs and
centers and by searching the ad-
dresses of members of AERA given
in the 1971-72 Directory. Of the 59
questionnaires mailed (20 R&D

labs and centers, 39 other research
organizations), replies were received
from 35, organizations (59%). Ten
organizations stated they ire not
basically in educational research,
lack staff to provide salary data, or

Job Titles and Median Salaries

Because of the limited number of
employees in part-time classifica-

.
tions, the data which follow are
based on full-time positions only.

Thc data in Tables 13, 14, and 15
present a consistent picture of
lower status and silaries for 'female

,as compared to inale employees
within the R&D organizations.
Table 13 shows that there are seven
R&D organizations with males only
in job status category 1; conversely,
at the bottom of the job status cate-
gories there are five R&D organiza-
tions with females only in categories
5 and 6 (none with males only).
Most organizations do have both
mcn and women in each job cate-
gory, but where there are men only
and women only, women are found
in the lower ranks in eniployment
status salaries.

TABLE 12: SALARY MEDIAN AND RANGE FOR MEN AND WOMEN
IN JOG STATUS CATEGORIES: SEDI

Job Status
CategbrY

Mon Mknewn

N &Wan Range kfidian Rang!J

1 27 $21.200 $15,000-26.577 $19.625 315.000-25,000

2 16 $17.840 $13.660-24.000 $18,000 $12.840-24,000

3 21 $16.250 $12.000-21,000 $15,000 $10.600-21240

4 12 $12.773 $10.329-16.000 $12.000 9,612-16,900

5 5 $10.450 $10,200-10.700 $10.000 8,726-10.200

that salary data, is not available
because of company plicy. The
data which follow are based on the
questionnaires completed by 25

R&D organizations (42% of the
original mailing).

TABLE 13: NUFAMER OF R&D ORGANIZATIONS REPORTING MALES ONLY,
FEMALES ONLY, OR BOTH MALES AND FEMALES IN JOB STATUS CATEGORIES

Category

Maim; Only

N %

Females Only
Both Mottos
and Fmales

%

Total N
of R&D Org.

N %

1 (highest) 7 35 1 5 12 60 19 100

2 4 21 1 5 14 74 17 100

3 5 28 1 a 12 Oft "17 100

4 4 21 2 11 13 ea 17 100

6 4 40 6 ao 9 100

6 (lowest) 1 33 2 67 3 100
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I n -terms of absolute numbers,
there are 914 male (60%) and 617
female (40%) employees in the R&D.
organizations in the sample. The
proportions of men ane women
within the job status categories do
not reflect the overall 60-40 ratio.
however. The percentage of men in
the highest job status category is
88% and the percentage of women
is only 12%. There is a consistent
decrease in the percentages of men
for each category, to a low of 19%
for category 6, and a corresponding
increase in the percentages of wom-
en for each category, to 81% in
category 6.

Similarly, the salary data in
Table 15 are unfavorable for women
compared with men. With only one
exception (in category 5) the median
salaries reported for males within
categories are higher than those for
females. In category I. for example,



TAKE 14: NUMUR OF MEN AND WOMEN IN JOE STATUS CATEGORIES:
R&D ORGANIZATIONS

Clito90fY N
Men

% N
Women

%

Total Number.
of Individuals

N

-1ghest) 207 se 28 12 235 10
276 74 97 26 ,, 375 100

/3 197 69 977 31 284 100

4 192 40 290 60 482 100

5 30 29 73 71 103 100

6 (lowest) 10 19 42 81
..

52 100
__

Total 914 60% 617 40% 1631 100%

thnale median salary is $30,000
and the female Median salary is
$26,200. The salary ranges reported

-also tend to favor men consistently
within each job status category
(with the exception of the two
lowest job status categoiies, 5 & 6).

'Responsibilities, Affirmative
Action and Maternity/Paternity
Policies,4 Recruitment Sources'

Sixteen oiganizations said fe-
3-N males are assigned management

responsibilities with the same fre-
quency as males, six said no, and
three did not check a response.
These respdnses are not consistent
With the data on job status and
salary distributions for women.

Twenty-one of the organizations
(84%) stated their organizition has
adopted an affirmative action plan.
Two organizations indicated . the
policy was not written or was un-
official, one said no, and one 6rga-
nization did not respond to this
question. Eighty percent reported
maternity leave policies; 20% re-
ported paternity leaves.

Twenty-one (of the 25) R&D
organizations indicated which re-
cruitment sources were most useful
,for staffing purPom. The four most
useful sources for recruitment are
friends and colleagues in universi-
ties, placement offices, circulation

. of notices to major graduate schools
1 of education, and placement services

at professional meetings. These
- sources of recruiting did not differ

for men and women. The major

thrust of affirmative action policies
is to provide wider sources of re-
cruitment, and these do not appear
to be useful or else are not in use
by R&D organizations in educa-
tional research. The Educational

, Researcher is the one publication
received by every AERA member,
yet lit is rarely' used by major em-
ployers of R&D personnel.

Conclusion

Women as students. Although
most institutions do not report dis-
criminatory practices in their ad-
mission or recruitment processes,
fewer women than men enroll in
these programs. lb 1973-74; of the
institutions responding, 69% of the
doctorites awarded were granted to
men and 39% were granted to wom-
en. Thus, the labor pool for women

with the doctorate in education is

smaller than for men.
Women as faculty. Twenty-four

percent of iill faculty members in
the schools of education in this
survey are women. They make
$1,000 a year less' than their male
counterparts in most faculty ranks,
and move up the faculty ranks and ,

earn full professorial standing with
tenure less frequently than do their
Male colleagues.

Women as employees. Data from
school districts, state departments
of education and major R&D organ-
izations show that women consist-
ently fall in the lower job ranks as
determined by responsibility and by
salary. Within job categories, in-
cluding those at the lower end of the
rankings, women are paid less than
their male counterparts.

The 'recommendations below are
based upon the data compiled in
this study, including those sugges-
tions contained in the open-ended
portions of the questionnaires:

I.. AERA should.

a. Adopt -,affirmativeattion poli-
cies Itic its own staffjdhrnals, and
all other affairs of the, organization.

b. Advocate that organizations
hiring AElkA members adopt af-
firmative action plans, including
state and local school districts as
well as research organizations.

c. Appoint a standing committee
on the education and employment
of women in educational research.

d. Desionate a central-staff
AERA individual to be responsible
for information on women.

TAKE 111: SALARY MEDIAN AND RANGE FOR MEN AND WOMiEN
IN JOS STATUS CATEGORIES:

R&D ORGANIZATIONS

Job Status
Category N' Median

Men
Sang*

Women
Median Range

1 (highest) 20 $30,000 $20.000-38.200 $26.200 $17.262-31.743

2 19 $22.164 617.600-32.400 $18,700 $13.500-27.600.

3- 18 $17,500 $13.620-26.000 $15.950 $ 8,922-20.750

4 19 $13,350 $ 9,800-22,500 $12.368 $ 7.320-19,500

10 $10,200 $ 8.640-13.000 $10,852 $ 6.900-15,241

S (lovmst) 3 $ 9,625 $ 8,474-11,957 $ 9,156 $ 8.400-12,492

'Number of RAD agencies with IndividUals In the Job category.

IA-11
c 1. (,711
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e. Organize training sessions con-
cerning sexism in education with
regard to employment and pro-
grams/policies.

f. Review job4lacement proce;-
dures and services in publications
am] at conventions to insure that
discrimination is eliminated.

g. Maintain a list of any national
data banks of qualified' candidates
for positions, e.g., in state depart-
ments of education, in educational
administration, etc. A listing of
data banks available for use by
individuals and employers can be
published annually, in ER.

h. Encourage expanded adver-
tising in ER to reduce the discrim-
inatory effects of informal networks.
between colleagues.

i. Advocite that lists of external
experts submitted- to federal agen-
cies and other requestors include
women as consultants, panelists,
speakers, etc.

j. Establish a formal policy state-
ment tegarding. the ethics, conduct
and publication of research.

2. A ERA fournals should:

a. Establish editorial guidelines
for discriminatory language usage
and sex role stereotyping.

b. Insure that all reviewing of
articlet is blind.

c. Insure adequate coverage . of
issues relevant to seX bias in edu-
cation.

3. Employers of educational
researchers should:

a. Publicly identify, as an Organi-

zational priority, the elimination of
discrimination against women.

b. Adopt affirmative action
plans.

c. Actively seek -female applica-
tions for positions at all levels.

d. Eliminate sex discrimination
in terms of promotion, transfer,
recruitment, salary status, selection
for training including apprentice-
ship.

e. Establish career ladders for
personnel within an organization.

f. Analyze all personnel policies
and eliminate any that directly or
indirectly support discriminatory
practices, including policies con-
cerned with leaves of absence, preg-
nancy, part-time employment, and
child-care services.

4. Universities as educators should:

a. Recruit women into edUcation-
al leudership programs as well as
programs of quantitative methodol-
ogy.

b. Allocate financial support in-
, dependent of marital status.

c. Publicize their commitment 'to
the employment of women in lead.
ership positions.

d. Establish and Maintain exten-
sive counseling services, especially
for female doctoral candidates who
often lack role models and are
unable CO establish "protege" rela-
tionships.

e. Collect data to monitor access,

A-12 .
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Modifying the Role and ,Status of
Minorities in Educational R&D:
A Much Needed Undertaking

HENRY T. FRIERSON, JR.
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

It would not be surprising or in-
accurate to say that the role of
minorities is small and their
status relatively low within the
sphere of educational research
and development (R&D) in the
United States. There are compar-
atively few prominent minority
members in the R&D commu-
nity, and as a consequence, mi-
norities have had little impact on
a field that has large effects on
minority people. For example, a
number of social and educational
programs have surfaced from the
initial efforts of R&D, and those
programs have traditionally in-
volved minorities as participants,
but minority involvement in re-
lated R&D efforts has been mea-
ger. There are a host of reasons
for the lege than favorable situa-
tion of minorities in R&D. Most
of the reasoni are too involved to
discuss here; however, given the
present conditions, a number of
occurrences could elicit positive
change. For instance, the Ameri-
can Educational Research AsSOCi-
ation (AERA), the largest educa-
tional research organization in

This paper was originally presented
at the Annual Meeting of the American
Educational Research Association In
San Francisco, April 1979.

Henry T. Frierson, Jr. is an Associ-
ate Professor and Director of the
Lellriing and Assessment Laboratory
of the School of Medicin, University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 322
MacNider Bldg. 202H, Chapel HIN, NC
27514. Specializations: Medical Edu-
cation, Learning and Cognition, Stu-
dent Development.

the country, could play a signifi-
cant part in creating an atmos-
phere that would enhance the in-
volvement of minorities in R&D.
Most of the efforts in modifying
the role and status of minorities
must take place at institutions
and agencies where educational
researchers are trained and em-
ployed if substantive results are
to be seen. Nevertheless, AERA
can play a very visible and sig-
nificant role in promoting in-
creased participation of minori-
ties in R&D. However, if AERA
is seriously concerned with the
enhancement of the role and
status of minorities in R&D, one
of the first steps the organization
could take is an inward look. For
within AERA there are a number
of areas that could be addressed
which would initiate more minor-
ity participation in R&D, and
this will be discussed in this pa-
per.

The Importance of Minority
Involvement in R&D

In this country, educational
R&D plays a crucial part in pol-
icy making and program imple-
mentations within educational
settings. The impact from R&D is
often quite substantial, and the
impact is often amplified in mi-
nority communities because the
initial research may have often
been conducted there. Because of
the effects of the ensuing re-
search-related-developments, the
involvement of minority re-
searchers is essential. Campbell
(1975) stated that thinuntry
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has a large and sophisticated
commitment to educational R&D.
If this is the case, minorities
should have an integral part in
meeting that commitment as sig-
nificant members who affect the
direction of R&D in this country.
This becomes apparent when one
considers the importahce of many
educational decisions .affecti ng
minority children which arise
from R&D efforts.

It is the belief of Schutz (19731
that within educational R&D lies
the most effective means by
which the human capability for
solving the inevitable problems
of our future is assured. Based on
Schutz's view, it is necessary that
the role of minorities in R&D be-
comes broader, for many of the
educational problems within mi-
nority communities have yet to
be fully adereued. It is only fit-
ting that mittorities become more
involved in a process that so of-
ten has implications for minority
people. Furthermore, the most
likely inclination of a number of
minority researchers would be to
address questions related to mi-
norities, if not specifically, at
least in a general fashion.

Thus, there is a need for more
minorities in R&D who will then
focus on many of the problems
concerning minority people. In
addition, because of their back-
grounds and experiences, minor-
ity researchers will often bring
quite different perspectives to ed-
ucational research. Therefore,
one important means to modify
the role and status of minorities
in R&D is to increase the number



III" in( ividuals-trained in Ike
field, which also should favorably
affect the state of R&D in this
country.

The number of Minorities with
doctorates remains relatively
small. For instance, in 1976,
blacks made up only 4.2 percent
of all Ph.D.'s in this country
(Gilford & Snyder, 1977). Fur-
thermore, the number of blacks
receiying doctorates decreased
4.7 percent in 1978 from 1977; as
a result of the U.S. citizens and
non-U.S. citizens with permanent
visas who were doctorate recipi-
ents for 1978, only 4.1 percent
were black (Gifford & Syverson,
1978, 1979). It is apparent that
very little has changed when
Brown (1973) was moved to esti-
mate that approximately only
two percent of all educational re-
search comes from minority
groups, and of that proportion,

\only a small number are in posi-
tIçnè to influence research that
affects the lives of minority peo-
ple,' Acknowledging that the ;role
of AETh is limited, Brown sug-
gested t at the organization use
its influ nce to support graduate
fellows ips for minorities,
thereby getting_more minorities
in graduiWprograms.

The Possible Role of AERA
External efforts to enhance the

role and status of minorities in
R&D by AERA could be of the
nature Brown suggested, but of
even greater significance would
be the undertaking of modifying
efforts within ite own organiza-
tional structure. For just as mi-
norities are not an integral part
of the R&D network and commu-
nity, they are not an integral
part of AERA, This could be rem-
edied to a certain extent by in-
suring greater minority partici-
pation in AERA-related
activities. For instance, by insur-
ing that minority members serve
on significant committees, such
as the Research Training Com;
mittee, the Publications Commit-
tee, and various Program Com-
mittees minorities would play a
greater role within -AERA. Fur-
thermore, by serving as members
on editorial boards of AERA-

program readers. minority re-
searchers will impact upon the
organization's related R&D activ-
ities. Through contact and expo-
sure, 'such involvement would
provide minority members of
AERA with greater access to the

'R&D network. It would also pro-
vide AERA and its members with
valuable perspectives from mi-
nority researchers.

Other activities that AERA
could undertake in efforts to
modify the role and status of mi-
norities i4 R&D would be the
continuation of the presessions,
initiated by Ronald Braithwaite
and funded by NIE, which were
aimed at minority graduate stir-
dents. With regards to minority
professionals eneged or inter-
ested in R&D, the organization
could entfure that its research
training institutes and other con-
tinuing education activities (pre-
sessions, postsessions, special
conferences, workshops, etc.)
have solid representation of mi-
noritY. participants. Because most
of the targeted individuals would
be under budget constraints,
AERA could promote greater
participation by awarding sti-
pends that might defray the ex-
penses of travel, housing, meals,
and program costs. The organiza-
tion could also sponsor collabora-
tive research workshops where
participants would be invited to
brainstorm research topics and/or
plan research projects in a "think
tanle' approach. AERA could
then ensure that a significant
proportion of minority re-
searchers would fully participate
in such an activity. Involvement
in that type of atmoephere would
stimulate professional growth for
all participants and the minority
participants would be able to
share their particular experi-
ences and views with others and

. gain exposure and access to the
RifeD network, not to mention the
involvement in major research
efforts.

Regarding additional efforts
that could be undertaken by
AERA to modify the role and
status of minorities in R&D, it
was of interest to find that in a
survey report by Tittle, Saario,
and Denker (1975), a number of

AERA. The recomnwndations ad-
dressed the concerns of women,
but many are parallel to the con-
cerns that-minorities have had
for years. Those recommenda-
tions are listed below with only
the word minority substituted for
terms of female gender.

To facilitate the modification of
the role and status of minorities
in R&D, AERA should: 4-

(1) Adopt affirmative action
policies for its own staff, journals,
and all other affairs of the organ-
ization. ,

(2) Advocate that organiza-
tions hiring AERA members
adopt affirmative action plans,
including state and local school
districts as well as research or-
ganizations.

(3) Appoint a standing com-
mittee on the education and em-
ployment of minorities in educa-
tional research.

(4) Designate a central-staff
AERA individuallo be responsi-
ble for information on minorities.

(5) Organize training sessione
concerning racism in education
with regard to employment and
programs/policies.

(6) Review job placement pro-
cedures and services in publica-
tions and at conventions to in-
sure that discrimination is
eliminated.

(7) Maintain a list of any na-
tional data banka of qualified
Candidates for poeitions, e.g., in
'state departmen s of education,
in educational dministration,
etc. A listing of ata banks avail-
able for use by individuals and
employers can be published an-
nually in ER. 1

(8) Encourage expanded ad-
vertising in $R to reduce the die-
criminator$, effects of informal
networks between colleagues.

(9) Advocate that lists of ex-
ternal experts submitted to fed-.
eral agencies and other reques-
tors include minorities as
consultants, panelists, speakers,
etc.

(10) Establish a formal policy
statement regarding the ethics,
conduct and publications of re-
search.

AERA should seriously con-
sider those 10 recommendations
and others that will certainly be



into its structure. As was stated
earlier, if the organization is fa-
vorably changing the role and
status of minorities in R&D, it
must first look inward.

Conclusion
Educational R&D is an impor-

tant force in this country and mi-
nority involvement is essential
because of the frequent impact of
R&D on minority communities.
AERA can play an influential
role in ensuring that present mi-
nority researchers will have
greater access to the R&D net-
work and thus become an influ-
ence in the field. There are signs
that AERA might be willing to

take some positive steps in this
regard. If AERA decides to wear
a mantle of leadership in some of
the areas discussed, ensuing rip-
ples may be felt within other or-
ganizations and more impor-
tantly, within agencies and
institutions. As a result, signifi-
cantly 'favorable modifications of
the role and status of minorities
should
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Participation of Women
in the

Educitional Research Community

J EA N LIP MAN-BL U MEN, National Institute of Education
PATRICIA E. STIVERS, American Educational Research Asspciation

ANN R. T1CKA MYER, National Institute of Education
SUZANNE BRAINARD, National Institute of Education

The relationship between wom-
en's professional activity and

their professional rewards recently
has become a subject of major, inter:
est to social scientists. This emerg-
ing concern received impetus from
the women's politickl caucuses with-
in thevarious social science associa-
tions. rhis paper addresses a major
issue underlying this concern: the
need to discover whether or not
women's professional activities, as
well as their rewards for such activi-
ties. is commensurate with thae of
men

The paper views the trend in fe-
male participation in AERA since
1965, as well as the productivity and
rewards of these women compared
to their male colleagues. The report
is based upon three different types
or data: 11 AERA records dating
back to 1965: 2) a 1975 demograph-
ic survey of the total membership;
and 3) a survey of approximately
seven percent of the 'AERA mem-
bership conducted in early 1975.

I. Historical Money Of
Female Partkipatiaa ia

A ERA Actirkies

A count by gender was made of
individual participation in _Associa-
tion activities from 1965 through
1974. Gender was assigned on the
basis of rot name.' Names of in-
determinate gender were omitted.
This occurred most often in the
annual meeting programs; even
there, fewer than Mt) percent of
names were omitted in any year.

Annual Meeting ,

Sizable gains in annual meeting

participation have been made by
females in the last decade. The an-
nual meeting has been the area of
most consistent increase, as seen,
in Table I. Females constituted 10%
of all annual meeting ,participants
in 1965; 12.9% in 1967; 13.6% in
1969; 16.8% in 1971; 18.6% in 1973;
and 22.2% in 1975.

Level of female participation, in
the various roles in the annual meet-
ing, however, has varied. Among
primar9 authors on the program,
the female participation rate has -
varied from 11.9% in 1965 to 23%
in 1975. Among secondary authors,
the level has increased from 12.1%
in 1965 to 27% in 1975. Females
chaired considerably nbre sessions
on the program in 1975 than 10

years ago: from 2% in 1965 to 18.3%
in 1975. But gains in,the discusiant
role have been fewer: 4.3% in 1965
to 13.4% in 1975. As major invita
tional speakers, the pattern is er-
ratuc: one of 7(14.3%) in 1965:
none at all from 1966 through 1970;
one each in 1971 and 1973 (about
5%); two'in 1972 (9%); and three in
each of the last two years (13% to
15%).

Authors in Periodicals2

Percentages of female authors in
--4ERA periodicals vary consider-

ably over the ten year period.
Female authors in the American
educational Research Journal
(AERJ), for example, represented
17% of the dual authors in 1965 and
3.6% in 1 They rose to 9.3%,
13% and 2 % in the next three
years, but ropped in 1971 and
1972 to 14% and 12.7% before peak.
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ing at 18% in 1973. In 1974 the per-
centage dropped apin to 16.3%.

The percentage of female authors
in the Review of Educational Re-
search (RER) was highest in 1963
(20.4%) then ranged from 12.5% to
17% during the years '66-'68, '70
and '73. However, the number
dropped tv 8% in each ,of 1969. '71
and '72, and fell to zero in 1974.

Governing Boards
and Appointments2

Female representation on the ,

AERA governing Council was non-
existent from 1965 through 1969,
and has been six or twelve percent
'in each year since, depending on
whether-one or two women nere.
elected.

Representation of women on
standing Association committees
approximately 10% for the past two
yearsreached `14 record of 19% in
1972, up from 13% in 1971. That
represents a considerable increase
compared to the 3% and 7% levels
of previous years in the same
decade.

Representation on ad hoc com-
mittees in the Association ranged
from as low as 1.7% (of 57, persons)
to 8.4% (of 59 persons) during die
first severi years of the decade ex-
amined, a period when proliferation
of ad hoc committees actively
worked on Asiociation programs.
Since 1972, however, no more than
one or two ad hoc committees have
been in existence, two of which are
the women's committee and the stu-
dents' committee. In those years.
female representation increased to
21% (of eight individuals); 54.5%



(of 11 individuals) and 37.5% (of 16
individuals -.including five out of
six members on the women's com-
mittee).

In the decade examined:* there
were no females at all on the edi-
torial boards or among the major
editorships of any of the three
AERA periooicals. Nor were there
any on the editorial boards of the
two major reference works produced
during that time: the Encyclopedia
of Educational Research and the
Handbook of Research on Teach-
ing. At the same time, eight to ten

percent of the contr
referenoe volumes
However, the current
of the AERJ is a wo
of the volume editors
part Readings in Ed
search series and the
of a woman to succ
editor of the AERJ in
was announced.

Use of females as
the AERJ did not occu
(23% to 3% in 1971 an
it has increased to 15%
20% in the past two

utors in both
ere women.
review editor
n as was one
or the seven-
ational Re-
appointment

the current
976 recently

viewers by
until 1971
1972), but
nd nearly
ears. Re-

viewers and consulting editors for
the RR included 34.4% women in
1965, during which year AERA
published the last topical issue on
early childhood education, an area
of specialization for many women
researchers. However,- the percent-
age of woaen reviewers dropped to
14%, 16% and 12% in the next three
years and has ranged from 6% to 8%
in the most recent six-year period.

Women A monglthe
Total Membership

Until Avently, only scattered es-

TAILS 1. URA ANNUAL MINETI PARTICIPANTS

-----47T-1965 1966 1967 1948 1969 . 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

PRIMARY 260 M 336 M 462 M 555 M 706 IA 959 M 1029 M 1096 M 1200 M 1194 M 1194 M

AUTHORS 35F 48F 62F . 84 F 115F 207F 233 F 250F 309F 320F 356F

Per cent 11.9 12.5 11.8 13.1 44 17.8 18.5 18.6 20.5 21.1 23

Female

SEdONDARY 58 M 119 M 138 M 208 M 229 M 313M 418 M 431 M 529 M 536 M 476 M

AUTHORS 8F 27F 37F 25F 60 F 55F 108F 93F, 127F 179F 176F

PM cent 12.1 18:5 21.1 10.7 20.8 14.9 20.2 17.7 19.4 25 27

Female . ,

, -
SESSION 78M 88 PA 117M 156M 196M 314M , 329M

4-,
334M 365M 338M 312 Ilk

CHAIRS 2 F 8 F
1

13 F 14 F 15 F 30 F " 42 F 47F, 511F 70F 71 F

Per cent 2.0 8.3 10 8.2 7.1 8.7 11.3 12.3 13.3 17.2 18.

Female .

DISCUSSANTS .22 M 27 M 46 1A 72 M 110 M 151 M 158 M 168 M 189 IA 202 M 264 M

& CRITICS 1 F 0 F 2rF ,, 3 F 7 F 9 F 13 F 12 F 34 F 31 F 41 F

Per cent 4.3 0 4.2 4.0 6.0 5.6 7.6 6.7 15.2 13.3 13.4

Female

i
SPEAKERS 614 10M 8M 11M 14M 14M 18M 20M 21M 19M 17M

1 0 0 F 0 F 0 F 0 F 0 F 1 F 2F F 1 F 3 F 3 F

POI Cent
.43,

Female 14.3 0 0 0 0 0 5.9 9.1 4.5 13.6 15

TOTAL 471 663 885 ' 1128 1451 2052 2345 2453 2831 2892 2910
. .

TOTAL 47 ó. i 14 . 126 197 301 395 404 527 603 647

Female

Per cent

_

10 12.15 12.9 11.2 13.6

.

14.7 16.8 16.6 18.6 . 20.9 22.2'

Female ,

Source: American educational Research Association published Annual Meeting Programs, 19654975 (3/20/75)



unlatch from surveys sampling five
to ten percent of the membership
were available as guides to the num-
ber of women in the' Association or
the field. Preliminary results from
the membership-wide demographic
tuevey conducted last fall by the
Association 'now have provided the
most reliable estimate to date. With
more than 4,C00 responses tallied
from 9,000 members surveyed,
26.3% are female and 70.3% -male.
An additional 3.4% did not indicate
gender.

Major disciplines indicated by
females in the major demographic
survey are: 'education 56.9% (627);
psychology 19% (209); statistics,
mathematics or research methodol-
ogy 9.6% (106). Another 10.2%
indicated disciplines not listed on
the questionnaire,. and fewer than
2% indicated sociology, anthropol-
ogy, history, political science or
philosophy. Comparable percent-
ages for males are: education
52.8%; psychology 215%; statis-
tics,.mathematics or research meth-
odology 12%; 6.2% in disciplines
not listed on the questionnaire; 2%
in sociology, and 3.4% in anthropol-
ogy, economics, history, political
science and philosophy.

Of 1105 females indicating their
highest degrees, 714 (65%) held doc-
torates and 339 held master's de-
grees (31%). Of 2955 males, 2362.
(80%) held doctorates and 494
(16.7%) had completed their
master's.

Primary work responsibility re-
ported by the females in the survey
were: 36.3% teaching; 15.4% stu-
dents; 11.9% research; 10.1% Man-
agement and administration of other
than R&D; 9% evaluation, ind 5.1%
management and administration, of
R&D..

'An vinteresting parallel emerged
between males and females in re-
porting primary affiliations (or
place of employment); for both
sexes, 69% are employed by colleges
or universities, 11% are with school
systems,. and 7% are with R&D
organizations.

Conclusions from Historkal Data

The greatest level of participation
by women in the field has been the
annual meeting, where a steadily
increasing percentage of women in

all roles has occurred. ,However, in
committees and review boards,
where participation is primarily by
appointment, the involvement of
women has been erratic.

II. 1975 Sarrey of
AVIA Members (7% Sample)

We turn now to the results of the
survey, of a randomly-selected sam-
ple of approximately equal numbers
of men and women members con-
ducted early this year.3

After inactive .members were
eliminated from the sample, a total
'of 309 males and 318 females were
sent questionnaires. Responses were
received from 240 women and 203
men, representing 75.4% of the
women and 65.7% of the men. The
overall response rate Was 71%.

General Demographic Featares
Age. Ethnicity and Marital Status

The age categories devised for the
survey range from 20-24 to 60-64,
with ages 30-34 the modal age cate-
pory. The median age category was
35-39 years. There are no significant
age differences" between the female
and male groups, although there is
some slight tendency for therc to be
more women in the -under 35" year
group. (This is probably related to
the finding in the larger demograph-
ic survey that there are more female
than male students.)

In terms of race and ethnicity,
89.2% of the respondents are Cau-
casian, 3.6% are Black, 1.6% aie
American Indian, and the Oriental
and Spanish surname groups con-
tribute 1.4% each to the sample,
with a residual (other")*category
of 2.5%. There are no significant
differences between Men and wom .
en in terms of ethnic and racial
background.

Women in the sampleare signifi-
cantly less likely to be married than
men. Almost four times as many
women as men have never been
married (31% vs. 8%), and only 50%
of the women compared to 88% of
the men currently are married. In
addition, 16% of the women (vs. 3%
of the men) are currently widowed,
or divorced. Fifty-four percent .or
the women do not have children,
compared to almost 22% of the men
who are not parents. Among those
respondents who are now or ever
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have been married, 89'4, 01 the men
and only 66% of the women have
children. And among those re--
spondents who, do have children,
women have significantly fewer
children than men.

Education

As noted above, 80%' of thc men
and only 65% of the women hold
doct9rates. AERA members of bok,
sexes in this sample are more likely

' to hold, Ph.D's (50%) than Ed.D's
(22.6%) despite the fact that the
majority of respondents claim edu-
cation as their primary discipline.

, At the Master's level, there are al-
most Awice as many women as men
(30% vs. 16%). The relationship
between, sex and highest degree is
significant at the .001 level Xi
17.79).

Education is the primary disci-
pline of 59% of the women and
54% of the men. Psychology is re-
ported as the primary discipline by
25% of the men and 19% of the
women', and statistics and mathe-
matics arc in third place, claiming-A
10% of both groups. Sociology, po-
litical science, anthropology, eco-
nomics, history and philosophy were
claimed by less than 4% of either
sex. These figures mirror closely the
larger demographic study.

Sex is clearly related to part-time
enrollment in graduate school

.03). Sixty-nine percent of
the women, compared to 59% of the
men report part-time status during
at Iteast some period ortheir gradu-
ate school experience. This occurs
despite the fact that women were .

less likely to have been miirried.
Qne might speculate that the higher
percentage .of part-time students
itiong women reflects the greater

difficulty women may have in ob-
taining educational funds from pub.
tic Monies as well as from family
resources. Overall, 64% of the males
and females report part-timc enroll-
ment and 36% full-time enrollment

EmployMent

The modal pattern for both sexes
is full-time employment; however,

mewhaf more men than women
2% vs. 83%) are employed full-

ime, and over twice as many wom-
en as men are employed part-time
(12% vs. 5%). (Three percent of tte



males and 5.5% of the females re:
ported themselves as unemployed.)
These differences were significant
at thc .02 level.

1

In general. there is a strong rela-
tionship between sex and length of
timc in present organization. Mcn
arc more likely than womcn to have

been employed in their present or-
ganization for 5 or more years (55%
vs. 38% for women), and women
are morc likely than men to be in

` . _
TAUB S.

INDICATOR NONE AT LEAST ONE TOTAL CHI SQUARE

N 16, N % til. S 1 cif P

AERA Division' M 192 94.6 11 5.4 203 45.8

Cornmmittees
F 237 96.8 3 1.3 240 54.2

. ,

T 429 99.5 14 t - 3.2 443 100
.,

4.957 .02

.

AERA Editorial Board M 189 93.1 14 0.9 203 45.8

F 234 97.5
,

. 6 2.5 240 54.2 -

T -
,

423 95.5 20 4.5 443 100.0
, 3964 .

H Article Reviewer M 189 93.1 14 0.9 203 45.8

. F 234 97.5 , 8 2.6 , 240 54.2

T 423 95.5 20' 4.5 443. 100.0 ..
3.964 .

,
-

Professional M 9 4.4 194 95.9 203 451 Q .
I

SOdOt li.
other than F 27 11.1 213 U.8 240 54.2

AERA
_ '

F 36, 8.1 407 01.9 443 100.0
5.062 ,01- ,

Attendance at M 11 20.8 42- 79.2
4

53 53

AERA Annual
Meetings during
past 5 yrs.
Ed.D.'s of*

F

T

20

31

42.0

31.0

27

09

67.4

1/11.0

47

100

47

100.0

_ 4.142

AERA Article N 98 98.1 12 10.9 110 50.0

Reviewers:
Ph.D.'s only F 108 98.2 2 1 8 110 50.0

T 206 916 14 6.4 220 100.0 .

, 6 179 01

-
Number a Books,
primary author

M 180 88.7
,

23 11.3 .203 45

.

F 231 911.3 i 3.8 240 54 2

T 441 92:8 32 7.2 443 100.0
8.332



table coned
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TABLE 2, Continued )

INDICATOR NONE AT LEAST ONE TOTAL CHI SQUARE

Number of Chapters M
in book;
primary author F

T

156

203

359

78.8, ,

84.6

81.0

47

37

84

.

23.2

15.4

19.0, ,

. ,

203

240

443

45.8

54.2

100.0

ldf

3.795

,

.05

Number of .
.

M
Monographs
primary author i

T
I

-

180

207
367

78.8,

86,3
82.8,-

'

43

33
76

21.1

13.8
1/.2

203

240
443

45.8

54.2
100.0 q

3.767
./
.05

Number of . lvi

Journal articles
primary author , F

*7

'

70

125

195

s.
.

.

34.5

12.1

44.0

133

115

248

,

85.5

47.9

56.0
.

203

.240

443

45.8

54.2

100.0

/

3.12040 .0003

Number Of P PA

Technical reports.
primary author , F ,

, T

119

163

282
..

56.6

67.9

63.7

4 84

77 %

161

41.4

32.1

38.3

203

.240

443 ,.

45.8

54.2 ,

100.0
3.716 .05

Number of M---
Journal articles,-
secondary author F

T

.

121

173

298

1

-

61.6

72.1

67.3

78

67

145

38.4

27.9

321 °

203

240

443

45.8

54.2

100.0
.1

5.04732 - .0 2.
Primary authorship M
of worlcbooks,
AERA primary F
professional
affiliatidn 1

57

75

132

,

88.4

97.4

92.3

9

_ 2

11

11.3

2.6

7.7

66

. 77

143

46.2

53.8

100.0

4.634 .03

Secondary author- . M
ship of other 1

articles, non- F
AERA primary
professional affiliation T

130

139
4

289

.

96.3

89.7

92.8
'

4.5

, 16

21

3.7

10.3

7.2

,135

155

290

t
48.6

53.4

100.0

3.772

r

.05.

Primary authorship M
oftiournal
articles. Ph.D. . F

g- non-AERA primary
profeaslogal affiliation T

,

12

24
S

36

16.0

33.3

24.5

63

48

111

-

84.0

66.7

75.5
S

75

72

147

51.0

49.0

100.0

5.067 .02

Secondary authorship M
. of journal
articling. Ph.D.'s F
AERA primary
protes*hal affiliation T .

13

22

31

.
39,4

NA

53.8

,

20

10

30,

60.8

31.3

46.2

-

33

32

85 ,

4

50.8

49.2

100.0

'

4.514 .03



the two years or less category (42%
vs. 26, p .005).

Work Setting and Responsibilities

Men and women are equally dis-
tributed across work settings. Sixty-
seven percent of the women an
62% of the men ,listed colleges a d
universities as their primary plaOs
of work. School systems claim 15%
of the men and 16% -of the women,
while research and development
organizations employed 9% of the
men and 5% of the women. Teach-
ing is the major work responsibility
of 46% of the women and 36% of the
men, while research is cited by
equal percentages of tnen and wom-
en. Men and women are equally
likely to report research and evalua-
tion as 'their major function, but

.men are somewhat more likely to
report that they are invOlved in
R&D management and other kinds
of administrative work.

Participation in
Professional Activities k

A variety of participation indica-,
tors were examined (see Table 2),
which we shall treat here in a sum,
mary way.4 Overall, we find that
participation is low, but this is par-
ticularly true of AERA sponsored
activities.

Participation in A ERA

Men are more likely to have been
AERA Members for a longer period
of time. This probably is due in part
to two factors: 1.) the very slight
tendency for AERA men to be
older; and 2) the greater number
of female students in AERA. The
same percentage of men and women
have been members -less than one
year, however.

It was expected thOt this differ-
ential sex rate of participation ob-
served in the historical sutvey would
show up in the sample data. How-
ever, according to the samMe sur-
vey, although there is a slight
tendency for men to have a higher
participation rate than women, in
almost no case is this statistically
significant. Since the percentages

' involved arc so small (frequently
less than 5% of the total sample),
too much emphasis should not be
placed on these differences.

Non-A ERA Participation

Ninety;six percent of the men and
89% of the women belong to profes-
sion 1 societies other than AERA
(p .01). This is the only statisti-
cal! y significant difference between
men, and women in terms of par-
ticipition in non-AREA groups.
Similarly, 81% of the men and 84%
of the women attended at least one
other meeting last year. These fig-
ures decrease when it comes to num-
ber of presentations; nevertheless,
they are fairly high compared to the
AERA presentation rate of the past
five 'years. The percentages of men
and women are fairly stable over
different types of meetings. Forty-
nine percent of the men and 43% of
the women have given (iat legone
presentation at a national meeting.
Regional meetings have similar'
figures (49% 'and 42%), and invited
conferences also' are in._ the same
general range, although slightly
lower (41% vs. 35%). There is little
difference between the sexes espe-
cially when one collapses the vari-
ables into no presentations vs. at
least one.

In answer to the question, "Do
you consider AERA your primary
professional association?" only 33%
of both men and women responded
"yes." The lack of differences by
sex on this variable, combined yith
the lack of differences in partigipa-
tion by sex, make it unnecessary to
pursue these relationships further.

It is not surprising that people
who do not consider AERA their
primary organization are more ac-
tiVe in other groups. If we examine
.the relationship between primary
affiliation and AERA Participation,
the trend is clearat least in terAns
of the activities that have enough
participants to consider. People who
identify AERA as their primary -or-
ganization attend more AERA
meetings (p a. .0002) and more
often have given at 'least one paper

Proinctivity
Productivity is measured by pub-

lications of various sorts. These in-
clude books, workbooks, chapters in
books, monographs, articles in pro-
fessional journals, other articles, and
techniChl ..teports. Publications are

56
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counted separately for primary and
secondary authorship- -

Collapsing publications into cate-
gories of none or at least one, there
are significant relationships between
sox and primary authorship for
edited books, (p .004) book'
chapters (p a. .05), monographs
(p .05), journal articles (p
.003), and technical reports (p
.05). The only significant relation-
ship for secondary authorship is for
journal articles (p .02),

In all of these cases, men are
more productive than women, al-
though it is important to emphasize
that in no case is the relationship
very strong. For example, looking
only at primary authorship, we find
the following:- 11% of the men have
edited at least 'one book, compared
to 4% of the wolnen (0 a. .15); 23%
of the men compared to 15% of the
women have written at least one
chapter in a book (0 a. .10); 21% of
the men compared to (4% of the
women have written a monograph
(0 JO); 66% of the men com-
pared to-118% of the women have
Written a journal article (0 au .18);
and 41% of the men compared to
32% of the women have written a
technical report (0 a. .0). The
strongest relationship here is the one
bettkeen sex and journal articles;
however-even this is not particularly
pronounced.

Prodnctivity and
Primary Professional Affiliation

If these 'same relationships are
examined controlling for whether
AERA itjtcprimary.professionat
affiliation, we find that on primary
authorship of an edited book, chap-
ters in txioks, ond journal articles,
the relationship between sex and
productivity holds up only when
AERA is not considered the major
affiliation.The relationship .between
sexond technical report authorship,
on the other hand, disappears for
the non,AERA people and holds
.up for those who consider AERA
their major affiliation.

In addition, two new relation-
ships emerged. These are between
sex and authorship of workbooks
'for AERA primary People and sec:
ondary authorship of other articles

It



for non-AERA primary people. In
all but the last case, the direction of
the relationship favors men as more
productive. It appears that the rela-
tionship between sex *and produc-
tivity is contingent upon type of
affiliation with AERA. Further,
for most types of publications this
is true of non-AERA primary peo-
ple but not AERA primaries.

When we look at the zero-order
relationshipsj between AERA pri-
mary affilüñion and productivity,
we find that, although there are few
statistically significint results, non-
AERA primary people tend to be
more active as primary authors. This
trend reaches significance (p ... .02)
for authorship of journal Articles
and is generally true of other types

of publications. When it comes to
secondary authorship, the data vary,
with some cases having greater pro-
ductivity by AERA people and
smne showing the reverse. This sug-
gests that part of the difference
between AERA and non-AERA
primaries is due to the tendency
toward low productivity -among
AERA people.

TABLE 3. SEX BY ENTERING SALARY 1

&20.00 & above &12-20,000 Under $12,000 Total

Chi square'
No. % No. % No. % No. % 2df P

M

F

46,

23

23.7 86 44.3 62 32.0 194 47.0
,

,i,,
10.5 102 46.6 94 42.9 219 53.0

T 69 16.7 188 45.5 156 37.8 413 100.0
14.03033 70009

- .

atiSr
SEX BY CURRENT SALARY

M 106 54.1 72 36.7 18 9.2 196 46.9

F 65 29.3 121 54.5 36 16.2 222 53.1
..

T 171 40.9 193 46.2 54 , 12.9 4.8 100.0 ,

26.75712 0.0000

SEX BY CURRENT SALARY CONTROLLING FOR HIGHEST DEGREE: PhD

.:

M 56 53.3 41 39.0 8 7.6 105 49.8
v

F 42 0 39.6 59 55.7 5 4.7 106 50.2

T 98 46.4 47.4 13 6.2 211 100.01100

5.92770 0.0516
1

SEX le OURRENT-VkAR;CONTROLLING FOR HIGHEST DEGREE: EdD

M

F

35

15 , :

66.0 17 32.1 1 1.9 53 54.1
c.:-..,

33.3 28 62.2 2 4.4 45 45.9

50 51.0 45 45.9 3 3.1 98 100.0
10.43782 0.0054

SEX BY CURRENT SALARY CONTROLLING FOR HIGHEST DEGREE: MA/MS

. .
M 11 36.7 10 33.3 ,9 30.0 30 32.6

F 7 11.3 31 50.0 24 38.7 62 67.4

T 18 Y19.6 41 44.6 33 35.9 92 100.0
- 8.34197 0.0154
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Productivity and Education
Controlling for educational level

also depressei the relationship be-
tween sex and productivity. Ths
only relationship remainft--trat
even approaches statistical signi-
cance is that between sex and pri-
mary authorship of journal articles
among Ed.D.'s (and this is not
strictly within the accepted limits
of significance, p .06). However,
within most categories of author-
ship, the direetion of the relation-
ship hetWeen sek -and -productivity'
remains the same: men are slightly
more productive than women. In
some cases, however, women with
M.A.'s or M.S.'s are slightly more
likely to have at least one publica-
tion than are men of the same edu-
cational kvel. In sOme cases, the
trend is also reversed when second-
ary, rather than primary, author-
ship is involved.

It appears, then, that lifferences
in educational level alsp are an
important part of titt explanation----
of sex differences in productivity.
Eiut the tendency to maintain the
direction of differences noted above
even when stratifying by highest
degree indicates that this is not the
entire explanat

- It is
invest
betsy
If

sary at this point to
further the relationship

education ancl productivity.
educational level and primary

professional affiliation are simulta-
neously controlled, only two statis-.
tically significant relationships re-
main. These are both among Ph:D.'s
only. The first is a significant rela-
tionship between sex and primary
authorship of journal articles among
non-AERA people (p .05), with
84% of the' men and 66.7% of the
women having second authored at
least one. The second significant
relationship is for secondary author-
ship of journal articles and-this time
it holds for AERA people only.
Sixty-one percent of the men and
31% of the women have had sec-
ondary authorship on at least one
journal article (p .05). In other
words, differences in sex tend to
disappear when both education and
professional affiliation are con-
trolled for an Publications, except
journal articles. Considering the
importance of journal articles in

TAKE 4: REORESSION-OF CURRENT-SALARY ON

SELECTED INORPENDENT VARIAKES

independent Variable RE RI Change F p

Sox . .10737 .10737 18.201 .001

A9f. .25480 .17743 13.524 .001

Mwital Status .28466 .00006

Number of Children .28737 .00251

Education . :31778 .03041 7.813 .01
%,

Length of Time in
!haunt Organization .35192 03414 r- 14.945 .001

Timis of Most Rocent ,
Promotion .3f132 .01940 .

Tenure Available .37456
..

1, *."324 6.034 .05

Have Tenure .39481 .02024 12.242 -
Entering Salary .52157 .12676 ; 71.535 .001

Authorship-Secondary .52176 .00019 '

AERA Primary Prorl
Affiliation .53123 .00947 4.721 .05

Authorahlp-PrImary .53657 .00533 .

Ra as .63657; F 3.' 26.27336; p vat .001

establishing professional reputation,
this is an important difference.

Mokfroriate 4Rolysis of
Portkiipatioo

sad Prodoctivity Voriablis
The relationships among variolis

background factors and dependent
variables denoting professional ac-
tivity including partidipation and
productivity, were examined, using
a linear additive model. These
analyses are reprinted in detail in
the Committee Final Report and
tend to confirm the findings of the
contingency tables (R2 .057 for
participation in A ERA and selecied
variables; R2 .094 for igher
professional participption and se-
lected variables; RI .208 for
primary authorship; and R2 .161

for total authorship).

Salaries
Salary is used here as one oPta-

tional definition of professional
rewards. When we look at entering
salaries, we note a significant rela:
tionship between sex and entering
salary. In general, women are more
likely to' receive lower entering sal-
aries than men. Forty three percent
of the women, compared to 32% of
the men, received under $12,000 as

A-.24

an entering salary in their present
jobs. At the $20,000 and above
level, men were -more than twia as
likely as women (24% vs. 11%) to
command this range as an entering
salary in their current position-
(P MO-

Controlling for the highest degree
held by respondent, the relationship
falls below the level of significance,
but the trend remains generally the
same. Among respondents with
Ph.D.'s men are more than -twice as
likely as women to receive $20,000
or above as an-entering salary (19%
men vs. 9%, women). Among Ed.D.
holders, men are more than four

I times as likely as women (21% vs.
5%) to receive $20,000 or more,
while 11% more wornen than men
with 'Ed.D.'Sc entered below the

.$12,000 level. *.t the master's level,
,14% of the men, compared to less
than^ of the women, entered at
the $20,000 or above level; and,
women still outnumber the -men in
the "under $12,000" level by 7%.

When we look at current salary,
we see a similar pattern. This is not
unexpected, in vieiv of the obvious
link between entering and current
salaries. Sex is. strongly related to
cuirent silary, with 54% of the men
and only 29% of.the women earning
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$20,000 or more. Women exceed
men in both of, the, lower salary
categories ($12,000 to $20,000,
and under $12,000).

The relationship between sex and
chrrent salary, controlling for high-
est degree, remains intact at both
the doctorate and 'masters levels.
Among respondents who hold the
Ph.D. 53% of the.Males, but only
39% of the females, earn $20,000 or
above, while 56% of the women,
convittecrto 39% of the men, earned
between $12,000 and $20,000.

Among Ed.D holders, 66% of the
men vs. 33% of the women currently
earn $20,000 or more, and women
again are more likely to be in the
lower salary ranks (with 62% of the
women Ed.b.'S vs. 32% of the men
Ed.D.'s earning between $12,000
and $20,000, and more than twice
ias many women as men earning
below $12,000). At the master's
level, the pattern is upheld, with
men more than three times as likely
as women to be earning $20,000
or 'more.

Introducing length of time in
present organization into the rela-
tionship between sex and salary, we
find the strength of the relationship
changes, but the direction remains
consistent. Among individuals "who
have been in their current employ-
ment setting two years or less, the
relationship between sex and salary
is no longer 'statistically significant.
But for those individuals who have
been with the organization three to
ten years, sex is significantly related
to current salary. For the small
group (N 67) who have been in
then' present organizations in ex-
:cess qf ten years, salaries are no-
ticeabli higher 'for both men and
women (83% of the men and 81% of
the women at $20,000 and above).
For those long term employees, the
differences at the lower salary levels
are less than those observed among
workers with shorter periods of
employment.

If we control simultaneously for
priniary responsibility and educa-
tional level, we find- that among
teachers and adminiitrators, male
and female Ph.D.'s earn compara-
ble salaries. 'Among Ed.d.'s, how"-, ever, males earn substantially more
than females in botb the teacher
and the administrator roles. Fur-

*ARE 5: won EssioN oF TENURE ON SELECTED INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
l

IndPendent Ver lable R2 R2 Change F P

Length of Time in
Present Orgeniz. .43765 .43765 71.444 .001

Afi . ., .45526 .01761 6.631 .01

Sex ' . .46129 .00003

Number of Childr en .46408
,

.26279

Authoiship-Primary .46702 .00264

Authorship-Secondary ,II .47210 .00019

Education .46730 .A.000011

R2 as .46739: F as 22.55692: p as .001
,

ther, "among Ph.D. researchers,
there were strong differences in
salary between females and males,
although the Ed.D. group was too
small to permit any serious con-
clusions.

In general, at every educational
level, men usually, earn' more than
women. While women tend to have
fewer doctorates than men, even
when they do have them,..men earn
considerably more money.

For, those individuals whose cur-
rent salaries exceed their entering
salaries, there is no indication that
this represents a change in respon-
sibilities- for either men or women.
This Increase in salary is probably
more likely due to length of time nn
the job. -

This differential in salary levels is
interesting, particularly when we
note that the age distributions for
men and women are similar, and
also that women are somewhat more
likely than men to receive their
doctorates before age 35 (combined
Ph.D. and Ed.D. 57% women vs.
49% men).

Promotions
Promotions served as our second

index of rewards. The relationship
between sex and mosf recent promo-
tion indicates that ',women are.al-
most twice as likely' as men to have
received, no promotion during their
entire employment period within
their present organization (22% vs.
12%, p .01). And controlling si-
multaneously for education and
primary responsibility, we find that
the relationship between sex and

.05) only for Ed.D.'s who
teach.

Mishirariate Analysis of
Reward Variables

Salary
Salary, as noted above, may be

conceived as one operational defini-
tion of professional rewards. Em-
ploying multivariate techniques to
examine the various factors that
contribute to current and entering
salaries, the findings of the previous
analysis are confirmed and extended
in Table 4.

With current salary as the de-
pendent variable, and sex, age,
marital status, number of children,
educational level, length of time in
organization, time of most recent
promotion, tenure, entering salary,
productivity, and AERA affiliation
as independent variables, a total of
53:5% of the variance can be ex-
plained. This is significant at the
.001 level. The major contributing
factors are age, entering salary and
sex (change in R2 is .177, .126, and
.107, respectively), each of which is
significant at the .001 level. As
might be expected, older .age, Male
gender, and a high entering salary
correlate with high current salary
High educational level and an ex-
tended time in present organization
each contribute approximately 3%
of the total explained variance and
are significant at the .01 and .001
levels: Other factors that are sta-
tistically significant are having
tenure and not considering AERA
one's primary professional affilia-

promotions maintained significance .1 lion. These, however, do not con-
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tribute very much to the total ex-
,plained variance.

Other Rewards
Three other indicators of profes-

sional rewards are promotions,
tenure, and occupational prestige.
Only the analysis using tenure pro-
vided -interesting results, as shown
in Table 5.

Looking only at people affiliated,.
with organizations where tenure is
available, over 46% of the variince
in tenure can be accounted for, and
almost 44% of this is explained by
length of time in the organization.
Another 1.7% is accounted for by
age. All other factors are negligible,
including productivity. Longevity
appears to be the most significant
factor in gaining tenure, rather than
either achievement or ascription.

Swampy
In sum, among the very limited

group in AERA who participate in
governance and other association
activities, the' proportion of women

appears to be increasing, if some-
what erratically. But activity in
AERA generally is limited to a very
small group of women and men.

Productivity differences between
men and women are slight. Where
they reach statistical significance,
the strtngth of the relationships
usually is limited.

While participation and produc-
tivity rates of men and women show
only slight differences, the reward
system is clearly differentiated by
sex. This it influenced most by
level of education and length of
time in the work organization. Ad-
mittedly, there is a greater propor-
tion of males with doctorates, and
more women than men have mas-
ter's degrees. But even when wom-
en, do hold the same degree as their

, male colleagues, their salary differ-
endts tend to persist, particularly
among Ed,D. holders.

Some very recent gains by wom-
en particularly within the last year

arc noted in terms of promotions,
And women who arc long estab-

lished in the field (i.e., in the same
organization more than ten years)
appear to do as well as men. But
women in the less advanced stages
of their professional lives receive
lower salaries than men at the same
stages.

In an oversimplified way, we can
answer our original researCh ques-
tion by concluding that

1) the most meaningful demo-
graphic difference between female
and mak respondents is educational
level;

2) participation and productivity
differences are slight; but,

3) reward differentials between
the sexes are substantial.

Notes

IA full description
Committee's Final Rd'

kompkte data in
mittee's Final Report.

3A full description
procedure is given in

of the method is in tbe
port.

tables are in the Com-

of the sample selection
the Committee's Final

Report.

4See Committee's Final Report
cussion of all participation variables.

for dis-

.AERA Council Actions
on Women

In May, 1973, representatives of the SpeciaOntorest Group
on Women in Educational Research petitioned t.PAERA Council
to take direct action to improve the role and litatus of women
in the field of educational research and in the affairs of the Asso-
ciation. At that and subsequent meetings, the AERA Council has
Passed a series of. eleven motions dealing with aspects of the
role of women. Following are those motions, with the dates each
was passed.

That- a committee to Investigate the status of women in
educational resoarch be formed; that its chairperson chosen
by the President of AERA from a panel of five candid tes nomi-
elated by the women's SIG; that the majority of m s on the
committee bat women; and that the findings and roc mends-
tIons of this committee be printed and distributed to he AERA
membership. (May,,,1973)

That it is the sense of the Association Council that women
should be appointed to committees and offices and nominated
for elective offices comminsurate with the number of women
in AERA. (May, 1973)

That the Executiv Officer be directed to reporl annually to
the Council on the number of women in the Association and to
provide an analysis of the roles they are playing in various com-
mittees. (May. 1973)

That AERA withdraw from JOint sponsorship with Phi Delta
Kappa Of the annual riseareh award. (Nay, 1913)

That AERA supports the policy of open recruitment and
urges employers of educational researchers to cooperate in

spirit and pratice tO end discriminatory patterns in hiring and
recruitment. ( une, 1974)

That the Council authorize the President to send an open
letter to employers of educational researchers stating the above
poky and urging that ample notice of vacancies be made
through such publications as the Educational Risearchec and
diciplinary journals and that vacancies be filled from the pool
of candidata developed through open recruitment. (June, 1974)

That women hays full opportunity for ,participation in the
activities 01 the Ammican Educational Research Association
(May, 1975)..

That the- American Educational Research Association sup-
ports the principle that women have full opportunity to partici-
pate in research training institutions and research organizations.
(May, 1975)

That the AERA continue for a period of two years the Ad
Hoc Committee on Women, to carry on such activities as are
here proposed as 'seem useful and fruitful (as the development
of an effective roster of women who might be called upon for
various responsibilities in the organization) with a charge to
examine the Association's compliance with the foregoing resolu-
tions and report to the Council on such compliance. (May, 1975)

That the proposal that a handbOok on wofdlINI and educa-
tional research . be published to commemorate International
Wonum's Year be transmitted to the Publications Committee for
their consideratidn. (May, 1975)

That the Association explore and possibly report in Decem-
bpr (1975) on the matter of child care iiervices for the Annual
Meeting. (May, 1975)
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Research tortBetter Schools, Inc.

444 North Third Street; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19123 (215)

3 Mr

DEVEMPING A MODEL FOR INCREASING MINORITIES AND WOMEN
IN EDUCATION R&D LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

Research for Better Sch614, Inc. (RBS), a private, non-profit educational
laboratory in Philadelphia, has received a three year grant from the National
Institute of Education's Minorities.and WOmen's Program tMidevelop a model that
delineates the process by which an external agency (such as an educational lab-
oratory or university) can work with one or more State Education Agencies (SEAs)
to help increase the participation of minorities and women in education R&D
leadership and management. For the purposes of this project, education R&D -in-
eludes but is not confined to research, development, dissemination, utilization,
and evaluation.

RBS is specifying this model by identifying those practices and procedures
which are most successful in the tri-state area of Pennsypania, New Jersey, and
Delaware where RBS is working closely with each SEA to increase the participation
of minorities and women in education R&D leadeiship and management. .R.BS is using
a three-pronged approach: publishing articles in state newsletters, conducting
seminars/workshops on R&D technical and management skills, and providing technical
assistance.

Tile publishing of articles in various state newsletters (twenty-three in the
tri-state area)'is intended to create and build awareness regarding the Ismues
related to minorities and women in education R&D leadership and management. These
articles address the current,and potential contribution of minorities and women in
education R&D leadership in the tri-state area, various training possibilities,
resources (book reviews, lists of new publications, etc.), and sources for further
information and technical assistance.

The conduct of seminars and workshops on R&D technical and management skills
is intended to increase these skills in those minorities and women attending. The
seminars are designed to address the unique needs of each state by addressing a
basic R6 skill and then applying this skill to each SEAs' on-going efforts to in-
crease the participation of minorities and women in education R&D leadership and
management'.

The provision of technical assistance is intended to help those minorities
and women who need to develop or enhance their project skills and those researchers
whose projects relate to the concerns of minorities fend women. For example,

t
mainformation regarding possible funding sources, personnel d terials resources,

and training opportunities have been provided. This techn al assistance is
primarily provided.oyer the telephone and through direct calk-respondence. The impact
of this technical-assistance ranges from the filndi,,0 of a proposal to a minority
woman who received basic proposal writing Liformation and skills through the project,
to minorities and women being awarded conference/training opportunities that they
learned of througb the project;
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KENNETH C. MADDEN
STATt.SUPERINTENDENT

Pusuc INsTAucroom

STATE OF DEL;A)NARE

DEPARTMENT OF PUBI4IC INSTRUCTION
DOVER. DELAWARE 1 990 I

May
2nd
1980

Ms. Joanne B. Stolte
Director, Special Projects
Research for Better Schools
444 North Third St
Philadelphia, PA 411,1t2.3

Dear M

WILLIAM B. KEENE
DEPUTY STATE SUPERINTENDENT

The laware liaison to your project from the
Department of Public Instruction will be Ms.
Barbara Philbin, State Specialist of Human
Relations.

Please let me know if there is any additional
information you need concerning this appoint-ment.

Sincerely,

William B. Keene
State Superintendent Designate

WBK:sg



KENNETH C. MADDEN
STATE SUPERINTENDENT

Pusuc INSTRUCTION

May
2nd
1980 .

STATE OF DELL/ARE
PEPARTMENT OF PusC.ic INSTRUCTION

DOVER. DELAWARE 19901

Ms. Barbara Philbin, State Specialist
Human Relations
Department of Public Instruction
Townsend Building
Dover, DE 19901

Dear Barbara:

WILLIAM a KEENE
DEPUTY STATE SUPERINTENDENT

I am appointing you as the representative from the

Department of Public Instruction to the RBS ptoject

to increase the participation of minorities and

women in education R&D leadership.

You will need to contact Joanne Stolte, who is the

Director of Special Projects for RBS, to see what

will be expected of you in serving as liaison

between the Department and RBS.

I am sure that you will be able to fit this in with

ypur other activities; however, if there is some
difficulty in accepting this appointment, please
let me know.

With warmest personal regards, I am

Sincerely,

William B. Keene
State Superintendent Designate

WBK:sg
Attach.

cc: 04Ms. Joanne Stolte
Dr. Randall L. Broyles
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AGENDA.

RBS Minorities and Women Project

SEA Liaisons Meeting

1980

Arrival RBS Art Gallery (optionaW

10:30 Project Update

10:50 Meetlng Overview

11:00 Basic Parameters Regarding 1980 Workshop

12:00 Lunch

1:00 Specific Ideas and Plans for 1980 Workshop

1:30 SEA Role in 1980 Workshop

2:00 Tasks to be Accomplished for Workshop

2,45 Role Of the SEA Liaison: with the
RBS Minorities and Women Project
and as part of the Model

A30 SEAs' Operational Structure

67
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AGENDA

RBS Minorities and Women Pr.oject

SEA titiiiions Meeting,

Wednesday, November 19, 19801L

rrival RBS Art Gallery (optional)

9:12 Specification of Liaison Selection Process

10:ip Determination of Ways Liaison Role Should Evolve

10:15 Review of Needs Assessment Seminar

10:45 Prins for the Needs Assessment Survey

11:30 Lunch

12:15 Update

Awareness Building

Technical Assistance

12:45 SpeciMiGalrion of FY '80 Accomplishments

1:00 Overview of Direction for FY '81 (Year Two)

1:15 Suggestions for PYs'81 (Year Two)

9
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The Anticipated Outcomes of the TBS Minorities
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1The Role of the-SEA Liaison with the
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ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES OF RBS MINORITIES AND WOMEN PROJECT

It is anticipated that at the end of RBS' three year Minorities
and Women Project, the following outcomes will be achieved:

A

i4 Development and specification of a model that delineates the process
by which an external agency (such as an eaucational laboratory)"could
work with one or more SEAs to help increase the participation'of
minorities and women in education R&D.leadership and management.

Increased awareness among educators within the tri-state area as to
the current and potential contribution'of and key issues related to
minorities and women in education R&D leadership and management,

Provision of. incentive to some minorities and women to continue formal
ar informal training to acquire needed skills in order to assume leader-
ship positions in education R&D within their LEA, ISA, or SEA.

Encouragement/enabling of minorities, and women to mdve upward in. the
LEA/ISA/SEA hierarchies through activities related to education R&D

EstablishMent of network of minorities and women in education R&D
within the tri-state area for which RBS'Idill play a facilitator role.

Provision,pf in-service training designed to enhance the position of.
minorities and women in education R&D.

Upgrading of the technical and management R&D skills of the minorities
'and Women participating in the workshOps.

,

Upgrading of the R&D skills of those participating in the studies for
which technical assistance" is provided.

Improvement in the development and implementation of the few, selected
studies for which technical assistance is provided.

An increase in awareness and sensitivity to R&D issues related to
minorities and women among the RBS staff.

Upgrading.of training skills and knowledge base witOvgafd to
minorities and women in education R&D leadership among the RBS staff.

NIP



THE ROLE OF THE SEA LIAISON WITH THE RBS MINORITIES AND WOMEN PROJECT

The liaison is to act as the contact for the flow of infprmation

entering and leaving the state with regard to the RBS. Minorities and

Women Project. The liaison is to help refine and implement the RBS
model for increasing the participation of minoritiee and women in educa-

tion R&D leadership positions.

The principal tesponsibilitiee of the liaison are to:

1. Provide for effective coordination and communication between the RBS

Minorities and Women Project and the SEA.

Attend a total of four liaison meetings per year at RBS
Clarify and interpret the goal and objectives of the RBS Project

to SEA personnel
Coordinate the work*-Of other SEA personnel,helping with the RBS

Project,
Maintain Communications with the state newsletter editors
Follow up on requests for information regarding project activities

Provide the RBS Project staff with carbon copies of all chrespondence
that promotes anticipated outcomes or validates the completion of an

action item task.

2. Help to adapt the RBS model to the unique characteristics of the state:

.Assess, clarify, and interpret the state's operational structure
and resources and then communiCate these findings to the RBS
ProSect stiff

Identify the mechanism for reaching the state-wide target audience
Integrate the activities of this project with activities within the
state which have similar objectives

Notify the RBS Project staff of impending workshops, conferences,
and/or meetings of institutions of higher education and state
committees which are relevant

' 3. Help the RBS Project staff in the-conduct of project activities (i.e.,
placement of newsletter articles, planning of workshops, and
delivery of technical assistance).

Conduct a needs assessment'under the direction of RBS Project staff
as a prelude to developing workshop objectives and curriculum

Identify resources ueeful to the RBS Project (e.g., possible work-
> shop sites)

Encourage participation in the RBS Project (e.g., solicit workshop
participants, actively work with newsletter editors)

Follow up on requests for informaLion fL,An the state-wide target
audience

E -4
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DEFINITION OF NEED

Kaufman

.

Roger Kaufman has been the moseprolific wxiter in the field of educa-
s

tional needs assessment. His definition of need is ubiquitous in the liter-
.

ature. It should be noted that his "discrepancy" ,definition has been

severely criticized by other inflUential educators and conceptualists.

"Need is defined as a gap between current outcomes or
oUtputs and desired (or required) outcomes or outputs."

Scriven

Michael Scriven is the leading opponent of the dis,crepancy definition

as proposed by Kaufman. His definition of need dis-tinguishes between actual

and satisfadtory states rather than between current and desired (required)

outcomes.

"A needs X" Means A is or would be in an unsatisfactory
condition without X in a particular respect; and would
or does significantly benefit from X in that rtepect;
thereby moving towards or achieving but not surpassing-
a satisfactory condition in this respect."

Ellett and Schumener

A number of other writers, notably Fred Ellett anokBetty Schumener,

contend that a single definition of need cannot capture all of the ways in

which we commonly use the term. Their analyses of "need" yield the follow-

ing conceptualizations:

F!.3
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Norm-Based Needs. These stem from moral obligations ("One needs to

keep promises"); legal obligations ("30% of the students of School A need

to be bussed to School B"); and obligations derived Yrom rules ("Students

need to eat lunch on campus").

Subsistence-Based Needs. These refer to states of affafrs in which,

persons lack the means for survivaf or u;e11-bging. For example,.people nee4

food, air, water, and shelter to survive. In a wider cOntext students need

a minimal mastery of certain skills to move into and survive in the adult

roles.

Veeds of Required AlSns. The lack of a means necespary for the

attainment of some end (other than survival or well-being) distinguishes

these needs. For example, the successful completion of a iumber of courses

in English is required for graduation from most schools in universities in

the United States.

Needs of Desire. These refer either to a lack and desire of some

object for its own sake ("Frankie needs a Darth Vadgr costume") or to a

means to some desired objective ("The Smiths need to get a piano teacher

for their daughter").

Needs of Conative Dispositions. These are related to the motivation

of human behavior. For example,. "Children need to feel approval from

authority figures,'", and, "She needs to express anger."

Ellett and Schumener suggest that defensible educational objectives pr

needs can only be derived from the norm-based or subsistence categories

of need.
'1
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT MODELS

Discrepancy Model (Kaufman)

Need (discrepancy)

rdeal state

actual state

N:P

'Ideal - Actual = Need

Note: If Ideal = Actual, Need = 0

Diagnostic Model (Scriven)

ideal state

Need (diagnostic)

-Minimum
Satisfactory

actual state

F-5
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Topic*.

Preparation di teachers to educate
handicapped children in the regular
clasaroom (Gear and Gable, 1979)

Reallocating Title I funds within
a school district due to a mix of
factors including declining en-
rolLments ana a pending desegre-

n gation decision (Slaughter et al.,
1979)

Pr

eating public and practitioner
ch.perceptions of a state's educe-

tidnal system (...ans and Harmon,
1978).

Refocusing the R&D agenda of a
regional educaticial laboratory
(Smith et al., 19'8)

Assessing Statewide Learner
Needs (Van Fleet, 1974)

Determining Teacher Needs (Edu-
cational Improvement Center,
Northeast, 1978)

EXAMPLES OF NEEDS ASSESSMENTS

Agency

IHE/SEA

LEA

SEA

Regional Educational-4,
Laboratory

SEA

ISA

Intended Use of Data

-

To establish training pfiorities to ensure
teachers,' receptivity to mainstreaming ef-
forts and capability of providing for-the
educational needs of exceptional children

Tare-examine the distribution of.ritle
services ,

To provide information to the SEA as it
formulates policies, selects priorities,
and allocates fiscal resources in state
and federal program areas

To respond to major changes in the needs
of consumers, priorities of funding
agencies, and institutional capacity

To identify learner'needs, determine
thacriticality of learner needs, estab-
lish performance goals, and develop and
assess improvement programs

To identify technical assistance needs
of teacher association members across a
variety of topical areas

*A full citation for each of the needs assessments listed may, be found on the reverse side.

76

Program or Policy Justification

Program or Policy Justification/
Achieving Measurable Improvement

Food for Thought, Program or
Policy Justification, Distribu--
ting Control over Educationgl
Policy

Predictiag Responses to Programs
or Policies/Program or Policy
Justification

Achieving Measurable Improvement

Predicting Response to Programs
or Policies/Program or i'olicy

Justification

77
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NAME USE

DISCREPANCY'SURVEYS

EXAMPLES OF GOALS INDEX OF NEED

Batelle Surveys

,

'

Secondary Schools or
Colleges

..

a

Our schools teach students to be
self-reliant
Our schools do a good job of teach-
ing mathematics
Every student in our schools is
given experiences to develop in the
fullest, in his/her own style, and
to his/her own limit
Our courses of instruction are re-
vised frequently enoUgh 66 keep them
current wieh a changing werld

"Actual"

- "Desired"
.

Need Rating

Westinghouse Sur-
veys ,

.

1

)

,

Secondary SchOols

,

Proficient in Written and Verbal
Communication (English)

- Use acceptable grammar & punc-
tuation

- Speak fluently & clearly
- Use acceptable verbal patterns

Become Discriminating Consumer
- Understand techniques for judg-

ing & comparing consumer products
- Aware of consumer rights
- Know'budgeting & purchasing skills

Priority Ranking of Needs

Importance x Responsibility
Attainment

Institutional
Goals:inventory

.

7 9
,

,

Colleges and Univer-
sities

.

,

.

,

.4, To help students acquire a depth of
knowledge in at least one academic

. discipline

To help students develop a sense of
self-worth, self-confidence, and a
capacity to have an impact on events
To ensure that students who graduate

, have achieved some level of reading,
writing,and mathematics competency

Profile of

"IS" vs. "SHOULD BE"
Ratings

f

(No Index of Need)

8 ii
-



NEEDS A E SMENT KITS

t

MODELS/APPROACHES

.
,

GRADE
LEVEL

.

DATA S6URCES

,

.
METHODS

IDENTIFYING
DISCREPANCIES

ASSIGNING PRIORI-
TIES TO NEEDS

Alameda County Needs
itsessment Model
(ACNAM)

,,.

,

Elementary

Pi

Survey information
.o Standardized test

informatron in
basic skills
Demographic data
School profile 6
addititmal student
factors

NO GOAL RATING SCALES

Descriptive

.

.

b

Decision matrix 1
aggregates survey
anil other data

.

.

,--

Center for6the Study,
of EvaluatFin (CSE)

Elementary
1

Survey and card sort
Student performance
test data

Descriptive

'
,,

1)

Decision Rule:

Prio'rlty value

Rated Imp. x Probable
. Increase in utility

Phi Delta Kappa
(PDK)

,IleMentary
Secondiery .

Forced-cholct card
sor.t

Rating Sheets

Arithmetic Differ-
ence Score

Weighted Formula

Top Ranking Discrep-
ancies

.

Weighting Procedure

-

81

ra.

OUTPUT OF THE
NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Profile

Rauked List of Goals
Ranked List of Needs
or Discrepancies

Profile

.4

Ranked 1.4st of Goak I
Ranked List of Needs
or Discrepancies



1.0

Perceived Nip.-
rity Ranking of
Goals by Repre-
sentative C(m-
munity Commit-
tee

17

I PHI'DELTA XAPPA NEEDS ASSESSMENT)MODEt

A Model Program for Community Ind Prpfessional Involvement

'PHASE',

2.0

Perceived current
and desired levels
of performanceiof
district goals'
quantitativelyiex-
pressed by. fhel
PROFESSIONAL STAFF

Perceived curent
and desired levels
of district gOals
quaniitativelY,ex-
pressed by REpRE-
SENTATIVE COMMUN-
ITY COMMITTEE;

limr

Perceived cutfrent
and desiredOevels1
of performan4 of L_
district goals

, Auantitatively ex-
.

pressed by STUDENTS
r
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I I

I I

I

I I

I

I.

I I

I.

I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

PHASE II
I I

I I

IL I

II I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I F

I I

PHASE III

7,0
MANAGEMENT

DESIGN

3.

. *5,0

NEEDS OF
DISTRICT

Qualitatively

6.o
Translation

of needs

;nto
9.0

ACCOUNTABILITy
and

Quantitatively
Stated

.%

PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

1 I

I

I

I I

I

I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I.

11

8.0
INSTRUCTIONAL

PROGRAM'
DESIGN

YEAR I YEAR II

84
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WILLIAM la KEENE
STATE SUPERINTENDENT

. October
7th
1980

STATE OF DELAWARE

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
THE TOWNSEND BUILDING

P. 0. Box 1402
DOVER. DELAWARE 19901

Ms. Joanne Stolte, Director
Special Projects Division
Research for Bettep Schools; Inc.
444 North Third Street
Philadelphia, PA 19123

Dear Joanne:

RANDALL L BROYLES
HOWARD E. ROW
JOHN J. RYAN

ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTS

Recently I had the opportunity to review the progress ,

of Research for Better Schools Minorities and Women
Project. The intent of the projectto increase the
participation of minorities and women in education
R and D leadership/managementby developing a needs
assessment is both an exemplary and commendable goal.
Utilizing the needs asSessment in the State of Delaware
will further cOmplement the equal education'activities
now being promoted and implemented in Delaware education
programs.

Again, we at the Department extend our support for this
effort and look forward to the opportunity to work 4

cooperatiNfely with Research for Better Schools and ti*
states of Marylana, Pennsylvania and New Jersey as you
strive to fulfill this very worthwhile endetvor.

Recognizing our mutual concern for equal education
-opportunities for all persons in all of our schools,
I remain

Sincerely yours\, 1

William B. Keene
State Superintendent

WBK:sg

cc: Ms. Barbara A.,Philbin, State Specialitt,
iiuman RelatiorIS

G-3

THE ATE OF DELAWARE IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNIT8 S
EM OYER AND noEs NOT DISCRIMINATE OR DENY

SERVICES ON THE &IS OF RACE. COLOR. NATIONAL

ORIGIN. sEX. HANDICAP. AND/OR AGE
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STATE OF NEW JERSEY
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

225 WEST STATE STREET

TRENTON, N J.

J. B. S.

c.

OFF,CEOFTHECOR
Post Office Box 2019 September 17, 1980 (

Ms. Joanne B. Stolte
Director, Special Protects'
Division
Research for Better Schools
444 North Third Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19123

Dear Joanne:

I was pleased to have an opportunity to
review the progress of the RBS Minorities and
Women Projecc in New Jersey with you last Friday
and, in particular, to learn of your plans to
conduct a needs assessment regarding minorities
and women in education R & D management. This
is an area of importance where so often decifrions

are made and activities conducted Without the
benefit of data. The results of the RBS needs
assessment will help fill a present void and pro-
vide a data base that will be invaluable.

I am pleased that my staff will be
helping RBS in the design and development of this
needs assessment,and I look forward to receiving
the results.

Please keep me informed of haw-things
are proceeding and if you need additional coopera-
tion, let me know.

Since ely,

urk,e

mmissioner

G-4



At.

COIGIONWEAISH OF TENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT ,OF EDUCATION

BOX 911, HARRISBURG, PA. 17126

'September 30, 1980
THE SSCRETARY

,

Pk
4

Joapne B. Stolte
ReSearch for Better Schools
444 North Third Street
Philadelphia, PA 19123

Dear Joanne:

AREA CCMDE 717
787.5820

,The RBS Minorities/Women Project'for increasing the participation
of women and minorities in education r & d.leadership/management positions
is now in full swing and I want you to know that I appreciate the opportunity
for our involvement in this worthwhile endeavor.

The Pennsylvania Department of Education is committed to affirmative
action and we are constantly seeking methods of,increasing'the representation
of minorities in,our education leadership. The assessment to be conducted
by your organization is, a good beginning in helping us to reach our
goals. I am looking forward to receiving the results of the assessment
which I am confident will give us valuable information.for future developmental
programs.

I have reviewed the list of,those from:our state who have been
invited to attend your seminar on October 29. Be assured that this -

group was we,11 chosen for the task of adapting the needs assessment to
Pennsylvania. there is anything furt we can do to assist, please
advise.

Sincerely yours,

Robert G. Scanlon

G-5
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From Educational Researcher, December 1979. Reprinted with permission and
courtesy of the American Educational Rerearch psociatiott for uSr. within
the RBS Needs Assessment seminar held October 2 , 1980 in Philadplphia.

Organizations That Perform
Educational R&D:

-A First Look at the Universe
LAURE M. SHARP

and
JOANNE FRANKEL

Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc-.

ost educational researchers
are .practitioners: investigators
and analysts who study educa-
tional processes, who seek the
answers to specific educational
problems, or. who look for new .
ways of implementing education-
al innovations and monitoring
their outcomes. Few, are con-
cerned with studying their own
participation in the research pro-

, cess and how the type of institu-
tion where they work could influ-
ence what they study and how
thig approach a problem. But for
the social historian and the policy
maker, it is precisely this "re-
search system" in the aggiegate
that yields importamt clues as to
the strengths and weaknessessof
the enterprise and its likely fu-
ture configuration. Yet, prior to
the project described hete. very

Laura M Sharp. Research Associ-
ate and Assistant Director for Re--
search Operations. Bureau of Social-
Science Research. 1990 M Street.
N W , Washington, D.C. 20016 Spe-
cialization Application of survey
techniques to studies in the area of.
Education

Joanne Frankel, Senior Research
Analyst, Bureau of Social Science Re-
search. Specialization: Elementary
education and program evaluation

little information was available
describing this system. With-the
exception of certain well-known
groups, We did not know the Iden-
tities, skills, or interests of orga
nizations conducting research and
related activities in the field of
education. Obviously, these three
features are interconnected. This

' article draws on recent survey
findings to examine in depth the
characteristics of those organiza .

tions that .were active research
performers in 1977.

In the summer of 1976; the Na-
tional Institute of Education
(NIE) awarded a contract to the
Bureau of Social Science Research
tp conduct a census of organiza-
tions performing -educational
RDD&E The PurpoSe of the proj-
ect, which was termed ARROE,-
(American Registry of Research
and Research-related.Organiza-
tions Education), was essen-
tially descriptive. It sought to de-
termine haw many organizations
were doing eduentili.al larch
and related Av. k. the nature of
the institutions in which these
eivganizations were-located, the
staffs they employed, the money
they spent, and the ',topics they
dealt with. The statistical analy
sis of the ARROE data base would

H-3 9.2,
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begin to answer some important
questions of concern to policy
makers and to the education com-
munity itself. ARROE was thus
designed to provide a map of the
universe, which would create the
basis for subsequent. in-depth in-
vestigations of various sectors
and issues.

A second, but bx n ineans
secondary purpose of the ARROE'
project was to put in .place an
ongoing mechanism for the iden-
tification oPorganizations that
constitute the educational
RDIAE universe, in order to fact l-
Rate cammunication' among per-
formers. The computer file Was to
be maintained as a contirious
"registry" available for research
and for other suitable activities,
such as special purpose maihng
lists. The registry file was format-
ted to generate a soon-to-be pub-
lished directory of all such organi
zations, which will contain sonw
descriptive material about each of
them. Periodic uPdating of the
directory is anticipated

How the Study Was Conductd
Because ARROE was a ;first

time effort, considerable attention
had to be devoted to boundary set
tmg for the concept "educational



research and related activities."
To qualify for'inclusion..an activ-
ity had to be:rlystematic and dew-

signed to establishnew facts or
principles iresearch); to invent
netv or improve existing solutions
to educational problems (develop-
ment); to assess the effects of ex-.
isting programs or determine the
feasibility of new ones (eval-
uation); or to disseminate R&D
results. 'Typical exclusions were
routine testing of students,
periodic tacher workshops, and
administrative evaluation of
tea her performance. But bound-

ar definitions were often difficult
to stablish. Reinterpretation of
existing statistical sets might be
called "research" by an academi-
cian. and "program review" by an
administrator. These and other
conceptual prbblems, were ad-
dressed by the ARROE.research-
ers with the help of three Advis-
ory Committees drawn, from
many segments of the education
arid.rysearch communities.

To. create a listing of potAtial
performing organizations, -a vari-
ety oi sources was used including
rosters of state departments of
education, intermediate educa-
tion agencies, local school sys-
tems, kderal granteeii and con-
tractors, and authors.uf articles in

p'ertinent journals. The
ARROE project succeeded in iden-
tifying some 6,300 organizations
believedIto be Survey eligible; a
more diligent search may have
uncovered additionat performers,
but we assume that most of the
major performing- organizations
were identified. . p

For the purposes of Me ARROE
Project, organizations .were
assigned to one of three grppings
or "sectors"`

(11 The public,e'clucation sec-
which'included state

and intermediate educa-
tion agencies, and local
education agencies whose
enrollment is 10,000 or
greater;

(2) Th'e academic sector;
which included subdivi-..

(3)

sum's of public and pri-
vate two- and lour-year
colleges and universitieS;
The private sector, which
encbmpassed all other
organizations, especially
profit and nonprofit re-
search and development
organizations, bat also
hospitals, publishers,
foundations, associations,
and so forth.

The basic data collection
approach consisted of a mail sur-
vey, coupled with extensive tele-
phone follow-up, which asked
questions about ,staff characteris-
tics, levels' and sources of funding,
areas of specialization, projects
and other organizat:ional charac-
teristics. A total of 6,346 organi-
zations were contacted, and 81%
responded: To be eligible for in-
clusion in the data analysis, (Aga-.
nizations had to have conducted
educational RDD&E activities
during their last complqted.fiscal
year. In addition,- organizations
outside the public education sec-
tor were asked to meet two other

'critera:a distinct, organizational
identity (e.g., a consistently used
name and address), and apprV
Ciable autonomy from higher
levels, of 'authority. in Managing
ahd carrying out educational
RDD&E work. If these criteria
were met, such organizationS
were treated as separate' organi-
zations even whenThey were divi:'

4

sions 01 larger entities A total' ot
2,434 organization; were survey
eligible according-to these criter-
ia. These organizations were -lo-
cated in, 1,530 separate institu-
tions, as shown in Table I.

Key Findings
A great deal of detailed 'infor-

mation is avaiiable in the ARROE
file abbut performer characteris-
tics and the nature of their activi-
ties:To date, we have only, taken
a first and necessarily rough cut
at the data base in the expecta-
tion that we, and other interested
researchers (to whom this base is
accessible), will have the oppor-
tunity to analyze the data for the
many special purposes they can
serve. In the analyses we have
performed to date, we have also
made certain decisions which ob-
viously,affect the.findings:

(a) We'have not subjected the
data to statistical adjustments,
such as imputation for .missing
values;

(b) We have 'analyzed most
data at the level ofthe organiza-
tion rather than at the level of the.
institution, although for.some
purportes the latter may be more
meaningful;

(c) We' have made broad sector
cornparisons*(public vs. academic
Vs. private), although for sOrne
.purpoFies within-sector findings
"(e.g., the academic sector activi-
ties in instructional vs. research
organizations) may be more inter-
mative.

TABLE I
Active.Educalional Roo&g, Organizattpns, 19767'7

Number Numberbt Institutions that
of Organizations

Public &cation Sector

Academic Sector
All Others.

-Total

11-4

House These Organizations

37 State Education
Agencies (SEA's)

193 Intermediate Service

688 631 Agencies (ISA s)
401 Local Education
Agencies (LEA s)

423 Colleges and Universities
476 Miscellaneous Organizations..

1.268
478

2,434 ----)1,530

23



Expenditures and Staffs for
Research and Related

Activities
The organizations whicfi pro-

vided data to ARROE reported
spending $734 million on educa-
tional RDD&E activities during
their last fiscal year (usually

.1 1976-77).' They also reported em-
i ploying 22,300 full-time staff

members who worked primarily
on these activities. Funds and
staff a stributed across sectors
as sho In Table II. Specifically:

514 of the- fundss and 58(4
t-, of the staff are located in

the academic sector:
33'4 of the funds and 27'4
of the staff are in the pri-
vate sector: hnd
16"; of the funds and 15'4
of the staff are in the public
education sector.

Specialties
Most organizations in the sur-

vey derive most of their income
from activities'other than educa-
tional research and related activi-
ties Thus, it would be erroneous
to assume 'that the growth of the
field has led to the creation of spe-
(nail-zed organizations devoting
most of their efTorts to education-

Type of Institution

al research. Only in state and lo
col education agencies did we find
a preponderance of organizations
whose primary mission was edu
cations! RDD&E. In the academic
world, most of this work is carried
out in organizations whose pri-
mary function is instruction (i.e..
schools or departments of educa-
tion, departments of educational
psychology, etc.) (see Figure 1)
Roughly half of the private oigp-
nizations engaged in educational
RDD&E can be describedTas re-
search specialists; the others art a
highly diverse group (see Figure
2).

Expenditure Levels and
Funding and Staffing Patterns

Although a latge number 'of
organizations (2,434r:were identi-
fied by ARROE as performers of
educational research and related
activities, many of these played a
minor role as measured by funds-
expended for theSe activities. Fig
ure 3 shows that 80'4 of' all fnnds
were spent by 20(4,of all organiza-
tions. However, there are very
few giants in this universe: only
two public agencies, 13 universi-
ties and 10 private sector organi
zations reported 1977 expendi-

Figure I / ypes of academic
organizations performing educa
tional RDEME

I 280 Organizations

Divisions. Schools. etc 24%

Departments 34%

Bureaus. Centers. etc 24%

All Others 18%
:

Figure 2 Types cif private organi
zations performing educational
RDO&E

447 Organizations

Educational ROD&E Specialists
...

35%

Other ROD&E Specialists I 3%

health Care I I%

Associations. Labor Unions
Private Schools, Child Care
& Social Service Agencies . 21%

All Others (publishing, ,

management, consulting. etc I 16%

TABLE II
Distribution of Educational RDD&E Funds and Full-time Professional Staff

by Type of Institution

RDD&E Funds
(In Millions)a

Full time Professionals
Primarily Involved

in RDD&E''

Amount Percent
Number

of People Percent

State Education Agency $ 38 5 600

Intermediate Service, Agency 26 4 1 100 5

Local Education Agency 54 7 1 600 7

Subtotal $118 16°,, :3 AO 15%

College University 374 ci 13 000-, 58

Private Research and
Miscellaneous Groups 242 . 33 6 000 27

Total $734 300 100%

°Based on responses from 76% of resPondents
"Based on responses from 95% of respondents

H-5
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tures in excess of $5 million., De.-
fining "major performerr more
modestly as those 'with expendi-
tures in excess of $1, million dur-
ing fiscal year 1977, we found a
total of 172 such organizations;
most of these "major performers" ss\
are in the academiq (53%) or pri-
vate (34%) aectdrs..These major
performers acCounted for nearly
70% of all reported expendityres.
Had we used a. lower cUt-off point
for major performers (e:g., the
$750,000 leve!, which Schutz
119791, recently mentioned as the
current equivalent of a ZACH),
the number of major performers
would, of course, have been high-
er. The number..?of organizations
wit,h total expenditures between
$500,000 and $1,000,000 was 127
in the ARROE survey (see Figure
3). But it seems clear that the na-
ture of educational RDD&E in the
United States is probably best
understood by studying, in depth,
a group of between. 200 and 300
performers rather than the uni-
versZ of over 2,000 initially iden-
tified through ARROE.

Further corroboration of the
marginal .nature of many of the
organizations was evident from
data on staff size. Among all re-
ponding organizations, 26% had
no full-time profes4iona1 staff at
all and another 25% had only one
or two full-time staff members. By
contrast, the large performers ($1
million plus) generally operate
with fairly large full-time staffs.
The median mber of full-time
staff mem rs was between 22
and 32 i various- sectors (see
Table III). In academic institu .
tions, ovet two-thirds of these
staff members hold doctorates,
but this was only true of one-
fourth to one-third of the staff
members in other sectors. Educa-
tion specialists predomtnate in
public education and 'academic
organizations, but in the large
priVate sector organizations, more
than half of the professional stf
had obtained their degrees in
other disciplines, most often in
psychology or in another social
sciente field.

The dependence of edubational
researchers: on funding from the
federal government' was drama-
tically demonstrated by the
ARROE survey. Based on detailed
funding data supplied by 887 re-
porting organizations, 53% of all
educational research support
came from federal sources (the
proportion was higher-62% for
the private sector) (see Table IV).
The private sector appeared the
most dependent on federal sup-
port (half of all organizations de-
rived 60% or more, and a quarter
95% or more of their educational
RDD&E funds from the federal
government). And, not surpris-
ingly, the survey shows that the
work of many of the largest pri-
vate performers is especially de-
pendent on federal funding.

FoCus of Activities
A wide range of activities is

spbsumed under the. RDD&E,
ARROE attempted to group,

thise into tbe major categories of
research, de elopment, dissemi-
nation, a valuation and policy
studi Practically all organiza-
tions spend at least some of their

funds for research, but research is
emphasized most heavily in the
academic and private sectors,
while development and evalua- .
tion studies dominate in public
education agepcies. Dissemina- -
tion emerged as thenirea of lowesi
emphasis, receiving the smallest,
allocation of funds by performers
except for state agencies and
large public school systems.

When it comes to specific topics,
project and program evaluation is
clearly the most widespread activ-
ity in all sectors, although the
specific nature of evaluation stu-
dies will need to be examined
more closely foP"sector specializa-
tion." The available data suggest
that federally sponsored evalua-
tions account for a considerable
portion of the revenues of private
sector R&D firms, although feder-
al evaluation funds are by no
means confined to that sector.
Some differentiation is evident
with respect to other.topics. Pdb-
lie agencies are heavily, involved
in curriculum issues, the needs of
special .student groups, and en-
rollment and demographic 'analy-
ses. Academic organitatiOns

Figure 3 Cumulative FIDD&E expenditures'and percent of organizations
involved

40 60 . 80 100

PERCENT OF ORGANIZMIONS

Note Data based dn 1.848 reporting organizations

11-6 9
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TABLE Ill
Means and Upper Quartiles of sin of Profesvonal Staff. by Sector

for all Organizations and Large Organizations

Public

Pnvate Academic
State

Education
Agency

Intermediate
Service
Agency

Local
Education.
Agency

All Organizations
Full-time staff. median' 8 2 1 4 2
Part-time staff. median - 0 0 0 1 1

Fult-time'staff :upper quartile° 23 3 10 7

Part-time staff. upper quartile 2 2 1 4 4

$1 Million-plus Organizations
Full-time staff, median 27 23 31 32
Part-time staff, median 2 0 .1 fi 14
Full-time staff, upper quartile 41 33 70 46
Part-time staff, upper quartile 6 1 3 8 36

°Fifty percent of all organizations employed at least lilts number
.Thidentyblive percent of all organizations eiriployed at least this number

appear most active with respect to
teacher performance evaluation
Private organizations tend to
address a wide spectrum of topics,
and wittan'kthat sector, the data
14uggest some specializations of
activities. For example, there is
some suggestion ir . the data that

, research organizations that spe-
cialize in education focus on work
related to administrative matters
and to teachers (such as teacher
performance and teacher Nitica-
tioni. and to curriculum, whereas.

thr work of research organiza-
iions not statializ.ed to education
more often tends to deal with
other astwets ,-.of education (e.g.,
student attitudes and motivation,
child development, and learning
and oCcupational outcomes)

Lack, of space precludes a more
detailed discusslon of activity
areas and of other topics covered
by the survey of organizations In-
terested readers may want to con
sult the final ARROE mport, or
the report summary available
through the- ERIC system, to
obtain additional information

Conclusion
The data presented here,

together with the more detailed
information coqtained in the

ARROE report, suggest the fol-
lowing tentative conclusions_

(a) In terms of the number of
organizations and dollars spent,
the academic sector outdistancts
the public education and private
sectors. This came as somewhat of
a surprise, perhaps because the
media as well as congressional.
committees and federal agencies
give a great deal of visibihty to
the role of the private perfbrmers

educational RIM&E Thp pub
lie education sector is in last
place, with 16(4 of all funds and
15'4 of all staff Furthermore.
much of the work of state agencies
and of the large school districts is
federally funded and therefore
vulnerable to cut-backs and dis,
ofitibülties. It is clear from our
findings' that, in the aggregate.
state. Intermediate, rind local edu-
cation agencies have made rnea
.ger allocations for research and
research.related activities, and
that relatiirely lpttle truly locally
anchored work is b,.;ng fled
out Yet, it can ie argued that if
RDIAF, activities are to achieve
a highei level of acceptance by
practitioners and local policy
makers, more activity must occur
in the public edUcation arena, if
only because.R.DD&F. divisions of

96

public education agencies can he
immediately responsive to local
needs, as expressed by school
board members, administrators.
teachers and the community It
can alSo .be argued that locally
based res#arch has more potential
than research coming from -out-
side" settings fdr bridging the re
searcher:practitioner gap

(b) It is difficult 'to judge
whether a clear division of labor
has occurred. between academic
and private yesearchers. who be
tween them carry out 811(,: of the
work being perfornwd. Clearly
the private sector is more &pen-

, dent lin t 1w performanre of eval
ualion and other policy related
Atudles, Whereas academic insti
tutinns, with their more diversi
fled fieding support, are less rn
volved with- these activities Hut
given the important role of leder
al funds. even in the relatiely
more independent academic set
tings, topics of concern to federal
policy makers dominate in both
sectors Inwfar as the academe
research organizations can be pre
sumed to have more leeway in the
choice of research topics. it
appears that tile), chose to allo
rate their efforts to areas closely.
identified with traditional learn

7
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TABLE IV

Educat,eizaRDD&E Funds Reported Received From Various Sources, *Sector

,

Source

,
eCtor

TOTAL
(N) ry.Public

(N) %
I Private
I (N) % 1

Academic
(N) %

Federal Government ,----- ($37,517,000) 46

State Government (28,369,000) 35

Local Government (9,482,000) 12

Private Industry (82,000) 1

Associat ion (256,000) 3

Own Funds (5,559,000) ,7

Other Source (587, ) 0

($84,901,00Q) '
(11,706,000)

(3,415,000)
(1,703,000)
(8,967,000)

(19,309,000)
(6,702,000)

62 ($87,092,000)
8 (33,192,000)
2 (2,361,000)
1 (3,535,000)
7 (10,971,000)

14 (38,255,000)
5 (4,649,000)

48
18

1

2
6

21

($209,510,000)
(73,226,000)
(15,257,000T,
(5,320,00Q)

120,195,000)
(63,123,000)
(11,939,000)

.83
. 18

4

1,,
5'

16

3

. ...,

.,

Total Funds Reported Received ($81,852,000) - 100 ($136,703,000) 100 (S1E9,055,000) 100 ($393,570,000) 100

Number of Organizations Responding (142)

Number of Missing Cases - (49)

TOTAL (N) (295)

Note Based on subset of data collected by mail

(147)

(36)
(194)

(483)
(95)

(582)

(872)
(182)

(1.363) -

ing and curriculum interests. In
'contrast, private organizations
seem to have provided more non-
traditional coverage; they were
more likely to, address a wider
range of topics and to employ
staffs whose disciplinary back-
ground is in fields other than edu-
cation. We must await our more
detailed data disaggregation in
the academic sector to form a final
opinion, but we suspect that thit,
may be because so much of educa-
tional research is performed in
schools and departments that are
best qualified to deal with
teacher- and learner-centered
topics. Apparently other academic
units, such as social science de-
partments or institutes, have not
sought (or have not succeeded .in
obtaining) sizable funding lot
educational RDD&E, so that the
perspective of these disciplines is
more often brought to bear on the
field through the intermediary of
private sector organizations.

(c) A great deal of educational
RDD&E is being carried out in
private R&D organizations, many
of which odd not specialize in this
activity. At the time of our sur-
vey, many of these had large pro-
fessional staffs coming from a
variety of academic disciplines

and cross-disciplinary specialties.
The presence of a critical mass of
researchers in such organizations
represents an important nucleus
of trained manpower which is un-
matched elsewhere in organiza-
tions doing education research,
Given the vagaries:of federa4
funding and the highlY, Competi-
tive nature of R&D work (whiCh
requires many of these organiza-
tions to recreate themselves, each
"proposal season"), it is quite con-
ceivable that this nucleus could
be reduced or wiped out quickly if
federal priorities change. In
effect, because of the nature of
these organizations, and the na-
ture ofithe fupding structure, the

'same staff could become engaged
in other tasks.

(d) Finally, there remains the
question of the optimal number of
major educational RDD&E per-
formers and the extent to which
educational RDD&E should be per-
formed by organizations that spe-
cialize in this field. Clearly, the
majority of the ''ver 2,000 Organi-
zations which. we identified are
marginal performers; at most,
only 10% of them can be described
as having the capability of per-
forming a variety of educational
RDD&E tasks. Furthermore, of

H-8
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the 145 major academic and pri-
vate performers (those who spent
more than $1 million on educa-
tional RDD&E in 1977) only 369('
reported that their organizations
specialized in these activities. Is
this too small a number of mEkjor,
specialized performers? It may be:
but, given the current funding
pictUre, with much of its work
pefformed by nonspecialized orga-
nizations capable of shifting gears
to other sorts of work, the
RDD&E enterprise seems to lack

.a solid base for establishing a

strong presence' in the field of edu-
cation.

Footnotes
This amount ($734,884,000i rep-

resents the total expenditures incur-
red by the reporting organizations
during their last fiscal year for all
educational RDD&E activities, both
internally and externally funded
Twenty-five percent of all organiza-
tions did not report expenditure data
No attempt was made to weigh the
data to compensate for these missing
cases.

Refel.ences
Schultz, R.E. Where we've been,

wheFe we are and where we're
going in educational R&D. Educa-
tional Researcher, 1979, 8(8), 6-8.
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Demographic Survey of the Participation of Minorities and Women
in Educational Research and Development Management

1. Staff;r.q Patterns

,,Igaetzationat Z:v.e.t toted botvw, indtcat,' the numbel oA emploiNtS rel Cevet as specied.

Organizational Level.,

Males Females
,

White (not
Hispanic)

Black (not
Hispanic)

H spanic
I.

Other
White (not
Hispanic)

Black (not
Hispanic)

Hispanic Other

,

Total

Managers
1

Other Professionals
ir

Totals
-......

l r

,'Managers can be best identified by their function within an institution or enterprise. They are those staff who are responsible for

determ.ning the goals or directions of the institution and are ultimately accountable for the organizatron's work or services. Often

they are referred to as "top management" as opposed to "middle management.'

Typica activitjes of a manager in educational research and development wouild most likely include each of the following:

Meeting with other managers to plan the future of the institution

Meeting wit; other managers to discuss, define, and establish institutional policv

Making cinal decisions (and thus' having ultimate financial and legai r sponsibilit% for his/her wr,rk

Administrative structureb often follow the hierarchical pattern of. tive. manager., and supervisor. In educatal research and

development one often finds project managers and project directors who, although responsible for a particular proect or piece 'of

research, are not responsible for determining the direction f h institution, These individuals would be categor zed as super-

visors and would, therefore, not fall within this definition of ma ager. While managers may be directly resoonstle for the work of

othr-, thi alone does not make a person a manager.
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Demographic Survey of the Participation of Minorities and Women
in Educational Research and Development Management

II. Personnel Actions

actect(ons: Fc'l each glow., etSted MOW, indicate re'tScintei actwits takeil X4t:Ad tII& paSt 12 mcnths.

Males

White (not
Hispanic)

Black (not
Hispanic)

Hispanic

Other

Total Males

Females

White (not

Black not
H nic)

Hispanic

Other

Total Fem.fle,,

Grand Total

10 i

Managers,- Other Professionals

Hires
x

Promotions Demotions
Voluntary

Terminations
Involuntary
TerMinations

Hires Promotions Demotions
Voluntary

Terminations
Involuntary
Terminations

.

,

Hires Promotions Demotion%
Voluntary
Terminations

Involuntary
Terminations

Hires Promotions Demotions
Voluntary
Terminations

Involuntary
Terminations

.......- ...... . . ..............

'Managers can be best identified by their function within an institution or enterprise. They are those staff who are responsible for deter-

mining tIit goals or directions of the institution and are ultimately accountable for the organization's work or services. Often they are

,referred to a5 "top management" as opposed to "middle management."

Typical activities of a manager in educational research and development would most likely include each of th9 following:-

Meeting with other managers to plan the future of the institution

Meeting with other managers to disc,..us, define, and establish institutional policy

Making final decons (and thus having Ultimate financial and )egal responsibility) for his/her work unit

Administrative structures often follow the hierarchi/cal pattern of executive, manager,-and supervisor. In educational research and devel-

opment one often fin& project managers and project director% whü . although responsible for a particular project or piece, of research, are

not responsihle for determining the direction of the institution. These individuals would be categorized as supervisors and would, there-

fore, nat fall within thic definition of manager. While managers may be directly responsible for the work of others, this alone does not
make 1 per,.0,1 1 manager.
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Research for Better Schools Minorities and Women Project

Survey of Attitudes Toward the Participation of Minorities
and Women in Education Research and Development Management

This survey has been developed by Research for Better Schools to

assess the attitudes of education research and development profes-

sionals toward the participation of minorities and women in top

level management positions. Attitudes related to the utilization,

impact, tracking, and work conditions of minorities and women in

management are assessed. These attitudes have been shown to affect

the level of particOation of minorities and women in management.

You am aoked to incUmpvyouri degnee oi agneement with the htate-

menth iihted below by citaing the appnoptaate numbek OA each

gitoup minoAities/women), ah indicated. Youn Ac4 p0 n4e4 witt

be hetd in 4tAicte4t condence.

1-5 103



Please use the following definitions of education research and development

(R&D), manager, and minorities in considering your responses.

Education R&D. includes, but is not conrined to, research, develop-

ment, dissemination, utilization,,and evaluation.

Managers can be best identified by their function within an institu-

tion or enterprise. They are those staff who are responsible for deter-

mining the goals or direction of the institution and are ultimately

accountable for the organization's work or service. Often they are re-

ferred to as "top management" as opposed to "middle management."

Typical activities of a manager id educational research and develop-

ment.would most likely include each of,the following:

Meeting.with other managers to plan the future of the institution

Meeting with other managers to discuss, define, and establish

institutional policy

Making final decisions (and thus having ultimate financial and

legal responsibility) for his/her work unit

Administrative structures often follow the hierarchical pattern of

executive, manager, and supervisor. In education research and develop-

ment one often finds project managers and project directors who, although

responsible for a particular project or piece of research, are not respon-

sible for determining the direction of the institution. These'individuals

would be categorized as supervisors and would, therefore, not fall within

this definition of manager. While managers may be directly responsible

for the work of others, this alone does not make a person a manager.

Minorities are those persons who belong to a group that is character-

ized by a sense of separate identi6, and awareness of status apart from a

usually larger group. Minorities have often been the object of prejudice

or discrimination that has contributed to an inferior educational, pro-

fessional, and/or economic position.

Ethnic groups that are often considered to be minorities include:

Blacks

Hispanic& (persons of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or

South American, or other Spanish culture or origin)

Asians or Pacific Islanders

American Indians or Alaska Natives

1-6
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(Circle appropriate ifumber
to indicate your response

for each group, as indicated.)

Statement

Strongly
Disagree

.

Strongly
Agree

1. are less Minorities

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

concentrated in management
because they are less assertive
and competitive than their
white male counterparts.

1

Women

1

2. tend to Minorities

2

..

2

,

3

3

4

4

5 .

5

show little flexibility in
their work styles.

. .

1

Women

1 .

. lack the ' Minorities

2

2 ,

3

, 3

4

4

5

5

necessary management skills to
attain upper and middle manage-
ment positions.

.,

e

1

Women .

1

4 tend to Minorities

2

2

.

3

3

4

'4

5

5

lack the necessary quantitative
skills to be managers within

_
R&D organizations.

_

1
.

Women

1

5. can learn Minorities

2

2

3

3

.

4

4

5

5

how to become successful'll&D
managers through appropriate
training.

1

Women

1

6. in.eIluca- Minorities

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

tion R&D management tend to
prevent other minorities/women
from entering management.

,

1

Women

. 1

7. have Minorities

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

unique management skill needs'
dissimilar to their white tale
counterparts.

1

Womcr.

1

1-7
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(Cfrci

to ind

appropriate number
cate your response

.

.

Statement
,

-

Strongly
Disagree

i

z

4

.

Strfagly

n.-..
Agree

8. Racial bi#s is one of the main
factors excluding minorities

1

I

3

.

4 5
from management positions.

9.

10.

Sexual bias is one of the main
factors excluding Women from

1 2

.

3 4 5 \

\
management positions.

.

.
.

Management_training programs
rarely address the needs of

seeking

Minorities

2

.

2

3

3

4

4

5 ,

A
.

---

1

Womenmanagement positions:
. 1

11.

---
The current availability of
qualified

Minorities

.

2'

3

3 ,

4

4

-.5
,

5

,-

.

1

Women
for managerial positions is
limited.

1

12. Changes in the hiring and pro-
motion policies of an organi-
zation tend to increase the
number Of

Minorities

2

2 FIN,

3

3

4

4

5

5

1

Women

in management.

_

,

1

13. tend to
.

Minorities

2

2

3

3

, 4

4

5

5

earn legs than their white male
-counterparts similarly situated.

1

Women

1

14. Role models can aid Minorities

2

2

3

3

.

.

4

4

5

5

in becoming more successful
R&D managers.

1

Womn^

1

1-8



Statement

15. Most education R&D organiza-
tions actively seek
applicants for managerial
positions.

16. Most R&D organizations will
hire qualified

(Circle appropriate number
to indicate your response

for eaeh group, as indicated.)

Sttopgly
Disagree

Minorities

2 3

2 3

4

4

Strongly
Agree

5

5

5

5

1

Women

1

Minorities

2

2

3 4

4

1

Women
managerial applicants over an
equally qualified white male
applicant.

17. are less Minorities

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

#

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

concentrated in management
because they lack career goals.

_

18. A problem facing, the female
manager is knowin how to cope
with sexual diffe 'Ewes and
attractions in the orkplace.

19. Discussion and open cdmmunica-
Lion on the job tend tO,\reduce
animosities against
in management.

20.. Traditional customs, conven-
tions, practices, and attitudes
("old-boy network") prevent

from entering

management.

41. in R&D man-
agement have unique training
needs.

1

Women

1

1

Minori ties

1

Women

1

Minorities

Women

Minorities

Women

1
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Thc corver patterns of
hindqr them from

rising in education R&D manage-
ment.

lack the

necessary interpersonal skills
to attain upper and middle man-

,

agement posittons.

24. Most R&D organizations will
promote qualified
managerial applicants over

'equally qualified white male

(Circle appropriate number
to indicate your response

for each motip, as indicated.)

trongly
Disagree

Minorities-

Strongly
Agree

1 2 3 4 5 '

Women

2 3 4 51

Minorities

1

Women

2 3 4

a

1 2 3 4 5

Minorities

2 4

Women

1 2 4
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Bef re returning this survey, please complete-the sectiov*below.

1 1
Maluf FeMale

Race/Ethnic AffilihtiOn:
ZA

White, No ani c

L.] Black, Non-Hispanic

Hispanic

Other (Specify)

.State Where You Work:

Delaware

New Jersey

Pennsylvania

]
Other

Position Level:,

0 Manager

I I Other Professional

Thank you, (
,
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APPENDIX J
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'A Guide to Adapt the RBS Needs Assessment Design and Instruments;
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ptLiu_iit. _of RBS Needs ,Ass nessment Des ix

1. Amend current list of R&D organizations within each state.

2. Identify contact person within each organization. (See list of R&D

organizations.).

3. Determine procedure for collecting demographic infgrmation (specific

to state).

Through contact person?

Use reference source?

Interview:personnel officer?

Mail surveys?

Suggestions
P.

4. Determine sample for attitudinal survey:

Use statistical procedure?

Each organization decides?

Suggestions

Adaptatlon of RBS Needs Assessment Instruments

1. Are both surveys needed?

2. Are the inatruments apPropriate? (See draft needs assessment instruments

Demograbhic items appropriate?

Attitudi)nal items appropriate?

3. Are the instruments complete?

Demographic items complete?

Attitudinal items complete?
4

4. 'Are the directions/definitions clear and complete (Attitudinal Survey)?

5. Is, the layout/format clear and easy to follow?

6. SuggeStions

- J-3
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Published Newsletter Articles
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PERA-SCOPE
Bi-monthly Newsletter of the Pennsylvania,Education Research Association

Vol. 7, No. 1 September/October 1980

MINORITIES AND WOMEN'S PROGRAM
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR

The national Institute of E5luCation's Minorities
and Women Program sponsored a two-week
research and development s'ecninar at Norfolk State
University, Norfolk, Virgiele, July it3-25, 1980.
Thirty-six minority and women fhpulty and
administrators from educational institutions and
agencies across the country participated. The
seminar provided an .opportunity for these
participants to focus on three areas of educational
R&D: Educational Research -Project Development
and Management; Educational Research Design
and Methods; and the Influence of Federal Policy on
Educational taesearch and Development.

There were five participants from the tri-st-
area.,Three of them were from Pennsylvania. Anna
0. Blevins, Professor of Education at the University
of Pittsburgh, formerly served the Commonwealth
of Pnnsylvania as Deputy dommissioner for
Higher Education. Her recent research interests
have focused on cross-cultural teacher education in
04 Caribbean. Dorothy Gardner, Associate
Professor of Education, Cheyney State College, has
beer' active in the field of educational research since
1974 when she and her husband established the
Educational.and Psychological Research Center in
Bryn Mawr, pennsylvania. Her basic research
interest is in readingcognitive development and
assessment of minority students. John Hewlett,

'Assistant Principal, Henderson High School, West
Chester, Pennsylvania, is presently writirig the
proposal for his dissertation at the University of
Pennsylvania. His research interests are in first-
generation minority,. students who are college
graduatestheir réasons for attending and
completing undergraduate school.

K-3
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( FOR YOUR INFORMATION )

NJ INTERACT
'Bi-monthly digest of New Jersey Department of Education

Vol. 6, No. 6 Aprilnlay 1980

abioraltat
w9mAn. y f1d *miner
percentgge of schOol ack
ministrative pOsitions than'
they did 50 years ago.

10 1828, 55 percent of the
lementary school prin-
cipais wr women; today,
according to the article,
women fill only, 18 percent
of these same positions.

At the high school level,
women represent 50 per-
cent of the teachers but on-
ly three percent of the prin-
cipals, says the article. It
adds that women hold
fwr than one percent of
all superintendencies
(about 150 of 18,000) and
just three percent -of the
nation's assistant
superintendencies.

if you are intrested In
finding out more Informa-
tion on women as school
administrators contact:
Tommy. W. Casey, direc-
tor, Educational Equity,
Rsearch for 13rottr
Schools, loc. 444 Third St.,

11123.

K-4
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PHI DELTA KAPPAN

Monthly journal of Phi Delta Kappa, professional fraternity in education

Vol. 62, No. 1 September, 1980

New RilS Project for
Minorities and Women

Research for Better Schools, Inc.
(RBS), a private, nonprofit education
laboratory, has been funded by the Na-
tional Institute of Education's Minorities
and Women Program to increase the par-
ticipation of minorities and women in
education researoh and develbpment lead-
ership/management in Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, and Delaware. The expected im-
pact of this project will be to develop a tri-
state network of individuals who are inter-
ested in issues related to minorities and
women in education leadership/manage-
ment positions and to foster the R&D
skills of minorities and women who are
currently working in the field by providing
technical assistance for specific projects
and conveqing state workshops. For fur-
ther information, contact the Project
Director, Minorities and Women Project,
Research for Better Schools, Inc., 444 N.
Third St., Philadelphia, PA 19123. Ph.
215/574-9300.

K-5
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Abstracts of 1981 AERA Annual Meeting Papers
Related io the Participation of
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American Educational Research Association

Abstracts of 1981 Annual Meeting Papers Related to the

Participation of Minorities and Women in Education Research and Development

Prepared by
Minorities and Women Project

Research for Better Schools, Inc.
444 North Third Street
Philadelphia, PA 19123

(215) 574-9300

L-3
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Several sessi ns at the 1981 American Educational Research Association

(AERA) Annual Meet ng focused on the issues and possible solutions related

to the participation ,
inorities and women in education research and

development leadership and ,I.nagement." The abstracts of the most pertinent

presentatlons are included he e along with the names and addresses of the

authors so that the reader might be able to send for the paper or otherwise

cOmmunicate with those working in the field.

MULTI-LEVEL EVALUATIONS OF A CONFLUX PROGUAIM
EVALUATING NM'S MINOILITIES AND ROMEWS

ritocaum

NIE's Program to increase the Participation ot Minorities andWomen

in Educational R&D offers three different types of grants to a variety of

institutions: special. institutional, labs, and centers. Evaluation of both

the projects and the Program as 3 whole is complex, since projects are

concerned with different aspecb of R&D (tg., research, dissemination,

evaluation), promote the participation of minorities and women at

different points in their Career (e.g., predoctoral, postdoctoral,

1,
experienced professional), and are based on different intervention

models, In order to increase the effectiveness of both individual projecb,

and the Nowa ni as a whole, evaluations are performed at various levels.

/This symposium addresses the methodological and substantive issues

involved in the multilevel evaluations of a complex program.

A Thel Kocher, now of N1E, will discuss "Evaluation Methodology

! for an M&W Special Project: The Training urban Educators for Linking

Agent Roles (TUFLAR) project. It uses a variety of qualitstive and

quantitative methods to provide both formative and summative

evaluation information. This paper will discuss those methods. As.;

1

"Special Project" consisting of a 3-week workshop experience, the

TUELAR protect believes it is necessary to use follow-updata collection

in order to obtain a valid assessment of any skill/behavioral changes

produced by the project. The presentation will pay particular attention to

discussing these.

Thel Kocher, Room 822 Stop 9
National Institute of Education
1200 19th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20208

Betty Mae Morrison
University of Michigan
4218 Scisool of Education Building
Ann Arbor, MI 48109

Betty Mac Moulton, University of 'Michigan, will present the

evaluation approach ttby the joint Hampton Institute and University

of Michigan Program for Training Minority and Women Researchers.

Since.this Institutional Project involves junior faculty and predoctoral

students, objectives both for and of participants differ. The Project design

itself is experimental, using different ty pes of,, research teams. The

methodological issues then call for a fairly complex evaluation design.

Astacia Wright kad Sharon. S. Koenigs will present a paper. "A

Laboratory Training Program fot Minorities and Women Dodo*.
Conducted, And Evaluated in Partnership vs ith Urban School Districts."

This paper will distils: a model for the design, conduct, and evaluation

Of research and development training for urban educators. The features

of the model include: (1) collaborative design, implementation, and

evaluation; (2) coordination with on-going school district activities; (3)

integration of content with priority toms selected by participatingschool

districts; (4) training supported by
practical experience; (5) evaluation of

equity outcomcs in the context of on-going school improvement efforts.

Finally, Naida Tushnet Bagenstos of NW will present a paper,

"Methodological Issues in a Program-level Evaluation ,of the M&W

Program." The paper includes discussions of why summing project-level

evaluations is an inappropriate approach to the Program assessment, the

difficuby of evaluating a Program in which each Project differs op

signifkant dimcnsions, the integration of qualitative and quantitative'

data, presenting assessment findings in Programmatically useful uayi

and resolving the dilemma between immediate Program needs for

information and the need for a longitudinal assessment.

Astacia Wright
Sharon Koenigs
CEMREL, Inc.
3120 59th Street
St. Louis, MO 63139

Naida Tushnet Bagenstos, Room 619 Stop 24

National Institute of Education
1200 19th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20208

*
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MAINSTREAMING BLACK FACULTY FROM
TRADITIONALLY ELAM( INSTITUTIONS INTO R & D

With funding support from the National Institute cif Education
Minority and Women's Program, several innovative projects have been
implemented in an effort to mainstream black faculty members frotn
traditionally black institutions into R & D activities. Many of these
projects arc in their second and third year of iinplcmentation, hence, the
project directors have gaincd substantial awareness regarding barriers and
facilitators to mainstreaming black faculty into R & D. The presenters
will discuss the strategies employed to increase the participation of the
target population in R & D activities.

James Gunnell, Virginia Union University, will report on the
activities of the Institute for Advanced Research Training: Focus on
Women and Minority. This project invokes six research felldws (three
experienced professionals and three predoctoral. scholars). The partici-
pants are involved with research management, quantitative analysis,
proposal writing and administration.

Huey Charlton from the Institute of Educational Management at
Atlanta University will report on a project entitled, "A Research Program
to Exoand Pa rticipatioh of Black Scholars With a Focus On Historically
Black Institutions." This project is intended to provide black scholars,
both men and women, with ati`opportunity to participate in building a
research agenda that will provi e new perspectives to address major issues1.

confronting black communit in the 1980's.

-1

Joann Wright of Hampton Institute and Robert Alford of Norfolk State
University will re rt on the Interinstitutional Program for Proposal
Development. Th project, no in its second year, has provided trainingss

opportunties for 3 postdoctoral professionals. The training was designed
to improve the technical proposal writing skills and marketing strategics
of the participants.

Lawrence Gary, Diane BD:Mil and Fitzroy Thomas of the Institute for
Urban Affiirs and Research at lioward University will reprint on the
results of the 'Research Development Workshop for Faculty Members
from Predominantly Black Colleges This project has provided
opportunity for faculty members from predominantly black colleges to
attend a summer research developmenr institute. Thc proiect also
employed a collaboration rnodd for developing participant research
projects. In its third year of operation, the project. is designed to
strengthen research and grantsmanship skills as well as to provide
ongoing technical assistance in the development of research projects.

Ila Martin of Virginia State University will report on the
Interdisciplinary Center for Research, Devdopment, Disseinination
and Evaluation. This projeo has established a program for minority
faculty members to address problems in educational research and has
provided a vehicle for generating a variety of opportunities for
participants to develop tlic attitode, skills and competency necessary for
effective research.

James Gunnell Huey Charlton Joanne Wright Lawrence Gary Ila Martin
1500 N Lombardy St School of Education Hampton Institute Institute for Urban Affairs School of Education
Box 410 223 Chestnut Street Hampton, VA 23668 Howard University Box EE
Virginia Union University Atlanta University 2900 Van Ness St. NW Virginia State University
Richmond, VA 23220 Atlanta, GA 30314 Washington, DC 20008 Petersburg, VA 23803Y..- -- 'M.-- +

MINORITY WOMEN IN EDUCATION RESEARCH

Knows ss omen are underrepresented in education research. Being a

minority and a woman often constitutes a double barrier which prevents

one, from entering education research. This symposium will present A
synthesis of resrarch on this issue by minority women who have

established themselves as competent researchers in a variety of
disciplines.

This symposium's initial presentation, "Chicanas in Education
Research An Example of Barriers and Solutions for Minority Women,"
will be made by Liz ROiguez, a NIE-NMSU Proiect Fellow. Liz will
discuss the status of Chicanas in education research, as well as the

barriers encountered by minority women in general, and propose
possible solutions to these barriers.

The second presentation, "The Role and Status of Profess,
Womcn in Education, Psychology and Sociology" will be made b

Elon Scott, University of Florida and .Diane Pollard, University of
Wisconsin. This study is the result of a national survey of black
professional women in education, psychology and sociology. The paper
will describe their concerns, identify sources of impediments and

facilitators to their careers, and explore successful coping strategies.
Lily Chu, New Mexioo State University, will make the third

preientation, "Asian-American Women in Education Research." Her
paper will explor'e the historical and sociocultural background unique to
Asian American women in order to provide insights as to the reasons for
their underrepresentation, and the possible ways which may be utilized
to increase their participation in education research.

Liz Rodriquez Elois Scott Skeen

1201 Gonzalez Road #93 University of Florida

Oxnard, CA 93030 2109 GPA
Gainesville, FL 32611

The fourth presentation, "Professional American Indian Women,"
will be made by Patricia Locke of the National Tribal Education
Association. Her paper will examine the current status of American
Indian women in research, academe, community actisities and policy
making.

Betty Chang, UCLA, will present, "Minority Women in Nursing
Education, Research." Betty will examine the representation of minority
women in professional nursing education as compared to the number of
minority women in nursing training. The importance of increasing the
participation of minority women in nursing research will be the focus of
the presentation.

The final presentation, "American Indian Education and Educa-
tional Resources Information Center," will be made by Elaine Benalk of
ERIC/CRESS: Elaine will delinate the servica available to minority
women researchers, and will demonstrate the ways minority women
researchers can utilize ERIC to facilitate their endeavors in research,
publication and network formation, especially in the area of Indian
Education,

Lily Chu
Department of

t.ducatlundl

University of

Counseling/
Psychology

Texas

°Betty Chang
School of Nursing
University of California
Los Angeles, CA 90024

El Paso, TX 79902

Patricia Locke
National Tribal Education

Association
2760 Twinty-nirth Street
Boulder, CO 80301

Elaine Benally
ERIC/CRESS
New Mexico State
Box 3 AP
Las Cruces, NM 88003
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DEVELOPING EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP: A
MULTICULTURAL MODEL

In response to the need to increase the participation of minorities and

women in educational R & D, 2 multicultural team of educational

researchers was formed to develop and implement a series of 2-week

training seminars. Based on that experience, a mock] for developing

educational leadership was conceived and tested. Thislinodel, which is

based on 2 nonhierarchial structure, focuscs on tying participants and

developers together in short- and long-term ways to provide the technical

2nd survival skills necessary to become 2nd remain an educational

reSearCher and the skills and structure necessary to make educational R &

D more responsive to the participation of women and minority men.

The first speaker. Elois Scott of the University of Florida, will discuss

"Developing Educational Leadership The Model." She will describe

the model, identifying and defining critical components and their

relationship to each othcr and how the model's multicultural thrust
makes it unique yet flexible enough to meet the needs of researchers from

2 satiety of cultures. Shc will also discuss the effectiveness and efficiency

of the model and how It can affect future instructional and program

development.
"Developing Educational Leadership; The Instructiorial Process" will

be the topic of the presentation by Mary V Brown of Broad IMPACTS.

BMW n vvill discuss the relationship of the instructional process and the

model, Shc will focus on the flexibility of the process, the'identification

and assessment of participant needs, and the activities and techniques

used in the process. She will also cover .how thc mockel and thc process

have been developed to meet the needs and exploit the strengths of the

I adult professional learner.:

The value of the model, in terms of the effectiveness of programs

designed under it, w ill be discussed by Tito Guerrero of Corpus Christi

State University and. Patricia Campbell of Campbell-Kibler Awociates.

Tito Guerrero will discuss "The Effects on Participants" of the research

development seminarS developed under the model /le will anal) re how

attending the seminars affected participants' efforts to do, prcsent, and

publish research, write proposals, and seek further training. Ile ,sill also
examine the effectiv eness of the seminars in facilitating research
networks and in encouraging participants to become morc involved in

the "Washington scene." Patricia:Campbell will j:xinitile "The Effects

on Developers" of participating in the model pr4riin I ler discussion

will cover the ways that team participation fostered professional grow th in

terms of traditional measures (i e , publications, grants), and it will also

focus on the changes working Ina multicultural, nionhicrarchial R & D
atmosphere has had on inchv idnal views of the research and development

process.

Elois Scott
2109 GPA
University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32601

Mary V. Brown
Broad IMPACTS
PO Box 331
Horsham, PA 19044

Tito Guerrero
College of Education
Corpus Christi State University
6300 Ocean Avenue
Corpus Christie, TX 78412

Patricia Campbell
Campbell.Kibler Associates
450 Red Hill Road
Middletown, NJ 07748

CHARACTERISTICS OT LEADERSHIP AND ACCESS 11:1
LEADERhi!!P POSITIONS IN TWO SERVICE PROFESSIONS:
EDUCATION A.ND HEALTH CARE

Rece»t fgaliogs arc presented concerning characteristics, support

svstenis foi le 111(.1vIrip attivity visibility in careers, and sponsorship of
men and wnInvil l..aders in two service professions. cdi anon and health

care. The findings will be viewcd from the perspective of career

development literature arid the literature on the personal and

professional socialiration of women, as well as from the perspective of

thc literature on on:mutations.
Janice Grow-Y.1R ri/a presents -.Yaws Attanirnent and Access to

Power of a Group of School Superintendents," Winifred Scott prcsenb

"Chaiacteristies of LeAcrship in a Health l'infession," Lila Gordon

reports some "Leadeiship Behaviors of a Gioup of School Principals."

The papers will be discosscd by James Erasher and Ramona Flasher of

Georgia State Urns ersits
The papers presented and discussed in this symposium are important

for several reasons. Them has long been an interest in leadership
characteristics and c haracteristics related to achievement In the past

researchers have often focused on aggreeatcd groups of ac hievers -and

nonaelnevers in schools in an attempt to isolate predictors of

achievement. Todas tl tete is a movement in certain research areas to take

an in-depth approach and investigate high achievers from 2 micro

perspective in all effort to gain new understanding about characteristics

of achievement and leadership. All three of these papers examine
in-depth characteristics of groups of persons who have achieved in their

respective occupational fields.

Janice Grow M'aienza
934 Park Aye.
River Forest, II 60305

In addition, there is bin geonincinterest in worndn in careers because
of recent affirmative action legisfation and the traditional view that
leadership and the female role are contradictory or at best ambivalent.
The Scott paper compares women leaders in a health profeision with
non-leaders. The Grow-Maienia study examines. worriers school
superintendents and 2 gronp of men superintendenb. The Gordon paper
,compares leadership behaviors of female principals and male principals.

Finally, a systems approach that considers the interaction of the
individual with the organization has been incorporated to some extent in
all the papers. Scott reports climb of someintermediary socialization
variables that affect access to leadership positions. Grow-Maienza
examines the organizational structures of opportunity and power as they
surface in the careers of school superintendents. Gordon has investigated
the effects of the organizatiorr on the leadership behavior of school
principals.

Various methodologies have been employed. Cordon interviewed 32
school principals and observed and scored their behaviors at faculty
meetings. Scotf applied clii-square and discriminant analysis to data
obtained on mailed questionnaires returned by 587 occupational
therapists. Grow-Maienza employed a case study approach and analyzed
data from questionnaires and open-ended interview's conducted with 22
school superintendents. Results (roman the studies have implications for
01;1._ intere.t...) in leadership and achievement characteristics.

Wirtifred Scott
-3634 South Rhodes Ave.
Chicago, IL 60653

Lila Gordon ,

2304 Tenth Ave. East
Seattle, WA 98102
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POWFR STRATEGIES FOR T) ADVANCEMENT OF
ACADEMIC,WOHEN

Tin pinpoye of the sy 4sium is to present and discuss some of the
'

ci int al tat toiS that infltit rat the admission of women into leadership
pi 'sit ions in the at Adel rot world Strategies Im at lueving equal status fur
wont( ii iii the field w ill lic dtscribcd based on results of current Feu:arch
The topu s to be addressed arc summarized below

It hat becii thscumented that worrwn chi not advance as rapidly or to
the saint leSel III organizations as do men The evaluation process is
consider( d.one aspect of the social-psychological dynamics that enter

liffinto 11.60c, -.111Ce n IC n t process BeCauSe evaluation criteria are

constriu tcd nd weighted by evaluators, personal belief systems nun:"
MIK to operate in and- define the process Frequently these belief
sy stun is represesit mak values and have been shown to penalize women

The condltUith Moder which women assume leadership will be
Jo, to,ed as they ttlatc to the evaluation proce,s 1.1(4' the identihcation
of spt t ill( [winos cif mkt vention can be guided by an understanding of
tit( to allow rocess and what women can do to improve their chances
fo, rosins,' ev oation under certain organizational condituins volt be

des. i il ed
A, hors rret oat opportunity for women academics and researchers

, means that oMen should be represented in all academic ranks and
,tr.-----1teriurci»rtion to their numbers. they should receise equal-pay for

equ-ii work, ,hase research facilities and resources comparablyb those
given to men, and serve A grant and journal referees in proportion to

Melt numbers ..

f or women to A hies(' sUc h Spat participation, efforts based on
inti i pi i..onal. organizationaLinstitutunial. and national-legal shag( gies
rilo,t he c mploved in additiOn to individual efforts Each of these
sti.,1 oct will be explored and...,examples c onsidered

f

Madame lawkheed
Edut ational I esting Sel VII I'
Prito etoli NJ 08541

\ Caroline 110 idges Per sell
.4\lew York University

Iniversitv Plat e Sociology
New York. NY 1000:3

' In the arca of vocational cdocation, women arc not
represeritted in the adIIIIIIIshatISe Jlea ntification tot ta. No, ' to
Olin underrepresruhtion was lindertaken in a I( ileW ii thy t talent
htclatmc The study distinguished between the mterperson ii
organizational factors that influenced women 4110 %Sere In or "IR) "ere
considering administrant o mositions

A companion studs examined the states' current rctjooirt inent,. for
ccrtirocation in vocational education adinm t tis.raaori 1 he to,1.- ol the
Stud) Was tO deteMOne the number of women who are qii.Mlitct for
and/or hold certificates to administer vocational programs as IA._ 3S those

women who hold such p4oitions
Prodoctivity is considered an unportant factor for hiring, prion.,tion.

and salary inrceases- Are factors st Rhin productis ity such as 1:OIOWiS of
ado, les published. papas prcscnkd, and( itanons quai io.o o.tfl' for
males and females? Atir4a

A sursey currently utgrWway, is designed to dtscribt the r.ro.lcwr.ity
of Div ision E memlacs A comparison of the leselt nj ts pc. of
prodin tivity by sex and ethno group will )ae made to dc.cunirt l ha;
put t ms. oh ,ower both ss ithin Division 'E ohm the aca,.:e:ii
dist 'plumes represented within Division E If differences in prodiot mu!,
and/in iwrck.r.tions of power aft: ISund in terms of ,t x or daiec group,
reconirm ridations will !,c rnailoitassist those gimirN beconurig olen .
professionally productive .

tio outer
National Center tor Researt h &

Vticational Education
Ohio State UniversiN
1%0 Kenney Road
Columbus. OH 43210

Susan Thomas
103 Sandels
Honda State University
1 allahassee, EL 3230h

A LonitudinaI Evaluation of Skills Training Program to
Advanco Won In Higher &Wootton Administration
JI'A\i J SITIZER and 1.1111 S 11010.1C, Welkslcy College

A follow, up study As conducted of the participants of the
Adrninistratise Skills Program which Was held at Welksley College
during 1977- 1°/78 and a group of adminshators who did not attend the
program to esaluate the effectiveness of the program in aiding career
advancement and in deselopmg ,a network of professional peers.
Backgromid inforrnation %vas collected in 19'78 and follow -up, outcome
data 2 years later The skills r! rogram w ill be described arid the results of
the follewup study will he presented Comparisons will be made
between the two groups as well as combining thc data to assess the career
'Intones and paths of women administrators

.leanne .1 opozer
TANI S Hornig
Wellesley (
828 Washington Ave
Wellesley. MA 021)41
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t4OMEN IN ACADEME AND ADMINISTRATION

Poyehoeoelel Development of Woman College Premidonta c
Integration of Professional and Gender Roles
JAN SCHMUCKLER, 'Hie Wright Institute

This study contributes to existnig research on women's prokssional
roles and victim on professional and gender role integration of 41
women college presidents. Scores on psychometric measures and
sell:ratings of Career Satisfaction and "Role Harmony" on author.
developed que,tionnatre were cross-tabulated with demographic,

personality, and sitliational vanahlts Seventy-six percent repoited high

Career satisfAction, Sh percent csik KIRA sonic strain integrating their
roles. Particir ,uts were snperior finictioninc; most scores

above thc meali orl personality measures Findingc were ipterprctcd in

light of person.dity theuries (Freud, lung, Erikson) and social psychology'

(Levinson, Sanford), Results hate implications for women aspiring to

leadership positi:ms
A Theoretical Model of Afflriuetiv. Action Implementetion
ROBERT f_ RUCKER a d 'THOMAS I, IIOMAS, Uniseody of Kansas

This paper develo a therndual model that can be used to
empirica ly examine thc implementation of Affirniative Action in
universities. Pi ibl ic universities will be used as data silts Results indicate

that women arid minorities arc being placed in institutional positions to

meet the federal niandatc of Affirmatise Action, assurance that kderal

monies are not triminated, arid sorric incorporation of talented members

of these dperinmiated groups Also, women and nillioithes are being

placed in positions that do not have the access to thc ens norm-lent, and

do not have control over the resources that predormnatdy white, male,

college administrators have

The Development of a Transportable Loaderehip and
Management Program for Woman in Higher Eduoation
JOAN P. SHAPIRO, II:merlin of I eminlvani.i, CYNTHIA SECOR end
ANN BUTCHAO, Higher FAucation Re:ouree Service

This study examines the impact of for4natise evaluation on a women's
training program at three test sites Assessnient of obstacles encountered
in implementing and disseminating and innovative postsecondary
educational program were considered. Both qualitative and quantitative
evaluative techniques were used to modify the model and to assess its
impact The indicated that formative evaluation can be highly
effective in modifv mg this ilnodcl, and that user adaptability of the
program is essential for its suecessful implementation. It was concluded
that formative evaluation can assert a pivotal influence on the "transport-
ability" and acceptance of a complex model for 'change.

Jan Schmucklet
The Wright Institute
700 Norfolk Road

Berkeley, CA 94705

Robert E. Rucker
1 Bailey Hall
University of Kansas
Manhattan, KS 66045

Women Zdesators In the &tato of Waskingtow Status,
iknalitisations, and Aspirations for Ildneational Leadership
MILFORD C allTRELL and FRANCES C. RUDItiunghasil Vining
University r .

This study determined thc professional status, qualicA Atom 41,c;
aspirations of Washington state women educators. Conclusions we le (1)
Competent womcn educators have exhibited the maturity, experience
and training to attain success in administrative roles, (2) aspiring women
educators are strongest in those quahfication; Ocistified as most valuable'
for administrative positions; (3) responstbilit) and challenge, concern for
making change and professional advancement affect the aspirations of
women educators more than salary, staff expectations or sex discrimina-
tion; and (4) models and mentors, advanced study and family had the
greatest influence on the professonal direction of women cdueators.

The Effeetivonoes of Four Woman Administration Advmasi
Models
MAR11I4L SMITH and ACNES E. TOWARD, SEDL, EFFIE H.
JONES, Amencan Association of School Administraton. LENOR

HERSEY, New England Coalition for Educational Leadhs, LILLIAN
WOO, Center for Women in Educational Leadership, CAROL
EDWARDS, Southern Coalition for Educational Equity

The obrective of the paper is to describe and assess the effectivenessof

four models Of women admin.stration advocacy efforts currently in

operation, all loosely coupled under the title of Protect AWARE. IV
major professional administration organization sponsors arid coordinates

the four models sponsored by AASA; (I) an individual membership
cutanization structured as a confederation of six state units, (2) an
individual internship program designed and operated by a university

center for women; (3) involving individuals seleCted from state education

agencies, governors' offices, and legislative staff is operated by a regional
educational laboratory; 311d (4) an information exchange arid linkage

model, operated by an organization committed to monitoring regsOnal

sex and minority equality. The paper repiesents a. rationale for each
model with a discussion of its effect in terms of stated obiectives and

describes the coordinating mechanism and presents data indicating the
positive impart of sponsorship by the association

Cynthia S# cor
Higher Education Resource Service
University qf Pennsylvania
4025 Chestnut Street T7
Philadelphia, PA 19174

Frances 0. Rudd,
6800 East Middle Way
Vancouver, WA 98664

tartha L. Smith
SEDI,
211 East Seventh Street
Austin, TX 78701
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MENTORING AND THE WOMAN $CHOAR

The Status and Needs of Women Scholars
MARY L SPENCER and EVA F. BRADFORD, Center for Women
Scholars of-Americas Behavioral Research Corporation

Changes in the status of women scholars are reviewed and major
barriers to progress identified. The needs of over 1,000 women scholars
in the San Francisco Bay Area, from colleges and universities with
varying characteristics and from a variety of nonacademic settings were
assessed. Results address (1) extent and nature of perceived disenmina-
tion; (2) the array of needs and suggested solutions in career planning and

'development; (3) prioritks among needs; (4) suggested policy changes
and needs for professional training; and (5) how needs and solutions ary
with academic degree status, dhcipline, worksetting, age, racial/ethnic
identity, and family circumstances.
Eiraluation of the Univereity_of Tennessee Predootoral
Training Program Designed to Increase Participation of
Women and Minoritis in Educational Research
WILMA W. JOZWIAK and TRU& W. BANTA, University of
Tennessee, Knoxville. and WILLIAM C. WOLF, JR.. Univenity of
Massachusetts, Amherst

Six female and/or minority doctoral students at the University df
Tennessee administered their own NIE grant and program evaluation as
part of their training in research. Assisted by a consultant, they designed
and administered instruments to provide formative and summative
evaluation of four progam objectives. Project experiences in research
did increase students' research productivity and self-assessments of their
research skills. Several research proposals were written and funded. Each
studcnt presented at least two papers at regional or national meetings;
each wrote 2n article for suBmission to a journal. One student sought
cinplo ment and _acquired a job in educational research.

Economia Parity Between Men and Women Presidential
Scholars
FELICE A. KAUP'MANN, and STEVEN B. SILVERN. Auburn
University '

If the kcy to sex and racial equality is education of those suffering
prejudice, thcn womcn who have received acknowledegement of their
ability should evidence equality in employment status and income with a
similar group of men. A sample of 322 Presidential Scholars were
questioned regarding academic honors and awaids, occupational honors
and awards, current employment status and income. Chi-square
analyses indicated no differences in ichicycment and employment
status. However, differences in income were significant between men
and women. Education of those suffering from prejudice is not sufficient
in bringing about equality.

Mary L. Spencer
Eva F. Bradford
Center for Women Scholars
Americas Behavioral Research Corporation
300 Broadway #23

-San Francisco, CA 94133

Wilma W. Jozwiak
Trudy W. Banta
University of Tennessee
1331 Circle Park Drive
Knoxville, TN 37916

Felice A. Kaufmann
Steven B. Silvem
Auburn University
Auburn, AL 36830

Sox Differences in Expectations of Mentors
SANDRAJL. STEIN, Rider College

This udy found that expectations of both doctoral and Career mentois
were 4ghcr for male than for female college professors. Subjects were i
facqfy members at a college and university in the Northeast. A survey !
q stionnaire was distributed to which 96 (76.8%) professors responded. i.

stitutional affiliation did not affect sex differences. However, whether i
one had a career mentor affected sex differences with all males and ,

females with mentors having similar expectations and females without ;
mentors haing lower expectatipns. The existence of a doctoral mentor. .

did not influence sex differences. Areas of difference ror both generally i
tconcerned jobs 2nd friendship.

Personal Growth for Women Graduate Students: Progressiv .

or Regressive 1 .

SALLY FRANEK, ,ROBERT BROWN, JANE BAACK, ROSE
ROTHMEIER,1-nd SANDRA GROH, University of Nebraska, Lincoln

Although most problems faced by graduate' students are, tlie-'same
regardless of gender, some problems are more significant for- women.
graduate students. !This program presents data from i 2-year research
project comparing ar sross-section of male versus female graduate
students from the beginning of the master's program to thc end-of the
doctoral program. Data was gathered using- a combination nf. .
questionnaires and selected personal interviews. Statistically significant
differences were found betyeen the sexes in some areas, particularly in
regard to conflicts betw4en personal and professional roles. Pilot
intervention programs will be discussed.

,
.,

Mentoring and the Young Professional Woman in Academia
SUSAN LEE and SOLOMON CYTRYNBAUM. Northwestern University !

This paper will examine the mentoring process in relation to.young '
prof`rssional women in academia. It will explore and illustrate three '
critical aspects of this complex proceis: (I) a conceptualization of the
mentoring process; (-2) the major task and identity issues facing young
professional women in academia; and (3) the potential contributions and
limitations of mentoring to the survival and productivity of younger .
kmale mentees. Reflecting on thr increased attention paid to the
contributi9n of mentonng by superordinatz to the subordinate ineniees in
various çfganizational settings, shit___ paper will illustrate a developmen- :
taI/socpi systems concepttial perspective of the mentoring relationship. ,

.

Sandra L. Stein
Rider College
PO Box 5400
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648

RObert D. Brown
1200 N 78th Street
Lincoln, NB 68508
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WOMEN IN THE ORGANIZATION OF SCHOOLS

Stigma: Notes on the Measurement of the Spoiled Identity Of
Wonsan in Sehool Administration
CATHERINE MARSHALL, University of Pennsylvania

This research explored the process affecting the career decision-mak'-

ing, entry and mobility of women in school administration. The research

was guided by a- framework derived from theory on careers and
professional socialization and from research on school administration

and on women.' Data cierkrd from open-ended interviewing of 25

1 women in a range of positions in school administration were analyzed by

the constant-comparative method. The analysis showed that w,'omen

encounter a sPecial socialization process.called transition as they enter

school administration During transition, women create techniques for

access, training, arid for management of carecr-role strain. This paper

-focuses on an analysis of transition frmn the perspective of Coffman's

study of "abnormal people. Viewing administrators as "marginal men"

and 25 "double deviants" provides a perspective that explains behaviors,

attitudes, and relationships women develop during transition.

Women's Salaries in Higher Education: A Case Study
HELENAN S LEWIS and STANI.EY S. ROBIN, Western Michigan

UniversitY
This is an examination of fieulty salaiies in a large state university

thrOugh dime conrecutive saiary researchers(1977- M. The research

sought to.determine if there 2u:differences in !hale 2nd female faculty

salaries, tbe amount and explanatory factors. Also examined were the

effects 'of an equity adjustment.'Women weir found to receive lower

'salaries than Irmo at all ranks, even with predictive variables contiolled.

These differences persisted after the equity adjustments. The study

develop.; a methodological approach and creates the beginnings of a
longibidnial and cross-sectional data base for the examination of salary

discrimination against women in higher education.

Retention, Professional Development. and Quality of Life: A
ComparativeStudy of MAW/Female Nontenured Paeulty
RACHEI. 0. mats and JESSIE LOVANO-KERR, Indiana yin% crsity

A qualitative 'inquiry was conducted on concerns of nontenured
faculti regarding retention, professional development and qualits: of life,

after existing data revealed yearsoflower rates of retention for women. A
questionnaire was mailed to 100 tenure-line, nontenured women and
100 men' faculty. Response rate was 61 percent for women and 62

percent for men. Results indicated that men and women respondents
shared similar perceptions on (1) general persondl evaluation of thcir
professional lives, (2) viewpoints on career aspirations; (3) feelings of

insecurity, pressure and isolation. However, women indicated more

concerns and jack of confidenee regarding prospects 'for tenure.
Stereotypic myths were not substantiated.

41, Catherine Marshall
Graduate School of Education
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19104

Helenan S. Lewis
Stanley S. Robin
Department of Sociology
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, MI 49001
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"If They Can, I Can": Women Aspirants to Administrative
Positions in Publio Schools
SAKRE K EDSON, University of Oregon

Despite the diminishing numbers of women in school administration
and despite the obstacles in the field, there 2re a number of women who
do aspire to become administrators. This descriptive, two-part study
focuses on women actively prepari ng and competing for principalships in
1979; 116 questionnaires from female aspirants in Oregon were selected

for computer analysis, while 21 women werc chosen for taped
interviews. Women expressed confidence in tlieir ability to do the jobof
administration and to do the work better than most current
administrators. The study examines current stereotypes of women in
administration, offering updated perspectives on female aspirants.

Superintending: Activities of Women litho Have Not Been
Filtered Out e

NANCY J. PITNER, University of Oiegon
The everyday activities of superintendents who also happen to be

women served asa topic of inquiry. A description of the actual job of the
superintendencyits structure and contentis presented utilizing three ,
frameworks: (0 a chronology of their activities, (b) an examination of
their network of contacts, and (c) an examinatiun of their written
communications. The general findings of this study are that the activities

of surburban scho-ol superintendents have ,specific characteristics

regardless of the sex of the position incumbcnt. Some important '
differences between males and ,females were uncovered. These
differences are identified 2nd explored.

Rachel G. Fuchs
Indiana University
School of Education
Bloomington, IN 47405

Sakre K. Edson
1.?.33 North Laiasta Loop
Eugene. OR 97405

Nancy J. Pitner
135 Education Building
University of Oregon ,
Eugene, OR 97403
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Letter to NIE Minorities And Women's Program Projects
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Research for Better Schools, Inc.

I.

Name
Address
City
State

Dear :

444 North Third Street Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19123 (215) 574-9300

NoVember 17, 1980

Since December 1979, Research for Better Schools, Inc., has been

working on a project funded by the National Institute of Education's

Minorities and Women's Program. A description of this project is en-

closed. As you cen see, we are developing a moddl to be used by agen-

cies working with one or mere State Education Agencies (SEAs) to.help

increase the participation of minorities and women in education R&D

management.

We are attempting to compile several annotated lists of s ccess-

ful practices that will bettome part of our model.and we would l ke to

include information on your NIE Minorities and Women's Program rlroject.

Please send to me any descriptive literature you have and any other in-

formation that you think we might find useful. Also, if you have done

any work along these lines within a state or have any ideas, please

share them with us..

Thank you for your help.

JES:jc

Enclosure

Sincerely,

Joanne S. Stolte
Director, RBS Minorities
and Women Project

1
M-3
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APPENDIX N

- .

An Example of How RBS Disseminated Information Regarding

the Third Summer Institute for Educational Research

on Asian and Pacific Americans:

Institute Tprochure
RBS News Release
Letter to Tri-State.
Asian-AmeriCan.Network
Letter to,Individual
Response from Institute
Applicant
Telephone Response

. .



Third Summer Institute tar
Educational Research on

Asian and Pacific Americans
July 9-24 1981

11



*NEWS RELEASE

SUMMER'INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ON ASIAN AND PACIFIC AMERICANS

Research for Better School's Minorities'and Women s Project announces

an opportunity for researchers who wish to become better)prepared in areas

related to education R4D: qualitative and quantitative research methods,

research issues on Asian and Pacific Americans, language proficiency asiess-

ment, and grantsmanship. Advanced doctoral students and postdoctoral

scholars, especially those interested in research on Pacific Americans, are

encouraged to apply for attendance at the 1981 Summer Institute in Hgwaii

(Hilo and Honlulu) which is being.co-hosted by the Asian American Bilingual

Center of Berkley Unified School Distric't and the University of Hawaii at

Hilo and Manoa from July 9-24. A number of travel grants and living expense

stipends will be awarded to participants based on need. Application deadline

is March 31, 1981. For registration materials contact: Minorities and Women's

Project, Research for Better Schools, Inc., 444 North Third Street, Philadelphia,

PA 19123 (215) 573-9300.

N-4
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January 30, 1981

Krishna Lahiri
311 Llandrillo Road
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004

Dear Krishna,

Enclosed is a news release which has been sent to the newsletters

in the tri state area whick are affiliated with the RBS Minorities and

Women's Project. I thought the Summer Institute for Educational Re-

search on Asian and Pacific Americaus would be of interest to you es

au individual and as a member of the Asian American Council of Greater

Philadelphia. Effort to circulate this information would be appreciated.

Please let me know the response so I can forward the necessary number of

application*.

OCD/de
Enclosure

cc: J. Stolte

N-6

Sincerely,

Pamela C. Rosen
Research Associate,
Educational Equity
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Research foe:Better Schools, Inc.

444 North Third Street, Philadelihia, Pennsylvania 19123 (215) 574-9300

_

Heir Colleague,

lEnclosed is the application form for the Thirditufter-Institute

for Educational ResearCh on Asian andloacifie Americans to be held.in

Hawaii, July 9-24, 1981. Fifty'participants will,be chosen. Travel

grants and/or living expense stipends are available to a limited number

based on,financial need. The topics are timely and the lecturers aie

koficient.in their fields. The experience will be worthwhile.

Also enclosed is a deScription of.the RBS Minorities and Women

project. It is the intent of this project to increase the participation

of minorities and women in education R&D management positiOns through

the publishing of news releases announcing skill building opportunities

such as the Asian and Pacific American Seminar, conducting seminars for

targeted audiences in the tri-state area, and providing technical assis-

tance to projects whotie directors are or whose topics focus on minorities

and women.

Your name and address are now part of our network. In the event of

k. subsequent opportunities that seem pertinpnt to your interests, a member

\ of the RBS project staff will contactyout Meanwhile, if there is any

way in which I can be of,issistance, please do not hesitate to contact me

at the above address or phone, extension 323._

PCR/de
'Enclosures

N-5

Sincerely,

_ Pamela C. Rosin
Research Associate,
Educational Equiey.
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Yolancic Lunni-Allen

14 Crescent Porl,way

MitIJIetown 0. Ncw ,Jer;IN 07701

March 15, 1981

Minorities and Women's Project
Research for Better Schools, Inc.
44411orth Thirdiatreet
Philadelphia, Pd: 19123 '

Dear Selection Committee;

I am very much interested in attending the 1981 Summer
Institute in Hawaii from July 9-24, and would appreciate
specific information on submitting an application. I

feel my background and credentials make me a suitable
candidate for inclusion in the program.

I am a doctoral,candidate at New York UniVersity: having
finished all my required coursework, I am currently em-
barking on my dissertation in the field of linguistic re-
search. I look forward to becoming better prepared in
research methods and issues, and welcome the opportunity
you.are affording.

I feel there is a strong need to promote awareness of re-
, sources available to educators that iill allow us to
provide a better learning situation for Asian and Pacific
Alericans, and indeed, all bi-lingual students. As a
reading resourde consultant 'for the last eight years; I
have seen the Eastern seaboard struggling to service those
coming to us rrom foreigh shores. For the past three years,
I have been in a government funded position and have come
to realize the grant money that is available to those with
the know-how and skill to apply for it.

As you are aware, doctoral candidacy pUts an enormous'
.
strain on 'the finances, and I would appreciate submitting..
an application for a travel grant and a living expense
stipend,,for I amTecfraid I:cannot seriously consider
attending withoutTinancial assistance.

Sincerely,

;t44444 dCraM C+4 V

olande Lanni-Allen'

4321



RBS Minorities and Women Project

Telephone Request Form

Person &ailing- L_ 111,/,__
Address 4/0/ e- 6liket1 j

. #.7- 0 i

Phone Number

Date P1

Occupation e7ZL-e--00k40; OC:44.41

Areas of Education R&D interest /IP,14Lc4c, P AmealAnAetpcie

-(-4-4P(4*-,t- ( ett..-ipl., .4-

, Request:

Project information

Additional information 1,/

r-d r 444Z

Information re RBS

(e.k., from newsletter article)

ceir Ed, bet...44.,01,.._ 4.e.A.,,v

Technical Assistance

Source of information re RBS,M&W Project /14r :2704excAtt

Request response (car,bon attached)

Date request answered

N-8
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RBS Minorities and Women Project

Basic Parameters Regarding 1980 Workahop

one workshop will be held for all three states

the workshop wii,1 be invitational (SEA liaison and other

SEA personnel will select the participants); therefore,

there will be no masa mailing,.no "announcement to par=

ticipate" in newsletters

five to eight participants will be selected from each state

(fifteen to twenty-four participants in all)

the term "workshop" will be replaced by.the term "seminar III

which, appears to be more appropriate

the seminar will be held in Philadelphia at RBS

overnight accomodations will not be necessary
the seminar will be one day in duration (9:30 ani to 4:00 pm);

no particular education level or professional work background

will be required for attendance

RBS will provide all materials for participants (e.g. , name

badges, folders, reprinted articles)

RBS will provide lunch and transportation costs -car pools

will be encouraged

0-3
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AP ENDIX P

Needs Assessmen re-seminar Correspondence:

Letter of invitation
Letter of Confirmation
Preliminary Agenda .

Pre-seminar Questionnaire
Description of Speakers
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444 North Third Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19123 (215) 574-9300

itssearch for Better Schools, Inc.

Name .

'Street
City, State

Dear

Septenth7 19 1980

Reeearch for Better Schools, Ina. (RBS) and the (state)

(DPE/DPI) cordially invite you to attend &seminar,
.eniitled "Needs Assessment: Techniques and Application for Assessing the '

Participation of Minorities and WoMen'in Edueation R&D Leadership/Manage-.

ment." This seminar is sponsored by RBS as part of'a grant from the
National Institute of-Education's Minoritiet.and Women's PrograM. (See

the attached project description for,further information.) T4 seminar is - -

scheduled for October 29; 1980 et the offices of Research for Better Schools*

444 North Third Street, Philadelphia, PAA.912S. ,

This seminar will last for one full day. The morning will be devoted

to an overview of`the latest techniques of needs assessment, In the after- .

noon, yon,will be asked to-help Adapt a needs assessment instrument to the

particurar context of your state and.help design' a needs aisessMent survey

to be condUcted by RBS during 1980-81. A copy of a tenative agenda and a

description of the featured speakers are enclosed.'

Seminar participants are being invited from the tri-state area of 'Delaware,

New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. Participants will represent the state education

agenCy, intermediate service agencies, and local education agencies who have

an interest in needs assessment and/or the participetion of minorities and wixben

in education R&D leadership and management.

As'part of the seminar, Aps will cover the costs of registration,-lunch-,

and yoUr transportation. We-would like to encourage you to form car pools and

you should knowthat parking is free at RBS. Due to'limited funds, we cannot

offer to pay for hotel rooms or Other meals. A map is enclosed,
A



Participation is limited.nnd arrangements are presently being made.

We would appreciate your returning the enclosed registration card as soon

as possible. If you haye any questions, please feel free to call
(SEA liaison to RBS Minorities and Women projeet) at
or me at ,(215) 574-9300.

JBS/de
gnclosures

CC:
SEA Liaison to the RBS Minorities
and Women Project

. Division Read of Participant

P-4

Sincerely,

Joanne B. Stoltd
Director, RBS'Minorities

and Women Project
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Name
Address
city
State

Dear :

40'

North Third Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19123 (215) 574-9300

October 24, 1980

I am pleased that you will be able to attend the Research for
Better Schools seminar on October 29. Registration will begin at
8:30 a.m. (coffee and donuts will be available) and the,seminar
will begin promptly at 9:30 a.m. Please try to arrive no later
'than 9:15 a.m.

Enclosed you will find a brief questionnaire that we would
like you to'complete and return.0 RBS, in the envelope provicied,
by October 15 so we might better plan for your participation.

Also enclosed you will find directions to RBS. We encourage
. you to form car pools and remember, parking is free at RBS. Your
car mileage and/or train ticket will be-reimbursed; however, cab
fare cannot be covered. If you will be arriving by train, please
call Pam Rosen, Tommye Casey, or me at (215) 574-9300 during the
week of October 20 to make arrangements to be picked up at 30th
Street Station.

I look forward to seeing you on October 29.

Enclosures

P-5

Sincerely,

Joanne B. Stolte
Director, RBS Minorities
and Women Project
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Research for Better Schools Minorities and
1980 Seminar Agenda

"Needs Assessment: Techniques and Application
the Participation of Minorities and Women in

Leadership and Management"

Women Project

for Assessing
Education R&D

,

1

Morning Session (9:30 - 12:00) "Needs Assessment: An Education R&D Ski

Address by Betty Mae Morrison, University of Michigan
"Setting Planning Priorities"

The basic concepts, nieciels, and procedures of needs assessmentvill'

be described and examined by the RBS needs.assessment staff.: Based

on a pre-seminar questionaire, the participants will be divided into

two or more groups which will allow for previous experience With needs

assessment. (Following the seminar, the participants will be better

prepared to identifiproblems; therefore, they will be more sucCessful

in planning and accomplishing tasks. Some.participants will have ex-

changed ideas regarding the state-of-the-art of needs asSessment.)

Lunch (12:00 - 1:30)

Keynote address by Patricia B. Campbell, Campbell-Kibler, Associates

"Power, Leadership, and the Underrepresented"

Afternoon Session (1:30 - 4:00) "Planning for a Needs Assessment Regarding

Minorities and Women in Education R&D

Leadership"

An instrument designed to idfaify the needs of an agency conducting

R&D regarding the participation of minorities and women in education

R&D management will be presented and reviewed. Examples of areas

coniiiidered in the instrument will be: underutilization, adverse impact,

tracing into lower paying and less desirable jobs, aid inadequate work

conditions. The participants will break into state delegations to help

the RBS staff admit the instrument to.their states° organizational

structure, size, etc.

Break

A needs assessment plan (design) will be introduced and the,participants,

within their state groups, will help,the RBS staff to adapt this design.

(The seminar participants will be able to help in the conduct of the RBS

needs assessment regarding the parL1Q.ipatiun of minorities and women in

education R&D leadership. The participants will also be able to utilize

needs assessment concepts and methodologies in their career.) .

P-6
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In (Ade& 6o& RBS to p&ovide you with a Amitiat appkopAiate to you& back-
opund, ptease 6,Let out thi4 queationnaike and netuan it to Reaeartch So&
Bette& Schoot4 in the attached entleto0e by Octobe& 15, 1980.

PRE-SEMINAR QUESTIONNAIRE

*it

Have you ever read about the basic cOncepts, .

models, methodologies, etc. of needs aasessment?

Have you ever used needs assessment'data to plan,
make decisions, or establish policy?

Have you ever conducted a needs assessment?

E100El
0000

From your perspective, how useful are needs assessment data in planning,
making decisions, or determining policy?

very useful .0
useful

not useful

not sure

What particular knowledge or skills.regarding needs assessment would you
like to gain through participation in this,seminar?

Name State

P-7
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Dr. Betty Mae Morrison, Professor of Education at the University of

Michigan (Ann Arbor), where she teaches research design and statistics,

is nationally known for her research.in the areas of locus of control ,

and socialization of children in the classroom. Her studies include
7

"Two-Way Socialization in the Classroom" and "Education, Labor Market

Experience, and Current Expectancies of Black and White Men and Women."

The latter study, based on a national sample, examines locus of control

and the effect of past experiences and education through examination of

sex, race, age, current behavior, and marketplace positions.

Her many other activities include direction of an NIE Minorities

and Women's Program project (training minority and women researchers)

and service on the Advisory Board for the National Center for Education

Statistics and panels for various federal agencies, including the

National Science Foundation and the National Institute of Education.

Dr. Patricia B. Campbell, of Campbell-Kibler Associates, Red Bank,

New Jersey, is a nationally known leader in the field of educational

equity. An experienced researcher, trainer, and administrator, she has

published a number of books and articles in this area and has developed

thirteen multi-media instructional units on stereotyping in education

for use by teachers and teacher educators. Currently, she is working

on a mónograph on the effects of sex and race bias in research methods.

In her role as a consultant, Dr. Campbell has worked with individ-

ual schools and districts in a variety of areas, including needs assess-

ment, program evaluation, and in-service training. She is also the

head of*the Curriculum Planning Team for the National Institute of

Education's Minority and Women's Program, which supports projects de-

signed to increase the participation of minorities and women in educa-

tional research and development.

P-8
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Needs Assessment Seminar Materials:

Agenda
Handouts

Needs Assessment Purposes and Issues

- Needs Assessment Models and.

Methodologies
Small Group Discussion for Providers
Small Group. Discussion for Users

Post-seminar Questionnaire



"Needs Assessment: Techniques and Application for Assessing 1

the Participation of Minorities and Women in Education R&D
Leadership and Management"

Research for Better Schools Minorities and Women Project Seminar

October 29, 1980

Agenda

8:30 Registration, coffee and donuts

9:30 Overview: RBS Minorities and Women Project
Joanne B. Stolte, Director, RBS Special Projects DiVision

9:35 Welcome
John E. Hopkins, Executive Director, RBS

Needs Assessment: An Education R&D Skill .

9:40 Address: Setting Planning Priorities
Betty Mae Morrison, University of Michigan

10:00 Needs Assessment: Purposes and Issues
Richard Spanier, Director, RBS Regional Needs Assessment

10:20 Needs Assessmeng;Models and Methodologies
Beth Woolf, Research Associate, RBS Regional Needs Assessment

11:00 Break

11:15 Group Meetings (Users and Providers of Needs Assessment
Data): Questions and Answers

11:45 Summary of Group Meetings

12:00 Lunch/Professional Networking

1:00 'Keynote Address: Power, Leadership, and the.Underrepresented
Patricia B. Campbell, Campbell-Kibler Associates

Planning kor a Needs Assessment RegardinkMinorities and Women in Education

R&D Leadership and Management

1:30 The RBS Minorities and Women Project Needs Assessment
Joanne B. Stolte.

1:50 Review of RBS Needs Assessment Design
Alicia King, Research Associate, RBS Regional Needs Assessment

2:00 Review of Draft RBS Needs Assessment Instruments
Alicia King

2:15 State Meetings: Adaptatio. 9f BS Needs Assessment Design

3:00 Break

3:10 State Meetings: Adaptation of RBS Needs Assessment Instruments.

3:55 Summation
Q-3
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Needs Assessment Purposes and Issues

I. Purposes of Needs Assessment (Handout)

A. Food for Thought

B. Program/Policy Justification

C. Predicting Responses to Programs/Politics

D. Distiibuting Control Over Educational Policy

E. Achieving Measurable Improvement

Examples of Needs Assessments (Handout)

A. Teacher Preparation in Special Ed.

B. Title I Reallocation

C. Perceptions of SEA Performance

D. Defining Focus and Mission of Lab

E. Identifying Statewide Student Needs

F. Identifying Technical Assistance Needs

-III. Issues

A. Definition of Need (Handout)

1. Kaufman

2; Scriven

3. Ellett and Schumener

B. Politics of Needs Assessment

C. Paradox of Consensus
%.

D. Macro-Needs Assessment vs. Micro-Needs Assessment

Q-4
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PURPOSES FOR CONDUCTING NEEDS ASSESSMENTS'

PURPOSE

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

V '5,

CHARACTERISTICS-
.

Intended primarily-to provide Information -
to'stimulate the development of new Poll-

cies or programa

Data may be only one aspect of more com-

plicated decision process

Greater concern with the richness mid
variety of data than with quantitative
procedures

PROGRAM OR POLICY Intended to justify, through public dis-

gUSTIFICATION closure, how a Policy or program decision
was reached

Data presented are directly related to
implementation decision

PREDICTING RESPONSES TO
PROGRAMS OR POLICIES

Intended to predict reaction to varioua
program or policy alternatives

Methodology heavily influenced by the .

need to predict, public reactionsas in
market research and political polling

DISTRIBUTING CONTROL Intended to involve thepublic directly in

OVER EDUCATIONAL POLICY policy or program development .

Data used directly.in estahliihing policY
or program direction through referenda,

goal setting exercises, etc'.-

ACHIEVING-MEASURABLE
IMPROVEMENT

Intended to identify needs directly'im
that plans for improvement may,be devel-
oped

Use of Ogiird" assessment data coupled
with eilecision-making process for rank-
ing needs according,rospriority

Call ior repeated measures to determine
effectiveness of implemented policies'or
programs

146,



\ Needs Assessment Models and Methodologies

A

1. Discrepan, Model vs. Diagnostic Model (Handout)

II. flGoal Ratin ProceduresWhat Ought to Be/Minimum Satisfactory-Level

A. Likert Scale ,

B. Card Sort

.C. Budget Allocation

D. Paired-Weighting Procedure (Handout)

E. Magnitude Estimation Scaling

III. Gathering Data on Existing Conditions--What Is

A. Survey Questionnaire

B. Student Performance Data

C. Other Existing Data

IV. Discrepancy Suiveys (Handout)

A. Batelle Surveys

B. Westinghouse Surveys

C. Institutional Goals Inventory'

V. Needs Assessment Kits (Handout)

A. ACNAM

B. CSE

C. PDK (Handout)

VI. Specialized Techniques

A. Critical Incident

B. Delphi

C. Fault Tree Analysis

Q-6
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"Needs Assessment:- Techniques and Applications for

Assessing the Participation of Minorities and Women

in Education R&D.Leadership and Management"

'Small Group Discussion

Pre-seminar questionnaires returned to RBS indicated that-tone group of

participants (providers of needs assessment data) is'inteteste4,pri-

marily in issues related to the design and implementation of needs aspess-

ments. A. second group (users of needs assessment data) is interested

more in the applicatioq of needs assessment results,in planning. This

small group meeting is intended for providers of needs assessment 4ata.

Participants in each group represent a wide range of familiarity with -

needs assessment concepts and practical experience. For that reason we

encourage all members of the group to contribute fully sharing their own

expertise and professional experiences.

Suggested Topics

1. The development and Use of a needs assessmentiLplan

2. Instrument development

3. Use of secondary source of information

4. Use of needs assessment data in resburce allocation

Q-7
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"Needs Assessment: Techniques and Applications for
Assessing the Participation of Minorities and Women

° in Education R&D Leadership and Management"

Small ttoup Discussion

Pre-seminar questionnaires returned to RES indicated that one group of
participants (providers of needs': assessment data) is interested pri-
marily in issues related to the .design and-implementation of needs
assessments.. A second group (users of needs assessment data) is inter-
ested more in the application of needs asseSsment xesults in planning.
This small group meeting is intended for users of needs abseesment data.

.Part_ nts in each group represent a wide range of familiarity with
-,needs sessment concepts'and practical experience. For that reason we
;

encourag all members of the group to contribute fully sharing their own
expertis and inofessional experiences.

Suggested Topics

Interpretatioln of needs assessment results
A

Effective planning strategies using needs assessment data

Development of data gathering systems

'Assessing the value of needs data presented to planners:

,
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Maze complete thi,4 qutationnaimAellotte leaving today and ketuan it to

, the-RES M4nolcitie6 and Women Puject Atabi.

Research for Better Schools Minorities and Women Project Seminar

"Needs Assessment: Techniques and Application"

POST-SEMINAR QUESTIONNAIRE

Did tfiiS seminar offer you any new fnforniation about
the conCePts, models, and/or procedures.Of needs
assessment?

Were yo/u provided with the knowledge or skills you
expected concerning needs assessment concepts,
models,1 and/or procedures?

Were yolu comfortable with the morning session group-.
ing arrangements based on needs assessment experi-
ence'and present occupational needs?

Did the seminar provide an adequate rationale for
the need to assess the,participation of minorities
and women in education R&D management?

Did the state meetings in the afternoon facilitate
the adaptation on the needs astiltssment to your

state?

Were the invited speakers appropriate to the seminar?

Did the seminar facilitate networking among your tri-
state colleagues?

Will you be able to use the needs assessment concepts
and methodologies presented in your present position?

Were the logistical arrangements for the seminar sat-
isfactory (meeting rooms, luncheon arrangements)?

4-9
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Yes No
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WOuld ypu be willing to help develop guggestionst
recommendations from an analysis of the needs assess-

ment data? P

Are there other education R&D skills/techniques iop
feel are needed by minorities and women to achieve
management/leadership positions?

C4

If yes, please list those skills or techniques....

s

Yes

Having participated in this seminar, how do,you now perceive the,usefulness

of needs assessment data in planning, making decisions, or determining,

policy?. °

very useful 0

useful 0
not useful

not sure

Other Comments:.
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.APPENDIXI
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Needs Assessment Post-seminar Correspondence

Letter of Appreciation
Pbst-seminar Questionnaire Summary'

5
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knaireb hi-Better SChools,

.

Dear,Colleague,

444 North Third Street, Philadelphia, Pthnsylvania 19123 (215) 574-9300
.P.

.&

October 31 1980'

4

I want to thank youlor your participation'in the Research for

Better Schools Needs Assessment Seminar earlier thli week. As re-

quested, I am enClosing g copy of the letter I read during the seminar

'from the chief state school offieer for yoUr state.

Afeenclosed is a copy of an article that jUst appeared in the

October issue of Educational Researcher that addreeses the rdle and

status of minoriti4s in education R&D. The entire.October issue was

devoted to the concerns of minorities in education R&D and we will be

adding these articles to our bibliography.
- o

Under separate cover we have mailed to you two more volumes re-

porting on the conferences on the educational and occupational needs

of minority women. (They arrived one day late!)

Again, thank you fot your participation and please, keep the RBS

Minorities-and Women Project in mind if you see something you think

would be of interest to us.

Sincerely,

CV Joanne B. Stolte
Director,
RBS Minorities and

JBS/de Women Project

Enclosures

cc: T. Casey
P. Rosen
E. Newcomb



Peeot comptete t4is quationnaike belione teaming today and kettAn it 6

the RBS,Min6tati4 and Women P4oject

Research for Eetter Schools Minorities and Women Prolect Seminat

"Needs Assessment: Techniques and Application"

POST-SEMINAR QUESTIONNAIRE

Did this seminar offer you any new information about
the concepts, models, and/or procedures of needs

assessment?

Were you'prpvided with the knowledge or skills you
expected concerning needs assessment concepts,
models, and/or procedures?

Were you comfortable with the morning session group-
ing arrangements based on needs assessment experi-
rnce and present occupational needs?

Did the seminar provide an adequate rationale for
the need to assess the participation of minorities
and women in education R&D management?

Did the state meetings in the afternoon facilitate
the adaptation on the needs assessment tO your

state?

Were the invited speakers appropriate to the seminar? ,

Did the seminar facilitate networking among your tri-
state colleagues?

0
Will you be able to use the needs assessmehOtoncepts
and metflodologies presented in your Present position?

Were the logistical arrangements for the seminar sat-
isfactory (meetingyrooms, luncheon arrami5ementz.)?

400--
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Would you be willing to.help develop 'suggestions/

recommendations from an analysis.of the neede ashess-

ment data?

Are there other education R&D skills/techniques you

feel are needed by minorities and women'to achieve

,manageettent/leadership positions?

If yes, please list those skills Or techniquee....

Yes

Et'

No

0

human development skills

mentoring
leadership styles
dealing with stress/anxiety

educational opportunities
opportunities for internships

learning the "unwritten rules"

learning political structure

how to heat t e "system" that only

allows for /horizontal moves

managerial 4cills

learning th "system"
developing/Channels of communication

within. he hierachy
how to make use of a networking

systept

Having participated'in this seminar, how do yOu now perceive the usefulness

of needs assessment data in planning, making decisions,'or determining

policy? from pre-seminai questionnaire

Other Comments:

13 very useful

7

1

useful

not useful 0
-

not sure

R-6
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WHAT'S HAPPENING IN EDUCATION?
Moilthly Bulletin of The Delaware Department of Public Instruction

Planning, Research,and Evaluation Division

Bulletin #64 November 1980

NOT! C E: PROACT DIRECTORS

Research for Better Schools, Inc., is trying to identify,minority and.women project
-directors in education R & D in the tri -state area of Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsyl ania.
, (Education R & D as used here includes, but is not csIfined to research, development,
dissemination, utilization, and evaluation.) If y'd'ire directing a project, please Iend
your name, address, and the title of your project to: Joanne B. Stolte, Research fo
Better Schools, 444 North Third Street, Philadelphia, FA 19123. This identificatio is

being conducted as part of a project tO increase the participation of minorities i,id women

in education R & D, funded by the National Institute of Education's Minorities a Women's
Program.

S-3
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REFERENCES FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP

Bolles, R.N. The three boxes of life and how to get out of them: An
introduction to life/woik planning. Berkeley, Calif.:- Ten $peed
Press, 1978.

This book, a ptacticat, kow-to-do-it manuat on t26e/wotk ptan4ing,
pusents a phitosophy oi ti6e, exetcises to anatyze Out own 6.eth=
ation, and sttategies that witt tead to gteatet set6-undet6tanding
and mote conttot o6 the ditection o6 you& ti6e. Bates depicts the'
box-tike notate o6 te aA a ti6e divided into thime segments, the
6itst devoted to getting an education, the second to eatning a
tiving, and the thind to Living in tetitement. Amine each segment
o6 ti6e (ot in each box) one must deat with 6out majot isauea:
1) what'a happening? 2) autvivat, 3) meaning ot mission, and 4)

etftfectivenesa. Botta advocates a bettet batance among twining,
watking, and teisute at evety age-and atage oti title. He otitfeAs

suggestions 6olc cteating this batance and 6ot dealing with the
majon iasuea aa they tetate to teatning, wotkl and teiaute.

Dauw, D.C. Up your career! (3rd ed.), Prospect Heights, Ill.:
Waveland Press, 1980.

This cateet guide, in wotkbook 6comat, deaigned to aid pemonA
6acing the ditemma o6 6inding emptoyment Oh changing jobs. Lt con-

tains carmen exptotation and carmen devetopment in6otmcition and
exetciaes that can help one 6itat identitfy hia/heA pet4onat
actetistics and voqationat *Letietences and then match them to

occupationat choicia. J. H. Hottand's aii peAsonatity types
(keatiatic, inveatigative, attistic, aocidt, emteApAiAing, and
conventionat) aim used in this job-matching ptocedune. Additionat
exetctaes aaaiat in devetoping petsonat attAibutes andakittA that
witt ine&ea4c 4UCCe44.4n a =teen aeatch; included ate auggeations

buitding zettf-eateem, Aisk-taking, decision making, intetviewing,
and incteasing aucceaa. Specitfic hints ate given 6ot. women. A

aeties o6 iteading4 addteaaca cuAtemt iasuea Such as job diactimin-
ation, butnout, executive caneem, and tesume miting, and a bibtio-
gAaphyli ident46ies additionat usoutces.

1591
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Greiff, B.S., & Munter, P.K. Tradeoffs: EXecutive, family and organiza-

tional life. New York: New American Library, 1980.

In okdet.to Aucceed, executivea muat Aecognize the tudeo464 A..n that'

pA04e444..0n02 and puvate tivea, and cho04e cAxeutty among theik

Optiona. The auth0A4 06 thi4 book anatyze theae optiona and 044eA

pkacticat atkategiea 6ok atkihing a &dance in an txecutive'a

between pekaonat,, ifotity, and oAganizationat Acta. "They conaidet

the tAadeolf64 to be made at va1tiou4s4tage4 04 an executive'4 eakeeh

and auggeat way4 to hand& apecitic conkticta auch 0.4 Aetocation.

to4ing a potation 0A. job pne44uxe. Guidetinea OA executive

4ucce44 muat inedide a pikaonat phi2o4ophy thmt acknowtedgea the

human slattok in cokpokate Li4e, keepa tuck 06 peA40na2 pkiakitiea,

and ma2nt4i44 contAot 04 hi4/heA own ti4e. The'apeciat clitemma4 06

women, minonity gAoup membeu, and dpat eakeek 4amitie4 ake diacuaaed.

Hart, Lois Borland. Moving lp1 Women and leadership. Amacom, 1980.

Moving Up! dikeeted at women who arm cuspiting to teadekahip 4ote4

in the woAking woAtd. Leadekahip £.6 de6ined az, the pkoceaa o6

inguencing one oft mone peopte in a poiative way 40 that the ta4kz

deteAmined by the g0at4 and objectives 06 an oAganization accom-

pti4hed. The teadekahip akitta that me needed within an oAganization

arm gAouped into aeven arcea4: communication4, human Aetation4,

aupekviaion, counaeting,_management acience, deciaion making, and

ptanning. Each gAoup 04 4kitt4 i4 ketated to the 6ive teveta oic

management, Wm aupekvkaok to executive, that me 4ound within an

oAganization. The book ira'a pkaeticat guide that wat hetp women

aa4e66 -theik ttadeA4hip akitt needa and devetop a ptan to meet them.

identea the pkobtem4 and kewykda o teadekahip. In addition,

it ahowa women howcto devetop a carmeft ptan, aaaeaa*theik Aiak-tahing

potentiat, and identiliy Ae4ouAte4 that'witt hetp them keach than

eakeek objectivea.

Morgan, M.A. (Ed.). Managing career development. New York: D. Van

Nostrand, 1980.

Thi4 book, a aekiea odi Azading4, anatyze4 and exptain4 many ba4ic

caAeeA 444ue4. Each Aeading i4 Aetated to one 04 tmo majoA them.

The 6.irat theme ZS that cateem devetop and change ovek time. Theke

aAe aeve/cat pkedietabtt atagea and tunaitiona in any carmen, tach

with conceAn4 that athieet job 4UCCR44. The 4e10nd theme 44 that

ea/Lew can be managed. White ind4vidua24 cannot comptetety contAot

41
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cauex ou2come4, Wen they can puitivety inguence caxem ditection4.
Ultimate Gauen deciAionA axe tht AeAponAibitity oti individua/A; but

AtAponAibitity 10 Ahated by 4upektt440/14 and oluAnization4. OS

Apeciat intekeot axe the axtictea in the zectionA Speciat eaneen.

lAtaleA Lox Women and Minox2tie4and Sthategie4 OA,Caxeex

'Management.

Welch, M.S. Networking. The great new way for women to get ahead. New

York: Warner Books; 1980.

NetwoOimg 44'de4cnibe4 aA a concept, a techniiue, and a phoceAA that
enabteA women to wee peuonat'contactA Sox adv.cce and 4uppfmt white
pumuing a carmen. Wetch concentuta on pucticat advice &Oust by
hetping the Atadet to anatyze garment netwolch patter/AA, and next by

giving AuggeAtionA £o.t extendimg netwo/thing activitieA towaxd'eaxeex

goata. Stoniez oL AucceAAtiat netwoithing ittuAtAate hen. xecommendation4,

She at4o exptain6 how to tapsinto an exiAting netwoAhing goup, eithen

a company-pcuAed ox city-wide gitoup, ox tionm a new one.

T-5
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Person Calling

Aadress

Phone Number

Occupation

RBS Minorities and Women Project

Telephone Request Form

Date

Areas of Education R&D interest

Request:

"Project informatiOn

Additional information

Information re RBS

(e.g., from newsletter article)

Technical Assistance

..-

SOUrce of infbrmation re RBS M&W Project

Request response (carbon attache0

Date request angwered

1.10.3
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Examples of Technical Assistance Letters and Responses
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CLAUDIA M. Arm ,
' 6000 Smithfield Street - McKeesport, Pa. 15135

'U.)
b,tzuZi) aid 00140)

44,wen_ ttc,L, .) eko:frte;d /-0;

w de- /wt. Ale-mi°41
e

(tialLAucit cZi4 /devvi)epwr

ArA14i

tihjek

eeiveLi4

ttierle #1. L4-) oi,aken

pttuici
New RBS Project for
Minorities and Women

Research for Better Schools, Inc.
(RBS), a private, nonprofit education
laboratoiy, has been Junded by the Na-
tional Institute of Edikation's Minorities
and Women Program to increase the par-
ticipation of minorities and women in
education research and development lead-
ership/management in Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, and Delaware. The expected im-
pact of this project will be to develop a tri-
state network of individuals who are inter-
ested in issues related to minorities and

women in education leadership manage-
ment positions and to foster the' R&D
skills of minorities and women who are
curretuly working in the field by providing
technical assistance for specific projects
and convening state workshops. For fur-
ther information, contact the Project
Director, Minorities and Women Project,
Research for Better Schools, Inc., 444 N.
Third St., Philadelphia, PA 19123. Ph.
215/574-9300.

Ph;
Doto
kAppotii
5efr gg 6
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Claudia Ausiin
6000 Smi4hfield Streel`!"

McKeesport, Pennsylvania 15135*

Dear Claudia:

SepteMber 16, 1980

Thank you for your letter requesting information about the-RES.

Minorities and Women Projict. I have enclosed a description of our

project, which should answer aome of your questions.

In response to your request for more information about women in

education R&D leadership/management, there are several good iesources

that you might vent to eximine.

o Women and Educational Leadership, edited by

Sari R. Biklen and Maillyn B. Brannigan and

published by D. C. Heath anA Company, 1980

o Management Traintnjg Needs of Minorities and Women:

Publication Series by RBS. (See En4esure)
"/M,k7

I'm also enclosing a copy of an article,'"Women Fight 'Old Boys°

for School Administrator Jobs" from the March, 1080-edition of Learning.

The "Resources" listed at the eod of the article may be useful to you in

examining the issues related to minorities and women in educational leader-

ship.

If you have any other questions, please feel:free to_contact me.

TWC/de
Enclosures

V-4

Sincerely,

\,

Tommyey. Casey
Research Aesociate,
Educationdi Equity
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914i11re cSagoor
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so° GS: gkouidsizas cRoad

(Watfingfoul, innsytwan.i.a 1086 N\

June 3, 1980

Tommye W. Casey
Researdh for Better Schools

, 444 N. Third St:
Philadelphia, PA 19123

TELEPHONE

(215 ) LOwell 8-9000

Dear Ms. Casey:

I am writing in response to your search for women interested in
research and development in education which appeared in Pennsylvania
Education, May 19.

For the past several years, I have been interested in developing
and marketing educational materials in the areas of social studies,
history, careers, English, and gifted education, I have written for Social
Education in the area of new approaches to teaching the geography of

. cities, and have recently developed and field tested a kit on the Middle
Ages which begins with the barbarian invasions of Rome and ends with the
rebuilding of cities. The unique topics and short primary source readings
(including music, law, drama, the Eaglei-Rome and the U.S., Medieval
students, and medicine), games, and numerous'and varied activities have
made it a success with average and gifted students.

-.I

*I am presently working in several other areas including history and the'
opera, space colonization, and creative anthropology; the last is being
developed with one of my gifted seventh grade students.

I will be on leave next year, and hope to devote my energies to
developing materials. If you could give me some ideas on how to go about
marketing these materials, I would be very appreciative.

Thank you.

V-5
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SYeast gkovicisnas

Sincerely,

lite00

r7*

Loretta M. Comfort

Address after 6/13/80
321 Fulton St.
Philadelphia, PA 19147



Loretta M. Comfort
321 Fulton Street
Philadelphia, PA 19147

Dear Loretta:

August 7, 1980

Thanks so much for sharing with me your experiences in program

development. One of the objeetives of the RES Minorities and Women

Proejct is to provide technical assistance to minorities and women

working in educational R&D, In response to your request for ideas

on how to market your materials, I would suggest that you contact
several :small or intermediate aise publishers in the tri-state area

with information about your meterials. This information should include

a general description of your product, its general appeal, how it is

formatted and data on its effectiveness. In order to identify nmall

or intermediate size publishers in our area, you should either purchase

or borrow from the public library the most recent edition of Literary

Market Place published by R. R. Bowker Company. I hope that these

suggestions will assist you in marketing your materials.

I have ilso enclosed a deseription of our project. If you.have

any further requests for assists:Ice, please don't hesitate to contact

me.

TWC/de
enclosure

V-6

Sincerely,

Tommye W..Casey
Research Associate,
Educational Equity

4 'VA.
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Jdne G, 1930

Joanne Frey
Resource Room Teacher
151 Valley Park south
Beth., PA 18018

1

Dear Joanne:

The topic you have chosen "Effects of Menses_on Classroom

Performance and/or standardized Test Taking" is one that concerns

rimy women.

Enclosed is information which might point you in the right

'direction. Good luck with your topic.

Sincerely,'

Pamela C. Rosen
Research Associate
Educational Equity

PCR/sin a,

rnciiisures:

_



SEARCH FOR BETTER SCHOOLS, INCORPORATED SUITE 1700 / 1700 MARKET ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19103 / 215 561.41 ry

June 19, 1930

Joanna Frey
Resource Room Teachar
153 Valley Park South
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18018

Dear Joanne:

I hope that the information I sent to you June 6 was
helpful. Just today I saw a description of two publications
which should provide you with additional information for your
topic "Effects on Misuses on Classroom Performance and/or
Standardised Test Taking". Good luck!

Sincerely,

PCR/de Pam Rosen
Research Associate,
Educational Equity

W-5
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Joanne Frey'
Resource Room Teacher
153 Valley Park South
Bethlehem, PA 18018

August 11, 1980

Dear Joanne:

I 'hope that the information sent on June 19, 198n was helpful

in researching your topic. Pam Rosen came across two instruments

that might be oseful-to you in collecting data. These instruments

were taken from Women and Women's Issues: Handbook of Tests and

Measures by Carole A. Beere; San Franciscoe,CA: Jets:icyBass, Inc.,

1q79. They are enclosed along with a list of references from

Feminine Personality mod Conflict, edited by E.L. Walker.

Let us know hoW your research is progressing.

TWC/de
, Enclosures

1 73

Sincerely,

Tommye W. Casey
Research Associate,
Educational Equity


